EARLY 1980s UNSPECIFIED:
Raymond Vester is born. A mysterious individual who plays his cards close to his chest, he will
go on to work for the F.B.C. before getting onto Tricell's payroll as a double agent.
CHARACTER PROFILE: RAYMOND VESTER

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: F.B.C./Tricell
Raymond Vester was an enigmatic yet mysterious individual. His true loyalties were unknown but he had a
knack for manipulating situations to suit his own needs and it is possible he was an industrial spy similar to
Ada Wong for they shared many similarities.
He joined the F.B.C. as a rookie agent around 2004 with a strong desire to
help people and possessed a firm sense of justice. Later in his career he
also joined the ranks of Tricell as well as building up a secret alliance with
B.S.A.A. Director Clive R. O’Brian. With ties to so many differing
organisations, he was well placed to gather intelligence and influence
individuals to achieve his own goals. The most important unanswered
question concerning Vester was whether he was always this way or if at
some point his head was turned by a particular event that made him
change his outlook on life. One such event may have been the Terragrigia
Panic of 2004 which was Vester’s first major operation in service of the
F.B.C. He was on site for three weeks and worked under the supervision
of Parker Luciani amongst others. He was young, naive and eager to please at that time and being involved in
such a major bioterrorism incident opened his eyes to what was wrong with the world. Although just a rookie,
Vester was extremely intelligent and came to believe there was more to the Terragrigia Panic than what was
shown. He believed the attacks were too professional and too efficient to be just the work of a lowly Italian
terrorist group. He secretly believed another party was involved yet he had no proof and initially kept his
suspicions to himself. Near the end of the third week, all F.B.C. agents were suddenly given the order to pull
out after Commissioner Morgan Lansdale was given authorisation to use the city’s solar energy satellite on
itself to effectively vaporise the biohazard and everything in it. Vester rashly ignored the order and stayed
behind to help any remaining civilians, believing they had to still help people. Shortly after this, the tower the
F.B.C. had been using as a command centre was breached by Hunter B.O.W.s being used by the Veltro terrorist
group. Vester fought bravely but was gravely injured in this attack and rescued by Parker and Jessica Sherawat.
Parker saved Vester by applying a tourniquet to his left leg and practically carried him to safety. On route to
the command room Vester tried to explain his suspicions about the cause of the incident to the two agents but
they both dismissed him out of hand. It was only when Vester burst into the command room and overheard
Morgan Lansdale on the phone to an unknown individual did he come to believe Lansdale was not all what he
seemed. Vester later escorted Lansdale and B.S.A.A. Clive O’Brian to the heliport after they had a furious
argument and they were all evacuated before the city was destroyed.
Following the incident, Vester became cold and ruthless as the events of Terragrigia had left a profound
imprint on him. He believed too much red tape hampered investigation and vital evidence was being lost. His
suspicion of Lansdale festered and in order to get things done he gained a reputation for using forceful searches
and investigation abilities, being uncooperative with local law enforcement and hampering B.S.A.A.
investigations. He justified his methods by the results he got and held a strong belief that ‘Nothing would
change unless you got your hands dirty’. Through his own investigations he was acutely aware that Clive
O’Brian shared similar misgivings about Lansdale.
In 2005, Vester approached O’Brian in secret with his concerns over Lansdale, believing he could trust him
following the B.S.A.A. Director’s own disgust at the F.B.C.’s handling of Terragrigia. O’Brian shared similar
concerns and together the two concocted an elaborate yet dangerous plan to try and expose him. This plan
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involved the fake revival of the terrorist group Veltro and using B.S.A.A. agents to subsequently investigate and
hopefully panic Lansdale into doing something rash to cover his tracks. Whilst O’Brian was uncomfortable
about lying to his own employees and potentially putting them in harm’s way, Vester had no qualms about
doing so as long as they got the truth out and brought Lansdale down. Vester was also ordered by Tricell to
recover a sample of the t-Abyss virus. Lansdale’s researchers had worked with a Tricell research team provided
by Excella Gionne to develop the virus but once complete, Lansdale had betrayed Tricell and kept the virus for
himself. Now the company wanted revenge. Vester was to work with fellow spy Jessica Sherawat to achieve this
goal, but a source of conflict brewed between them as Jessica was also Lansdale’s personal assistant and protégé.
Although she was willing to steal the sample for Tricell, unlike Vester, she had no interest in bringing Lansdale
down. His powerful position as head of the F.B.C. and his complete trust in her only extended her own power
base and opportunities. These were luxuries she didn’t want to lose.
Vester and O’Brian organised a fake Veltro base at an old airport in the mountains of Finland. As word spread
about a possible revival, Lansdale panicked and sent Vester and a rookie agent by the name of Rachel Foley to
the Queen Zenobia to investigate any potential Veltro survivors on the ship. Once there, Vester masked his face
and played the part of Veltro himself to trick B.S.A.A. investigators Jill Valentine and Parker Luciani whilst at
the same time gradually guiding them towards the truth about Lansdale. Things came to a head when he was
shot by Jessica just as he was about to reveal all and prove Lansdale as the man responsible for Terragrigia.
Though he was wearing body armour, he was forced to play dead and was unmasked as Veltro. This forced his
plans to change and in order to regain trust with Parker and the others, he reappeared on the bridge and
revealed Jessica as the mole working for Morgan. Jessica tried to shoot him again but hit Parker instead before
activating the ship’s self-destruct system and fleeing. Vester pretended to chase her but instead let her escape
before returning to save Parker to pay back the debt owed to him after Parker had saved him in Terragrigia.
Following the incident, at a meeting at a cafe in an undisclosed location, Vester handed Jessica the recovered tAbyss sample to hand over to Tricell. However, this had always been a secondary objective for him as his real
goal had always been to bring down Lansdale, which he had finally achieved and gained justice for those lost in
Terragrigia. His current whereabouts remain unknown.
J.D. is born in Eastern Slav. He will go on to become a rebel fighter for the pro-independence
movement in the civil war overcoming the small country in the early 21st century.
CHARACTER PROFILE: J.D.

*Born: UK Died: 2011 Height: 160cm Weight: UK B-T: UK Nationality: East Slav Affiliation: Pro-Independence
J.D. (real name unknown) was a freedom fighter opposing government forces in the civil war decimating the
Eastern Slav Republic. He was young and inexperienced, yet immensely keen, very excitable, and possessed a
good heart. He grew up as a good friend to Alexander Kozachenko
and his fiancée Irina and would often follow them around like a
lost puppy. He had a very carefree personality and even though a
majority of people growing up in Eastern Slav hated America, J.D.
had a great deal of affection for all things made in America such as
Hollywood movies, DVD’s, music and junk food. He also tried to
make this come across in his demeanour and mannerisms when
engaging with people, often coming across with an excitable and
somewhat stereotypical tone. He joined the resistance at the same
time as Kozachenko and whilst the latter had good reason to enlist
after government forces bombed the school that killed his fiancé, J.D. joined up for no other reason than
because his friend did. In truth he had no real understanding of politics and did not know anything about the
unfolding situation that triggered the civil war in the first place. Although his heart was in the right place, at his
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core J.D. was a bit of a coward and would often hide behind Kozachenko. He did not possess any combat skills
and his effectiveness with firearms was limited to his experiences watching blockbuster movies.
In 2011, J.D. was with Kozachenko in one of the rebel hideouts in the city of Holifgrad when United States
Government agent Leon Kennedy was captured. Leon was interrogated and accused of being a spy for the CIA.
However, J.D. was fascinated by Leon and kept asking him all kinds of questions about America and its culture.
He also took Leon’s weapon and wore his body armour. After the hideout was stormed by government forces,
J.D. was shot by one of the soldiers although his body armour prevented the bullet from penetrating him. He
did not realise this at first having felt the impact and believed himself to be dying. It took Kozachenko to
bluntly point out Leon’s armour had saved him for J.D. to realise he was okay.
After they encountered several Ganado in the underground tunnels, Leon was forced to kill them with a metal
pipe after J.D. froze with fear, despite being armed with Leon’s machine gun. After they barely escaped with
their lives, J.D. led them to the surface and on to the sanctuary of another rebel hideout at the church. Here,
Kozachenko confronted Leon again and confessed he planned to use the Synthetic Plaga in the possession of
the Council of Elders to launch an attack on the Presidential Palace. Even J.D. could see the danger in this plan
and released Leon and gave him back his weapons, begging him to go and stop go and stop Kozachenko. Buddy
was J.D.s closest friend and he didn’t want him to die.
However, after Leon had left, the church was attacked by a horde of Ganado and the rebels stationed there were
overrun. J.D., having found the courage to fight bravely, was infected with a Type 2 Plaga. By the time Leon
returned, the Plaga burst from his head and attacked, with Leon forced to kill him.
‘Zǐlì’ is born. She will go on to become an underworld spy available for hire by differing
organisations.
CHARACTER PROFILE: ‘ZǐLI’

*Born: UK Died: 2014 Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: Shen-Ya Pharmaceutical
Zǐlì was an alias of a master spy working in the same shadowy circles as the legendary Ada Wong. A majority of
her background is a complete mystery although she operated as an independent contractor available for hire by
various clandestine organisations. She was of oriental descent and very beautiful with a slim, athletic body. But
these looks were deceiving and masked a cold-blooded killer well trained in
expert hand to hand combat and stealth assassination techniques. She was also
adept at interrogation and confessed a love of torturing people. She preferred
to use her hands rather than weapons and wore a gold bracelet on her right
wrist capable of shooting out a high-tensile metallic wire used to grapple onto
surfaces or as a method of detaining, strangling and garrotting people. She also
wore a large, circular earring with a diamond on her left ear which acted as a
secret communications device to relay progress reports and receive mission
updates.
In 2014, Zǐlì was hired by Chinese conglomerate Shen-Ya Pharmaceuticals to
investigate Sonido de Tortuga Island in the Caribbean Sea to confirm the
location of a previously unknown Umbrella Corporation research facility and
secure whatever secrets lay inside. She was partnered alongside another agent
named Mike Seaman who had a separate objective to secure a hidden B.O.W.
on the island. As her cover, Zǐlì posed as a struggling actress and a contestant on reality TV show ‘Idol
Survival’. Thanks to Mike who was able to use his contacts to secure a producer’s position on the show, Idol
Survival gained permission from the local government to film on Sonido de Tortuga Island and Zǐlì was
entered as one of the contestants.
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Although they were working together, Mike had no real idea about Zǐlì’s skills and likewise she detested
working for him, mainly because he prayed upon her looks and made attempts to seduce her. Early on, Mike
and Zǐlì were forced to speed up their mission parameters when the White Castle; the ship that brought the
Idol Survival production team to the island, was sabotaged by a mysterious creature known only as ‘Subject
001193’. Mike led Zǐlì to the military base ruins where they discovered the Schraube Damon B.O.W. in
slumber. Mike tried to reactivate the creature but found he could not control it and was brutally killed. Zǐlì
managed to make a quick escape and later teamed up with several survivors when a full-scale biohazard broke
out across the island. Zǐlì remained undercover until the survivors located the hidden Umbrella facility beneath
the old ruins. Once inside she contacted a Shen-Ya strike team who were on standby ready to launch an attack.
Inside the base, Zǐlì met Dirk Miller, a surviving Umbrella researcher who had been using the island as a
‘Kodoku Pot’ to create a perfect virus based on the template of Charles Darwin’s ‘Survival of the Fittest’
doctrine. Using her skills, Zǐlì slipped away unnoticed from the others and infiltrated Miller’s lab, getting the
drop on him and taking him hostage. She needed him alive so he could bypass the retinal scanner security
system and activate the final phase of the Kodoku Plan. Once she had no further use for him, Zǐlì callously
snapped his neck. She later recovered the final virus and boasted even one drop could be worth millions of
dollars. She expertly defeated Claire Redfield in hand to hand combat and left her badly injured. She also
knocked Takeru Tominaga and the rest of his party unconscious and planned to torture them all for
information. But in a rare show of arrogance, the usually calm and composed Zǐlì let her guard down for just a
moment too long and allowed a zombiefied Laura Bierce to attack her. Both went plummeting down into a
deep pit and Zǐlì was fatally injured. Not wanting to die, Zǐlì injected herself with the final virus and mutated
into a large, spider-like creature. She appeared on Emerald Beach in her mutated form and completely
decimated the Shen-Ya Special Forces, but she was ultimately defeated by Claire, Tominaga and assistance
from the B.S.A.A.
Sophie Home is born. She will go on to become a B.S.A.A. Special Operations Agent affiliated
with the Oceania branch.
CHARACTER PROFILE: SOPHIE HOME
Sophie was a beautiful and intelligent B.S.A.A. member working for the Oceania branch, highly-skilled with
firearms and an expert in close-quarters combat. She was born and raised in Australia and liked to sing in her
spare time. In August 2010 she was deployed to Philosophy University in Western
Australia following a t-Virus outbreak. Whilst the rest of her team secured the
outside perimeter, Sophie went inside alone and soon met up with Rebecca
Chambers and Barrington Meyer in the security office. She was later introduced
to Chris Redfield and Piers Nivans and her cool demeanour and confidence
quickly won Chris’ trust, so much so he was willing to let her accompany the
shifty Barrington alone. Sophie also playfully flirted with Piers and was touched
he always seemed worried about her safety. Sophie worked with Barrington to
clear out the east area of the university but wasn’t the least bit surprised when he
betrayed her. She easily disarmed him in combat and when he fled, she later
found herself becoming attached to Posh Brown. She felt sorry for the cowardly
security guard and offered to stay behind and protect him when his bite wound
only served to slow the others down. She was injured herself during a battle with a large number of zombies but
managed to keep Posh safe throughout. They made quite a team and was reduced to tears when she was finally
forced to shoot him after he succumbed to infection. Eventually, Sophie met up with Chris, Piers, Rebecca and
Tyler Howard on the roof of the university and assisted in bringing down the mutated Mary Gray. Following
the conclusion of the incident, she gave her personal phone number to Piers and returned back to her team.
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Barrington Meyer is born. He will become a detective for the Philosophy City Police
Department.
CHARACTER PROFILE: BARRINGTON MEYER

*Born: UK. Died: 2010. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: Philosophy City Police
Barrington Meyer was a supremely confident police detective operating out of Philosophy City in Western
Australia. He was cold, arrogant and had little tolerance for those around him. Barrington was extremely
calculating and liked to manipulate situations and individuals to suit his own needs. He was obsessed with
greed and valued money above everything else, believing that people without money would soon be disposed by
the world. His confident and investigatory skills were well suited for a career
In law enforcement and it wasn’t long before he made the switch from
uniformed patrol officer to no-nonsense detective. His disregard for others
meant he usually worked on his own and he would never hesitate to cut
corners in order to complete a case. His weapon of choice was an old-style
magnum revolver, symbolising his brash demeanour and self-confident
outlook on life. His arrogance ensured he wasn’t well thought of by others.
In 2010, Barrington worked closely with Ezra Sennett; the dean at Philosophy
University when he was asked to discreetly look into the disappearance of
several students from the institute. Barrington took advantage of Ezra’s
desperate pleas to keep the investigation low-key to avoid any bad publicity
and began demanding bribe money to keep things discreet. Ezra accepted but
believed he could control Barrington because of his obsession for wealth.
Obsession equalled anxiety and with no end to anxiety, he believed Barrington would work for him until his
death. Ezra’s adopted son Matthew was less certain. He did not trust Barrington and felt they were paying him
too much. But Barrington was not stupid and kept close watch over Matthew during all his dealings with Ezra.
When Rebecca Chambers began working at the university as a temporary science teacher, Barrington tracked
her movements using the CCTV cameras, soon discovering she took an unusual interest in the fossil museum
and Professor Howard. His suspicions were further heightened when he conducted a background check and
discovered her former employment as a Raccoon City S.T.A.R.S. member. When the outbreak eventually broke
out across the university, Barrington initially worked alongside the B.S.A.A. to clear out the zombies but
eventually betrayed them and took Rebecca hostage as collateral to convince Chris and the others to keep the
incident on the down low. He needed the incident to be taken care of quickly and quietly without press
intervention in order to secure his bribe money from Ezra. His plan changed when Rebecca escaped and when
Matthew committed suicide he tried to convince the others to back his claim that a serial killer was responsible
for the missing students, wanting to frame Matthew as the killer. But Sophie and the others scoffed at his plan
and promised to expose his scheming. Whilst distracted, Barrington was bitten by the late Posh Brown and
soon became a zombie himself. He was eventually killed by Sophie and collapsed down dead in a pile of his own
money.
Laura Bierce is born. She will go on to become an American supermodel.
CHARACTER PROFILE: LAURA BIERCE

*Born: UK. Died: 2014. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Laura Bierce was an American supermodel and known throughout the industry as the ‘Jewel of Hollywood.’
She was extremely beautiful and one of the favourites for the Idol Survival competition; a reality TV show
which saw swimwear models and gravure idols competing in a series of survival games across a deserted island.
Laura presented herself as self-assured and strong-willed. Although friendly on the surface, she had a tough
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exterior and did not like asking people for help. However, when put in pressurised situations, she revealed her
tough persona was all just an act and in reality she could get scared very easily.
In 2014 she was part of Idol Survival on Sonido de Tortuga Island and was
fascinated when she was part of a scouting group who visited Ague Village and
witnessed a voodoo ritual performed by the mysterious Shaman. When
Assistant Director Takeru Tominaga later claimed he had seen a real life
zombie wandering the jungle, Laura dismissed the sighting as his mind
playing tricks because of the Shaman’s ritual. But the next day when the
survival games started, Laura witnessed her cameraman being attacked by a
zombie and when she made it back to base camp, most of the production crew
had become infected. Laura managed to escape and made it back to the White
Castle ship with survival expert Brown Anderson and comedian ‘Crazy
Alexander.’ There Laura proved herself as extremely brave and capable. She
was able to expertly wield a shotgun when the zombies attacked the ship and demonstrated impressive diving
skills by jumping off the main roof to escape. Brown Anderson was injured in the attack so Laura dragged his
unconscious form back to shore and administered mouth to mouth CPR before he came round. Unfortunately
Brown had been infected by the virus and this transmission of bodily fluids also infected Laura.
Brown and Laura later met up with Tominaga, Yuki Mayu and Zǐlì, and built a small camp laced with traps to
protect themselves from the zombies. But when Laura and Brown were on watch, Brown became a zombie and
attacked her. She managed to get away from him and he was later killed in a struggle with Tominaga.
Laura and her group were later chased by Subject 001193; one of two fearsome B.O.W.s left behind from the
Kodoku experiment and they arrived at the abandoned military base and were saved by the B.S.A.A. From
there they entered Umbrella’s hidden base where researchers Alex Wesker and Dirk Miller had performed all
manner of inhumane experiments. It was there that Laura realised she was infected and she deliberately ran
away so she would not attack her friends. She later returned and even saved the lives of her former colleagues
when she got the drop on Zǐlì and attacked her as she held her friends hostage. Both Laura and Zǐlì plummeted
down a deep pit and Laura was washed down a sewer drain. Even following the conclusion of the Sonido de
Tortuga Island incident, Laura still remained on the island wandering aimlessly as a zombie until she was
presumably found and eliminated by the clean-up crews.
D.C. is born. He will go on to become leader of the elite B.S.A.A. Silver Dagger unit.
CHARACTER PROFILE: D.C.

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
D.C. was a veteran of U.S. Special Forces and an accomplished pilot of multiple military aircraft. He eventually
joined the B.S.A.A. to take up the fight against bioterrorism and his decorated background allowed him to take
command of ‘Silver Dagger’; an elite unit within the B.S.A.A. with special privileges and access to advanced
equipment. Also on D.C.’s team was Damien, his friend and colleague from the military, and former L.A.P.D.
SWAT team member Nadia. D.C. had a calm, composed and relaxed personality. He greeted new members
warmly and always invited discussion and recommendation from his subordinates. One of his talents was
hacking electronic devices to extract information. Outside of work D.C. had a passion for Breaking Bad and
would often be drawn into conversations and arguments about the show with Damien. He also liked to read a
book, often taking a moment between missions to take some time out and refocus. He was also divorced and
rarely saw his children. The last time he saw them was on a trip to the National History Museum in New York.
In 2014 Silver Dagger were assigned to track down wanted arms-dealer and bioterrorist Glenn Arias and were
joined for the duration of their operation by Chris Redfield to which D.C. turned over his command without
argument or protest. He partook in the mission to extract Rebecca Chambers after her university in Chicago
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had been deliberately attacked with a deadly new bio-weapon called the A-Virus. They then flew to Colorado to
speak with Leon S. Kennedy and Rebecca found herself amused that D.C. was able to switch off from the task at
hand so easily and become fully absorbed in his books. D.C. explained that
Francis Bacon once said knowledge is power, a notion he had absolute belief in.
It may only take one bullet to bring an enemy down, but with knowledge you
could defeat all evil. This philosophy helped keep his perspective in life.
D.C. later piloted the Osprey during the B.S.A.A.’s response to the A-Virus
engulfing New York. He used the craft’s cannons to destroy tanker trucks
dispersing the deadly second stage trigger virus on the unsuspecting populace
which transformed them all into flesh-eating zombies. He also assisted in the
final battle against a mutated Diego Gomez and only his superior piloting skills
were able to keep himself and Nadia alive. D.C. later flew the Osprey across New
York and dispersed the airborne vaccine down across all areas of the city,
transforming any recently infected people back to normal and saving thousands of lives in the process.
Inéz Diaco is born. She will go on to become a member of TerraSave and a close friend of
Claire Redfield.
CHARACTER PROFILE: INEZ DIACO
Inéz was a member of TerraSave and a close friend and associate of Claire Redfield. Her previous profession
before joining the NGO remains unknown but she was trained in firearms and skilled with knives and hand to
hand combat. She had an athletic body and her distinguishing feature was her
short, blonde hair.
Like Claire, her work took her all around the world and she campaigned for
victims of bioterrorism. She was acquainted with Marilou Mabou after she and
Claire gave a talk at Marilou’s school when she was younger. In 2014, Inéz joined
Claire for a TerraSave investigation on Sonido De Tortuga Island after they
received reports of infected barracuda fish bearing strange mutations. Whilst
Claire remained on neighbouring Sanahoria Island, Inéz went straight to Tortuga
to meet up with Marilou. She took an instant dislike to Shen-Ya Pharmaceutical
agent Mike D. Seaman after he verbally bullied Marilou after she challenged him
about the Idol Survival filming rights. Marilou took Inéz to the abandoned military base where the Schraube
Damon B.O.W. was being stored. There she was confronted by the Shaman and tied up and left unconscious.
When she awoke, the Schraube Damon was let loose by Mike Seaman. Inéz managed to get free and protected
Marilou from the monster. The Shaman also tried to hack her phone to find out who she was really working
for. Later, Inéz was part of the group that infiltrated the hidden Umbrella laboratory underneath the ruins of
the military base. There she saved the lives of Takeru Tominaga and Yuki Mayu by taking on a lone MA-121
Hunter; a single specimen that had been purposefully let loose to deal with intruders. Although Inéz managed
to badly wound the creature, she let her guard down and was fatally wounded. She died shortly afterwards in
Claire’s arms after making the others promise her they would escape alive.
Nadia is born. She will go on to join the Los Angeles Police Department before eventually
enlisting with the B.S.A.A.
CHARACTER PROFILE: NADIA

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
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Nadia was American born who dedicated herself to a career in law enforcement by joining the Los Angeles
Police Department. There she excelled as an officer and was proficiently skilled in the use of firearms,
eventually gaining a position as a sniper and recon expert for the SWAT division. Nadia was friendly and
approachable, she was also a lesbian and had a partner based in San Francisco. Outside of work she had a
passion for the Breaking Bad TV series.
Nadia paid close attention to the dramatic increase of
B.O.W. related cases occurring all over world and this
eventually prompted another career change when she
applied to join the B.S.A.A. out of righteous
indignation. She initially joined the North American
branch and her skills as a sniper impressed enough
people for her to be seconded to the ‘Silver Dagger’, a
special elite team able to operate with more freedom of
movement compared to regular B.S.A.A. Special Operations Units. There Nadia was trained with advanced
equipment and weaponry including a mobile rail cannon capable of taking out a large building.
In 2014 the Silver Dagger were dedicated to tracking down known bioterrorism and arms dealer Glenn Arias
and had Original 11 member Chris Redfield assigned to their team for the duration of the mission. Nadia was
part of the rescue effort to get Rebecca Chambers out of the Alexander Institute of Biotechnology after it had
been purposefully contaminated with the A-Virus. She took a keen interest in Rebecca and was fascinated how
she went from ‘special forces member to science geek’, concluding the B.S.A.A. was chock full of people with
strange resumes.
When the bioterror attack on New York began, Nadia monitored the radio and confirmed B.S.A.A.
reinforcements were on site and working in conjunction with the N.Y.P.D. She also arranged for a Silver
Dagger Gambit and a Ducati Xdiavel motorcycle to be left on site for Chris Redfield and Leon Kennedy to
carry out their ground mission. Nadia remained airborne with team leader D.C. on the Osprey and used aerial
cannons to take out numerous tanker trucks that were dispersing the trigger virus onto the New York
populace. When Glenn Arias later mutated and combined with Diego Gomez, Nadia saved Leon’s life by
blasting the Tyrant creature with a powerful rain gun, destroying Diego and several skyscrapers of previously
evacuated buildings in the process. She was later injured when Arias speared the B.S.A.A. Osprey with his claws
and Nadia was stabbed through the shoulder. But her wound was superficial and she survived the attack,
eventually helping the others to disperse the A-Virus vaccine across the city.
Rachel Foley is born. She will go on to become a member of the F.B.C. and be involved in the
2005 Queen Zenobia incident. She has a younger sister named Gina who will join TerraSave.
Spencer decides to vastly expand Umbrella Corporation’s operations by signing a number of
contracts with other major pharmaceutical companies to acquire their own developed
medicines and technologies to utilise in Umbrella’s own clandestine research. However, each
of the respective companies is commissioned to only partially develop certain medications so
they cannot be traced back to what is ultimately being developed. The responsible corporations
are thus unwittingly contributing to Umbrella's biological weapons program and will do so for
the next two decades. This starting revelation would only be uncovered during the Raccoon
Trials when Umbrella are prosecuted for the 1998 Raccoon City incident.
Richard Aiken is just a small boy when a criminal attacks him and his baby sister, possibly
during an attempted burglary at their family home. Richard is frozen with fear and his sister is
killed right in front of him after he is too scared to try and protect her. The guilt of this action
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will stay with him for the rest of his life and be his main motivation for joining S.T.A.R.S. in the
future.
At Arklay Laboratories, William Birkin successfully uses the Ebola Virus to improve the DNA
mutation characteristic of the Progenitor Virus. This greatly increases the compatibility rate of
the t-Virus on humans, meaning more will become zombies rather than the unpredictable
nature of Marcus’ original prototype. The research is ongoing to create a more effective,
stabilised strain.
Following continued research with the prototype t-Virus, Birkin and the research staff conduct
several experiments on arachnids. Since gene manipulation can easily be performed on
organisms with primitive body structures, research using spiders and insects is actively
conducted during this time. The first experiment is to inject the virus into several species of
pure-blooded spider. This is done not to create a B.O.W. but to simply prove the amazing
growth effects of the t-Virus on certain organisms. This results in the creation of the Giant
Spider.
EXPERIMENTAL ORGANISM/SECONDARY INFECTANT PROFILE: GIANT SPIDER
Giant Spiders were the result of early tests using arachnids as a base to evaluate growth effects of the prototype
t-Virus on certain organisms. When further tests were conducted the weaponised variants became known as
'Web-Spinners' whilst the term 'Giant Spider' was used to refer to any sub-species of spider that became
secondarily-infected by the t-Virus such as those found in the bowels
of the Management Training Facility and the sewers beneath Raccoon
City. The most notable attribute of a Giant Spider is its increased size
and increased levels of toxicity in its venom. Gigantism caused by
t-Virus infection is an effect that would prove to be particularly strong
in arthropods such as insects and spiders. They often like to ambush
their prey by lying in wait on the ceiling or wall using their enhanced
mobility and projectile venom to ensnare their target.
Although the virus caused them to grow in size, they were not quite as large as the Web-Spinner and therefore
retained the ability to spin webs. They bred in large numbers and female Giant Spiders also carried sacs of their
young in their abdomens. If anything happened to the mother, the sac would burst and the little spiders would
emerge and attack anything they perceived as a threat. These little spiders were still small enough to be stepped
on but were dangerous in large numbers. Overall the differences between a Giant Spider and its weaponised
cousin the Web-Spinner are minimal.
William Birkin notes in his research that the spider family is one of the most successful species
in the entire arthropoda class because of their variety and ability to prosper in almost any
environment on Earth. Spiders can thrive in tropical zones, dry desert environments and even
severe cold regions. New species are still being discovered every year and right now over
30,000 different variants exist. They possess a capacity for high environmental adaption and
Birkin is pleased they show this adaption ability again under the influence of the t-Virus. They
grow too large to be destroyed by other creatures and become ferocious, evolving even more
and intensifying their poisonous nature. It puzzles Birkin why the virus does not change the
spider’s actual physical appearance but concludes it may be because their natural form is
already perfect.
Following the Giant Spider experiment, the researchers attempt to create a weaponised variant
after studying the growth effects of the t-Virus. This is the ‘Web-Spinner.’
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B.O.W. PROFILE: WEB-SPINNER
The Web-Spinner was one of the earliest t-Virus B.O.W.s and was developed at Arklay Labs. The key difference
between a Web-Spinner and a Giant Spider was that a Web-Spinner grew so large it became unable to actually
spin any webs, though it still possessed the spinning gland to make its thread. This was a somewhat ironic
development considering their name. Its main method of attack was
to secrete and spit a corrosive liquid capable of poisoning its victims.
The re-writing of its DNA caused the spider to become huge and its
naturally grotesque appearance was enough to put the fear of god
into its prey. The Web-Spinners were also noted for their ability to
spread the virus in a large, expanding radius thanks to their ability to
climb walls and ceilings. Researchers noted that whilst the
application of the t-Virus made the specimens become large and
aggressive, its overall behavioural pattern did not change and
remained that of a normal spider. Its main attacking characteristic
was to only prey upon targets that happen to pass by its territory and would use these to supplement its diet.
Any external control was impossible and this severely limited its practicality as a weapon. But if used as a
B.O.W. it could be effective to spread the virus by reaching places other conventional organisms could not and
its repulsive appearance would cause opponents to panic. As well as venom secretion, the Web-Spinner could
also attack with the sharp, long nails on its eight legs and once grasping its target, it would press down with
powerful forelimbs and eat. The creature would usually lurk in dark, confined spaces due to its lack of ability to
spin a nest. But ultimately because of low intelligence, natural aggressiveness and an inability to program with
commands, the Web-Spinner project was eventually scrapped.
In situations where the virus infection was needed to spread indiscriminately, the arachnid
B.O.W. would hold maximum effectiveness in this regard due to the rapid breeding of little
spiders able to spread the virus secondarily. From a financial standpoint, arachnid B.O.W.s are
also cheap to produce and would later prove to be particularly popular with criminal
organisations possessing no armed forces of their own.
Although the Web-Spinner will not be taken forward as a B.O.W., several subjects are kept
alive for data use and during the final round of experiments something remarkable is
discovered within a specimen's blood stream. Blood samples are taken and from these a new
recombinant variant of t-Virus is extracted showing small but significant improvements over the
prototype strain. After further refinements his new variant is classified as the ‘α-strain t-Virus’
and becomes the first successful variant developed by the team at Arklay alongside the Ebolainfused strain still in progress.
Umbrella continue to expand their global operations and establish a number of factories across
Africa, effectively marking the official establishment of Umbrella Africa due to the classified
nature of the research centre buried deep underground in the depths of the Kijuju Mountains.
One such manufacturing facility is built in a small factory town which is home to the future
parents of Sheva Alomar. The production facility is named ‘Umbrella Plant 57.’ As with most
factory towns, the plant soon becomes its lifeblood, bringing in much needed revenue and
steady employment for the population. Within a couple of years, almost 80 per cent of the
town's adult populace will be employed at the factory in some capacity and while the pay is low
by most nations’ standards, it provides a steady income for the townspeople. As well as being a
legitimate manufacturing plant, this particular Umbrella facility will also become involved in the
production of biological weapons later down the line.
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Nikolai Zinoviev is with Spetznaz and takes part in a number of political assassinations and
insurgency missions, including operations during the Soviet war in Afghanistan. During this
tour he becomes acquainted with Sergei Vladimir and they become friends. Very little is known
about Nikoli’s background but he goes about his work with a cold and ruthless demeanour.
On her 12th birthday, Svetlana’s father takes her to a tailor shop to buy a jacket, it is the same
one she is changing into ready for her live broadcast. The next year her father was detained in
Siberia. She received a letter with news of his death along with a few personal effects.
Whilst Umbrella's global operations expand, James Marcus continues work in isolation at the
church lab of the now abandoned training facility. He progresses his leech studies and dreams
of one day taking his revenge on Oswell Spencer.
Umbrella purchase Rockfort Island; a small isle located at the southernmost point of South
America. The island is inhabited by a small native population but Umbrella burn down their
village and force them to vacate their home. Amongst the people living here is a young Rodrigo
Juan Raval and his family. They have a long history on the island and many family members
from previous generations are laid to rest there. With many of the inhabitants exiled with
nowhere to go, many are forced take jobs with the very company that destroyed their home.

LOCATION PROFILE: ROCKFORT ISLAND
Rockfort Island was a privately run island located somewhere south of the equator and owned by the
Umbrella Corporation. Its location was recognised as the southernmost point of South America on the Pacific
Ocean. The approximate co-ordinates were north latitude 32° 34.71 minutes south, east longitude 92° 42.74
minutes west and it has an average winter temperature of 20 degrees Celsius and 68 degrees Fahrenheit.
The history of the island is a mystery but it was home to a colony of settlers going back generations. In the
1960s Rodrigo Juan Raval was born to parents who had lived their entire lives on Rockfort. The modest
populace lived a simple life and inhabited a small village, enjoying privacy and isolation and living simple lives.
Those who died on the island were buried in an ancient underground tomb in a subterranean cave system.
This peaceful existence was shattered in the early 1980s when representatives from the Umbrella Corporation
arrived, looking for remote locations to expand their operations. Umbrella legitimately purchased the island
from the local government and when an agreement with the native inhabitants could not be reached, proceeded
to burn their village down. Now homeless, many of the villagers who survived the cull went on to work for
Umbrella just so they could remain on the island. Rockfort was eventually placed under the control of the
Ashford family who constructed an elaborate palace to serve as their residence.
In 1993 control of the island was passed onto Alfred Ashford, who was now the seventh generation head of the
family. He had just graduated from a top university in England but was never viewed to be talented enough to
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hold a position of power within Umbrella. The corporation had more or less side-lined him from any
responsibility. No one from Umbrella expected anything from Alfred and he was largely left to his own devices.
He squandered his responsibilities by using the island for his own private torture facility. He also had a strange
obsession with adorning the base with military collectibles. To Umbrella, Alfred was an encumbrance, nothing
more than a petty dictator attempting to emulate a greatness that was far beyond him. With no one around to
counsel him, his mental breakdown accelerated and he spent his days obsessing over the restoration of his
family’s power. However, he did oversee several major expansions to the island, most notably construction of
the military training facility which would serve as a major training location for U.S.S. and Anti-B.O.W. squad
members. There was also a prison camp and an airport with the prison camp especially representing Alfred’s
darker side. Potential industrial saboteurs and traitors to Umbrella were captured and sent there to be used as
human guinea pigs in biological experiments. Once inside, prisoners were held indefinitely until death. The
island is covered in many rocky outcroppings blanketed in a covering of trees. Jagged rocks and sharp cliffs
ensure access to the beaches is treacherous and the high tides and choppy seas make any escape attempt unwise.
Rockfort has many notable locations spread across the whole diameter. The prison is on one coast and a huge
bridge crosses a chasm leading to the palace and training facility. There is a lighthouse on the opposite coast.
NOTABLE LOCATIONS:
PRISON: - The prison was built in 1994 and used as
a holding facility for criminals, convicts and traitors
that had somehow wronged Umbrella. They lived in
wooden encampment huts that were very basic,
with dirty bunk beds and rotting wooden tables.
Security was minimal yet no one bothered trying to
escape as the complex was surrounded by high-rise
walls with razor wire and there was no way to
escape from an island in the middle of nowhere. The
prisoners were used either as guinea pigs for experiments, executed on the guillotine stand on the hill, or taken
to the alchemist’s hut to be tortured. The Infirmary was located beyond the guillotine stand in an area offlimits to unsupervised prisoners. An Eagle plate emblem had to be inserted into a door here to permit access.
The alchemist working there had struck a deal with Alfred and a hidden room was built in the hut next to the
infirmary filled with all manner of torturing devices. The Alchemist had a false eye he needed to place into the
model of a human body in his office in order to access the hidden door. Beyond the infirmary were several
storage areas for rare materials and a small office. A metal detector system was in place here as authorised
visitors from many different companies would often pass through this area. The cells were located
underground, next to a small graveyard which itself was located next to a small recreation yard. A watchtower
overlooked the yard equipped with a powerful search light and Gatling gun. A sturdy set of gates here required
an eagle emblem to unlock and led down to a large bridge that crossed over an immense chasm.
TRAINING FACILITY: - The Military Training Facility was the first phase in the expansion of Rockfort Island
and was completed on December 8th 1993. Many of Umbrella’s Special Forces teams have used the facility for
training purposes, including the infamous Hunk. Several B.O.W.s were manufactured solely for training
purposes, the most notable of which was the Grave Digger. The facility had two main levels above ground and
two basement levels. The 1F housed mainly offices and also a changing room, Jacuzzi and sauna for trainees to
relax when on downtime. The second floor had a biological experiment room where experiments and baby
Albinoids were tested. A large control room also monitored operations across the island. Also on this floor was
a model room with a diorama of the base. B1 level contained a small laboratory and an air purifying room.
B.O.W.s in cold storage were kept here, including the T078 training specimen. The lab also housed workshops
and t-Virus storage. The elevator here also went down to B2 level which contained the ‘Kill House’; a twisted
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obstacle course designed for the trainees and paramilitary training. One level further down lead to the mining
tunnels beneath the facility. It is down here where the ancient tomb is housed, containing mass-graves of the
original island inhabitants. On ground level outside to the rear of the training facility was a yard with a
working World War II tank parked up. This tank was for decorative purposes only yet it could be moved to
reveal a hidden elevator leading down to a large underground hangar where two V-TOL Harrier jets were
stored. A golden Halberd from the Ashford family crest was needed to permit access to the hangar.
PALACE: - The Ashford’s grand palace was built over two floors and in later years was furnished to reflect
Alfred Ashford's militaristic tastes. A grand hall comprised of a reception desk and black and white tiled
flooring. A door on the left led to a small bathroom stall and a door at the far end to a corridor branching off
towards another containing a large conference room, the Ashford gallery memorial room, and a small military
museum. The upper floor of the main hall had a huge portrait of Alfred Ashford on the wall and a small casino;
complete with a glass aquarium installed across the ceiling spanning the whole room. To the right was another
reception room which was Robert Dorson’s workspace. Two gold lugers were needed to pass through the next
door which led to Alfred Ashford’s office. The computer on the desk activated a hidden passage leading to a
bridge running to the private mansion. Access to the palace could be gained from the prison via the iron bridge
crossing over the chasm going underneath the cliff. However, a large rock fall blocked this off during the aerial
attack by the rival company in late 1998, making vehicular access impossible.
PRIVATE RESIDENCE: - This gothic manor was built sometime in 1994 as
a private house only Alfred was permitted to enter. This was so he could act
out his cross-dressing fantasies in complete privacy. Even the family butter
Scott Harman and Alfred’s private attendant Robert Dorson were never
allowed inside. When the main access to the mansion was badly damaged,
Alfred has the prisoners on the island construct a bridge that crossed the
waterway from the palace and then killed everyone involved in the
construction to keep it a secret. There was also a hidden access route direct
from the Military Training Facility but this was blocked off as of 1998. The
residence is elevated on a cliff side and can be seen in the distance from
many vantage points across the island. The manor itself is purposefully dark, foreboding and in a state of
disrepair because Alfred never let anyone near it. Inside, the downstairs area was a library space filled with
many rare old books. There was also a dining room with a fireplace and upstairs led directly to the bedrooms of
Ashford and Alexia, both of which were exact replicas of their respective rooms at the South Pole facility where
they grew up. There was also an attic which housed a working carousel and other toys. The manor was very
darkly lit and although some rooms bore the military mark of Alfred, there were also many antique dolls and
childish toys on display, including a disfigured, gigantic doll suspended from the ceiling in the main hall. These
were definitely traits of Alexia.
SEAPORT: - The underground Seaport was accessed using a submarine docked next to the palace. This
submarine automatically led down to an underwater docking bay. Down here was a small reception room with
an office and large fish tank on the wall. A door on the left led to the docking bay for a C-130 cargo plane,
although three military 'proofs' were needed to unlock the control mechanism. The plane could also not take
off unless the bridge was raised. Taking the right hand door in the office led to the bridge itself which was used
to cross over the open sea below to a storage warehouse on the other side. Various cargo containers and a large
hydraulic crane were housed in here. A small elevator led up to the control room for the crane and a door to
the second floor area where the bridge could be raised. Several other C-130 planes were also kept at the airport.
The submarine used to access the seaport was later commandeered by Wesker and used to reach Antarctica.
LIGHTHOUSE: - Located on the coastline at the head of the island, the lighthouse was visible from across the
island and represented a significant landmark.
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Rockfort Island was attacked by private military forces acting under the orders of Albert Wesker and the rival
company in December 1998. The attack caused a biohazard and an experimental t-Virus was released.
Eventually the island’s self-destruct mechanism was activated, yet only the private residence and palace were
completely destroyed. Much of the training facility was left intact, although it was badly damaged. The
subterranean structures including the hangar, laboratory and seaport also survived the blasts. What became of
Rockfort following this incident remains unknown.
Experimenting with the new α-strain t-Virus derived from the Web-Spinner, researchers at
Arklay create the Neptune after injecting the virus into several great white sharks. Once
completed specimen is retained and kept in the huge water tank in the Aqua Ring, located
beneath the Guardhouse. The purpose of this experiment is to confirm the adaptability of the
t-Virus to sea creatures.
B.O.W. PROFILE: NEPTUNE
The Neptune was a great white shark injected with the
α-strain t-Virus in an experiment to see how the virus
adapted to the genes of marine life. Although viral
application did make the subject grow larger, minimal
changes were observed because the base organism was
already a large and ferocious creature. The natural
aggressive tendencies of the shark were increased and
its strength became augmented to the extent that it
feared no other living creature. Because of its attack
capabilities and durability for sustaining damage, it made for impressive reading. However, because of its
obvious restriction to water, the Neptune had zero applications for battle on land. The effects of body decay
caused by the virus were minimised but the beneficial effects were meagre and it soon became clear substantial
strengthening could not be expected. Because of this, the test subjects were disposed of and only one was
retained for progress observation. During this clinical trial, it was discovered the shark had already been
pregnant before viral infection. Because it was an ovoviviparous creature, it gave birth to dozens of live young,
however most of the fries died because they were unable to cope with the sudden changes in their bodies
brought on by the t-Virus. In the end, only two of the off-spring survived and thanks to the virus, changes were
present in both subjects. This provided valuable data for the researchers about the influence of the t-Virus on
foetuses within the mother's body. Although Umbrella planned to use cloning for future B.O.W. massproduction, creatures with the ability to self-produce was an avenue worth exploring in the future. The
Neptune was given the code-name 'FI-03' and kept in the Aqua Ring with its two offspring for observation.
There were also several cases of secondarily infected sharks in later years, most notably the bull sharks living in
captivity at Raccoon University. Although smaller than great whites, they possessed similar characteristics.
These subjects provided strong evidence that despite infection with a much improved and more potent strain
of t-Virus, there was still no significant strengthening observed and this would seem to justify the Arklay
research teams’ original decision to abandon the project.
Allyson is born. She will travel with her boyfriend to Kijuju in Africa in late 2008 and get
caught up in a Las Plagas outbreak.
Brian Irons becomes Chief of Police at the Raccoon City Police Department.
Lawrence Kimbala attends Harvard Medical School.
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Adam Benford and Derek Simmons meet for the first time. Both men with have careers with
the U.S. Military and make the step up into politics. They will be friends for over 30 years.
William Birkin begins a relationship with a female researcher working at Arklay Labs. Her
name is Annette and they will eventually be married.
Christina Yamata grows up becoming fascinated by science.
Karena LesProux joins the French Special Forces.

1980:
Rebecca Chambers is born. She will go on to become a member of S.T.A.R.S. Bravo Team in
Raccoon City.
CHARACTER PROFILE: REBECCA CHAMBERS

*Born: 1980. Died: NA. Height: 161cm. Weight: 42.1kg. B-T: AB. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Rebecca was a child genius and graduated from university at the tender age of 18 with excellent academic
standing. She was an expert in chemistry and possessed a wealth of scientific knowledge which led to her being
scouted by several large pharmaceutical corporations, including Umbrella, but she turned them all down in
favour of pursuing a career in law enforcement. In June 1998 she was appointed field medic for S.T.A.R.S.
Bravo Team in Raccoon City.
Rebecca was recruited for her extensive knowledge of medicine and first aid.
Her youth and lack of experience made her nervous around her new
teammates, but the others did their best to make her feel welcome. Richard
Aiken became her mentor and Captain Enrico Marini always made himself
available. Because the S.T.A.R.S. worked split shifts, she never actually got
around to meeting Chris Redfield of Alpha Team in person, though she was
familiar with Jill Valentine. Rebecca was always eager to help and tackled
her assignments without hesitation. Alongside Edward Dewey, she was
given the responsibility of servicing the teams’ helicopters. She also joined
the R.P.D.s female basketball team. Normally, she was precise and highly
thoughtful in all her actions, regardless of the circumstances. But she also has a bold side to her personality,
progressing through matters at her own pace.
Her very first mission with S.T.A.R.S. was on the 23rd July 1998 when Bravo Team were dispatched to the
Arklay Mountains to look for missing hikers. After a crash landing, Rebecca discovered an overturned military
transport truck in the forest and the team discovered that escaped convict Billy Coen was on the loose. Figuring
he must be responsible for the murders, they commenced a search and whilst looking around, Rebecca found
the Ecliptic Express train stopped in the middle of the forest. Inside, she found Coen, but the train was also
populated with zombies and other undead monsters. At first she tried to arrest him, but soon realised she
would need his help getting off the train alive when it abruptly began to move and cut her off from the rest of
Bravo Team.
The Ecliptic Express eventually stopped near an old Umbrella training facility run by James Marcus back in the
1970s. Rebecca and Billy fought through many creatures and began to uncover the true source of the murders
and Umbrella’s clandestine work with illegal biological weapons. Initially they believed James Marcus, one of
Umbrella's original founders, was somehow still alive and had caused an outbreak of the t-Virus. However, the
antagonist turned out to a genetically tampered Queen Leech who had fused with the corpse of Marcus and
inherited his memories, including his burning desire to take revenge on Umbrella and Spencer. Eventually
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Rebecca and Billy triumphed over the Queen and were finally free of their nightmare. After learning the truth
about Billy's murder conviction, Rebecca decided it was best to let him go free, and chose to tell her superiors
he died during the ordeal. But Rebecca’s troubles had only just begun. After separating from Billy, she headed
for a large mansion she believed Enrico and the others had gone to. Unfortunately, she discovered it was also
crawling with t-Virus monstrosities. She took shelter in one of the bedrooms in the Guardhouse and having
been exhausted from the events of the previous day, fell into a deep sleep. Some hours later, she was awoken by
Richard Aiken who her to accompany him on a quest to locate the missing Enrico. Their search took them
through the Guardhouse, down the underground tunnels and through the courtyard garden before finally
heading back into the mansion. Whilst on the upper floor of the main hall, Rebecca and Richard witnessed
Sergei Vladimir leaving the estate with the T-A.L.O.S. prototype. Sometime later, they were attacked by The
Yawn and Richard was bitten. They were too weak to get to the infirmary and were later found by Alpha Team
member Chris Redfield. Rebecca proved her worth in this mission, assisting Chris by healing his wounds and
saving his life by creating a special chemical that killed Plant 42. She also explained all about Umbrella, who up
until that point, Chris had never heard of. Eventually, Rebecca and Chris made it down to the lab to face off
against Albert Wesker. Thanks to her bullet-proof vest, Rebecca survived getting shot by the traitorous
S.T.A.R.S. captain. Following Wesker’s defeat, it was Rebecca’s decision to activate the self-destruct device and
blow up the entire estate. She rationalised this by explaining there was still a significant amount of t-Virus
present that needed destroying.
Following the incident, Rebecca submitted her report to Chief Irons and
declared missing fugitive Billy Coen as being dead. She worked with
military authorities and led them to the site of his corpse in the forest.
But knowing no remains would be found, Rebecca put the case down to
local animals.
When S.T.A.R.S. were disbanded, Rebecca left Raccoon City for
personal reasons of her own and did not join the resulting fight against
Umbrella. But when the B.S.A.A. were founded in 2004, Rebecca and
Barry Burton were invited to join as consultants by their old friends
Chris and Jill. Rebecca accepted this post and found herself relishing the
opportunity to get back into the field. She had always maintained a keen interest in medical science and wanted
to dedicate her life to stopping people abusing it. She also received training in self-defence and martial arts.
In 2005 Rebecca assisted B.S.A.A. operatives during a t-Virus outbreak in St. Cloud, near Rochester in
Minnesota. The perpetrators behind the incident were a group of rogue ex-Umbrella employees. During a
zombie attack Rebecca saved the life of a police officer named Tyler Howard. He was investigating the
remnants of Umbrella after his father had gone missing whilst working for them on classified projects. They
were soon separated but Rebecca made Tyler promise to keep the information about his father a secret.
Following this incident, Tyler was recruited by Adam Benford into the Secret Military Agency and his death
was faked. She has also witnessed the effects of B.O.W.s in Africa and Middle-Eastern countries.
Rebecca continued her B.S.A.A. consultancy role over the next several years and her last active field mission
came in 2008 although the details remain publically undisclosed. In 2010 Rebecca was intrigued by a missing
person’s case from Philosophy University in Western Australia. Looking deeper into the mystery she
discovered one of the professors working there was Tyler’s father Ryan Howard, a confirmed ex-Umbrella
employee. Rebecca immediately submitted an investigation request to the B.S.A.A. who put her undercover as a
supply teacher. She then arranged a meeting with the Senior Dean, Ezra Sennett, and soon took up a temporary
teaching position in the science department. From there Rebecca met Mary Gray, an extraordinary student
with a remarkable IQ of 230 who suffered isolation problems because she found it hard to bond with anybody.
Rebecca also made numerous trips to the fossil museum where Professor Howard worked and her movements
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were picked up by Barrington Meyer; a police detective hired by Sennett to discreetly investigate the missing
student disappearances. He conducted a background check and discovered her past as a Raccoon Police
S.T.A.R.S. member.
Eventually, a full biohazard outbreak occurred at the university and most of the students and staff were
zombified. Rebecca put a call in to Chris Redfield who came to assist alongside Piers Nivans and members of
the B.S.A.A. Oceania branch. Rebecca also had a reunion with Tyler Howard, now a U.S. Government agent
and still following up leads on his missing father. Professor Howard was revealed to be the ringleader behind
the incident, although it was also revealed that Mary Gray had been manipulating him all along. Rebecca
discovered she was Howard’s adopted daughter and had adapted perfectly to a course of medical treatment
involving the t-Virus to cure here of a terminal blood disease. Mary now saw herself as something superior to
all of humanity and wanted to ‘reset’ the world by first destroying it, but she was eventually defeated when she
mutated and Rebecca handed Chris Redfield a rocket launcher to fire upon her.
Sometime after the university incident, Rebecca returned to the U.S. and gained employment at the Alexander
Institute of Biotechnology in Chicago as part of a research team developing vaccines for dangerous infectious
diseases and viruses. Her work also saw her become an advisor the D.S.O. as well as the B.S.A.A. and she was
formally introduced to Leon S. Kennedy. In 2014 the Great Lakes area of the United States was hit with
multiple small-scale outbreaks believed to have been caused by a new strain of virus. Rebecca and her team
studied the infected bodies and she managed to synthesise a working vaccine. She reported her initial findings
to the World Health Organisation who then forwarded it onto facilities worldwide specialising in vaccine
research. Unfortunately this information was leaked to Glenn Arias; a dangerous weapons-trafficker and
creator of the deadly new A-Virus that was responsible for these new outbreaks. Concerned that his work may
be disrupted, Arias had his associates cause a biohazard at Alexander Institute in order to kill Rebecca and steal
her research in the process. Rebecca only survived thanks to injecting herself with her own trial vaccine and the
timely intervention of Chris Redfield and the B.S.A.A. When Arias learned that Rebecca had survived and that
her vaccine was successful, he plotted a second assassination attempt only to change his mind when he realised
she was the living doppelganger of his late wife, Sarah. Instead, Rebecca was taken alive and brought back to
Arias’ hideout in New York. There Arias appealed to Rebecca about his work and tried to persuade her to
marry him. Rebecca rejected his advances so instead Arias planned to graft the preserved arm of his dead wife
onto Rebecca and inject her with a more potent strain of the A-Virus engineered from her own blood.
Fortunately, Rebecca was saved by the actions of both Chris and Leon working together. She later helped the
others disperse the vaccine across the skies of New York and save thousands of lives in the process.
Gracia Delenikas is born. She will go on to become President of the prestigious Marhawa
Academy in Asia.
CHARACTER PROFILE: GRACIA DELENIKAS

*Born: 1980. Died: 2012. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
Gracia Delenikas was born in 1980 as one of eight children to a wealthy entrepreneur. Her father had a
fondness for youngsters and funded several orphanages across the world, including Asia. As a young girl
Gracia would help out at the orphanage, befriending the other children and serving them food and drink. It
was here she met and became friendly with Ray Hsu and Tahir Kapoor after they had both lost their parents
during a war and were rescued after years on the streets by Gracia's father. All her siblings were sent abroad by
her father at an early age to study and were afforded the very best educations. But Gracia remained in Asia,
leading her to always believe she was less-favoured than her brothers and sisters. Because of this, she grew up
with a somewhat strained relationship with her father. Although she was free to pursue her own path in life,
her father never once came to visit and she began to believe over time that he hated her. He went on to run
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Marhawa Academy, which since 1902 had become one of the most prestigious and exclusive private schools in
the whole world. Gracia remained in isolation in America, believing she had somehow shamed her family.
Whilst pursuing her own career, Gracia became acquainted with Doug Wright; a university professor
specialising in micro-biology. The two of them became close and formed a romantic relationship before Gracia
broke it off and moved away, afraid of the commitment. She continued on
with her life as normal until receiving news out of the blue that her father
had passed away. Whilst attending the reading of the will with the family
lawyer, she was shocked to learn that her father's wish was for her to take
over the Presidency at Marhawa Academy. Initially, she was horrified at
the idea and could not understand why her father had chosen her to
continue his work. The only explanation was that she was the most
'appropriate' of his children to succeed him. She realised that all this time
he had watched her development from afar, right back to when she used
to help him with the lost children at the orphanage. From that moment on,
the academy was hers and Gracia became 'Mother Gracia'.
It was during her first address to the students that she suddenly came to
realise just how unique and special Marhawa School was. Only the
wealthiest elites could afford to send their children there and as she stood in front of all the brilliant, bright
young minds she realised that they all now belonged to her and would swear to her their upmost loyalty.
Marhawa was her sanctuary, and it was her father's gift to her. Being school president changed Gracia and she
became cold, strict, and almost ruthless in her desire to protect the exclusivity of the school and its reputation.
Any unsavoury incidents at the school were swiftly and severely dealt with and no external agencies were
allowed to get involved. Marhawa School had built up a reputation as one of the world's finest academies and
Gracia would not let anything jeopardise that. A number of bullying and harassment cases involving students
were always dealt with internally and never made public.
In 2012 she refused to bring in outside help when a student named Nanan Yoshihara was being constantly
bullied, despite pleas from senior student president, Bindi Bergara. Gracia would not tolerate the school
gaining a reputation for bullying and unwisely covered the incidents up. Her denial led to Nanan seriously
injuring herself after she and Bindi decided to run away from the school. When Carla Radames supplied Bindi
with samples of the C-Virus so she could gain revenge, Gracia still refused to bring in outside help, despite
several of her students becoming zombies. But eventually she relented and called in Doug Wright, her exboyfriend who was now an advisor to the Far East branch of the B.S.A.A. Doug initially suspected a leak of the
t-Virus and warned Gracia that the situation would only escalate. He wanted to call in the B.S.A.A. Special
Operations Unit in force but again Gracia denied his request. No one from the outside could know about what
was happening at the school. Doug tried to reason with her and even produced a confidential file on the
Raccoon City incident. However, Gracia stubbornly still refused any outside help and believed Doug could
handle the problem quietly without anything disrupting the students or becoming public knowledge. But
because of her strict approach and dismissal of the problem at hand, the situation at the school soon developed
into a full-scale biohazard. Doug was badly injured and Gracia wrote him a letter of forgiveness and provided a
means for him to escape. But as the situation escalated, nearly all the students were zombiefied and Gracia
herself was killed after she shot Bindi, who by this point had become a J'avo with exceptional regenerative
abilities. None of the staff or students survived the incident and eventually the school was closed down. Gracia
was buried alongside Doug Wright, who also perished in the biohazard.
Ingrid Hunnigan is born. She will go on to work as an intelligence analyst for the United States
Government.
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CHARACTER PROFILE: INGRID HUNNIGAN

*Born: 1980. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: U.S. Gov.
Ingrid Hunnigan was a communications expert and systems analyst employed by the U.S. Government. She
was the interface between the U.S. administration and the field agent, relaying instructions, keeping the agent
updated via video-codec and informing them of any intelligence and mission updates from headquarters. She
was also the agent’s first and foremost contact whenever they required information and help in specific
situations. In later years she became a member of the ‘F.O.S.’ (Field Operations Support) as part of the Division
of Security Operations operating under the direct control of the President. Born in 1980, her early background
is unclear, but her calm and confident personality compliments an above-average level of intelligence
suggesting she received a high-quality education. Her parents
were quite inquisitive and would often ask if she had found a
boyfriend. Although an attractive young woman, Hunnigan
always put her work first and was very career-minded. She also
had a passion for jewellery and precious stones. Hunnigan was
level-headed, intelligent and competent at hacking into most
security systems as well as handling the relevant mission
intelligence. Her work ethic was exemplary and she often received
high praise from her superiors. This resulted in a high-level of
trust and Hunnigan was able to go about her business without
being questioned.
In Autumn 2004, Hunnigan was assigned to assist Leon S. Kennedy in locating Ashley Graham, the daughter of
the new U.S. President who had been abducted by persons unknown whilst travelling back from university.
After Leon was dispatched to Southern Europe, Hunnigan was on hand throughout the operation offering
advice and assistance to Leon whenever necessary. She also used her intelligence channels to uncover more
information on the Los Illuminados cult. Once Leon had secured Ashley from her prison in an old church,
Hunnigan arranged for a rescue helicopter to extract them both from the area, only to lose contact with the
pilot shortly afterwards and conclude it had been shot down by the cult members. Shortly afterwards, her
connection to Leon was cut off by Ramon Salazar who jacked the communication lines. During this mission,
Hunnigan worked 24 hours a day with only one thing on her mind; rescuing the subject and successfully
completing the mission. A textbook workaholic if ever there was one, she did not know the meaning of the
words 'time off'. Her colleagues, who she treated rather coldly, would often bear witness to that. But by the time
she managed to re-establish communication with Leon, he had rescued Ashley and was on his way out of the
hot zone area. By now, Leon had taken more than a professional interest in Hunnigan and asked for her phone
number, but she playfully rejected his advances, reminding him he was still on duty.
Just over a year later in November 2005, Hunnigan was on hand to assist Leon once again during the
bioterrorist attack at Harvardville Airport. Once she was able to confirm the presence of the t-Virus, she
submitted a plan to President Graham who pushed through a Special Emergency Act via Congress to dispatch a
convoy of U.S. Marines to the hot zone, all of whom had been vaccinated beforehand against infection. It was
thanks to the marines that the outbreak at the airport was contained. Following the incident, Hunnigan wrote a
transcript of the confidential meeting between Leon and Chris Redfield of the B.S.A.A. This meeting was set up
to ease the tension between the two respective organisations and Hunnigan sent the transcript to Adam
Benford.
Throughout the next several years, Hunnigan continued in her role as mission co-ordinator for the Secret
Military Agency for a number of classified operations around the world. She also assisted Secret Service agents
and when the Field Operations Support was founded by Adam Benford in 2011, Hunnigan was installed as
operations coordinator. Leon, other field agents and her superiors trusted her greatly, even to the extent they
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often tolerated decisions she made that overstepped her authority. She was an indispensable member of the
F.O.S.
In late February of that year, Hunnigan again worked with Leon as he infiltrated the Eastern Slav Republic in
Eastern Europe to confirm whether or not B.O.W.s were being used in the civil war currently dividing the small
country. Not long after Leon arrived, Hunnigan communicated that his mission had been aborted and that all
American citizens including embassy staff were to evacuate immediately. Leon ignored this order in what
became a small fracture in their working relationship. In the aftermath of the battle which brought down
President Svetlana Belikova, Hunnigan explained the facts about a secret U.S. and Russian pact to take action
against the illegal use of B.O.W.s. Leon was again irritated at the turn of events and this marked the only time
Hunnigan’s relationship with him ever became strained. Leon had expected her to confide in him given their
past working relationship but as ever her first loyalty was always to the mission at hand.
Nothing much was known about Hunnigan’s private life, which left her co-workers heavily speculating behind
her back. Later that year one colleague overheard Hunnigan on the phone to her mom, apparently berating her
for trying to help find her a boyfriend and develop a life outside of work. In 2012, Hunnigan supported Helena
Harper’s application into the D.S.O, but was overruled and told Harper must serve in the U.S.S.S. because of
her past indiscretions. In 2013, Hunnigan was Leon and Helena’s radio operator when the bioterrorist incident
occurred in Tall Oaks which killed President Benford. She relayed intelligence that the virus used was the same
one reported by the B.S.A.A. in Edonia six months earlier called the C-Virus, and that a mysterious group
named Neo-Umbrella were claiming responsibility for the attack. She had her suspicions about National
Security Advisor Derek Simmons when he announced Leon and Helena as chief suspects in Benford’s murder
and so helped the two agents fake their deaths so they could escape the town and get on a flight to Lanshiang.
Once there, Hunnigan provided assistance up until the conclusion of the incident, helping Leon communicate
with Chris Redfield so the latter could rescue Jake Muller and Sherry Birkin. Following the incident, Hunnigan
attended Deborah Harper’s funeral and informed Helena that she would not be found guilty over her role in
Benford’s death and that she could continue on active service.
Ricardo Irving is born. He will go on to work for Tricell Africa's National Resource
Development Department and a black market weapons dealer.
CHARACTER PROFILE: RICARDO IRVING

*Born: 1980. Died: 2009. Height: 180cm. Weight: 75kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: Tricell.
Ricardo Irving was a skilled and canny businessman, with a talent for generating great liquid capital in
situations others would find impossible. He was also crude and extremely arrogant, often using his
resourcefulness to sell biological weapons on the black market.
He was employed as a director of the oil fields in Kijuju for
Tricell Africa’s Natural Resource Development Division. His
background remains largely unknown although there were
unconfirmed reports he was in Raccoon City at the time of the
biological disaster in 1998. Before he came to Tricell full-time,
he once worked alongside independent contractor, Ada Wong.
In 2006 he was contacted by the personal attendant of Oswell
E. Spencer to inform him of his master’s location in hiding
with instructions this information be passed onto Albert
Wesker. This was done through Ada.
Once at Tricell he was tasked with evaluating and improving the Las Plagas parasites Wesker had passed onto
them. His brief was to make the parasite a more marketable weapon for proposed investors. In addition to this
he also conducted hundreds of illegal weapons deals. The money gained from these black market sales was then
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invested by Tricell Africa back into their bio-weapons research and development. The demonstration of these
weapons for clients acted as operational tests. Given the degree of Irving’s involvement, it is believed that he
was one of only a handful of people that know the full extent of Tricell’s bio weapons business. Irving’s
activities and their connection to Tricell had been carefully kept under wraps. Adding to the misdirection is the
fact that he was officially employed with the Resource Development Division and not the Pharmaceutical
Division that sponsored the B.S.A.A. When the B.S.A.A. learned of Irving’s latest deal, they viewed it as illicit
activity conducted on his own and without support from Tricell. The B.S.A.A.’s mission in March 2009,
therefore, was not to fight biological weapons, but to apprehend a known smuggler involved in an illicit deal.
But Irving was able to exploit that misconception to the fullest.
Irving was informed of the B.S.A.A.’s mission inside Kijuju thanks to a Tricell spy they had on the inside
named M. Suzuki, and he changed the location of the deal to a mine outside of the Kijuju Autonomous Zone
(KAZ). When a B.S.A.A team arrived at what they thought was the deal’s location inside the KAZ, they walked
into a trap that also served as a test of an Uroboros infectant who had been rejected for having inferior DNA.
Before the B.S.A.A. even arrived, the improved version of Las Plagas was released upon the populace of the
town, transforming most of them into Majini. This Intel was acquired by Alpha Team and later confirmed by
the data recovered by the backup team (Chris Redfield and Sheva Alomar) prior to Irving’s deal. But Irving did
not take into account that the Uroboros creature would be engaged and defeated by Agents Redfield and
Alomar, nor that a hard disk and its data would be seized. The data obtained from the hard disk allowed the
two agents to proceed to the actual location of Irving’s transaction - the mine.
When confronted with the reality that his plan had failed, Irving was forced to take the following actions.
First, he contacted his partners and requested to delay the deal. After which point, he went to the mine to
retrieve any documents and materials relevant to the transaction. It was at this point that Redfield and Alomar
found him. However, it was obvious that he had a backup plan for just such a contingency. Irving escaped
thanks to the help of a hooded figure he had on standby. The two agents were left to deal with Popokarimu (a
bat-based B.O.W.) that was originally intended to be sold to his buyer. Irving released this B.O.W. on the
agents in retaliation for disrupting the transaction and not to aid in his escape. It was becoming apparent by
this point, that Irving’s mental stability was in question. Whether his irrational behaviour was brought on by
the interference of the agents or if the increased stress only brought out his true tendencies was unknown.
After escaping from the mine, he was soon discovered by Captain Josh Stone’s Delta Team inside the KAZ. In
order to escape, Irving unleashed Ndesu (confirmed to be based on the El Gigante B.O.W. used in Europe), but
it was defeated. The frustration of losing two large, valuable B.O.W.s in such short succession was keenly felt by
the avaricious Irving.
After reaching the conclusion that there was nothing more he could do, Irving plotted to escape with his
accumulated wealth, but he was soon overtaken by the hooded figure, who provided him a vial containing a
Dominant Strain Plaga. This was to be his punishment for failure and he was to administer this on himself in
order to fight the two agents. In a last-ditch effort, Irving detonated the oil refinery, but unfortunately for him
the refinery was virtually dry at the time thus limiting the size of the explosion. His hope was that he could
destroy all incriminating evidence and kill Redfield and Alomar so he would not have to resort to using the
Dominant Plaga. But in the end Irving was left with no choice but to administer the injection to himself, upon
which he underwent an immense and rapid transformation. But even the power he gained from that
transformation did not avail him, and he met his end at the hands of the two agents. As he lay dying on the
deck, he gave Chris and Sheva a clue to the nearby cave system which hid the old Umbrella African Research
Centre where Tricell had found the Progenitor Virus.
Adam is born. He will go on to become a labourer and accept a contract to work in Kijuju in
one of Tricell’s mines. He is a stout American who enjoys a beer.
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Jennifer Campbell is born. At 18 years-old, she will be captured by Umbrella agents and
transported to Sheena Island for use as a guinea pig in Vincent Goldman's research to create a
smaller, more agile and more ferocious Tyrant model.
Ryoji Yokota is born. He will also be captured and taken to Sheena Island for the same
purpose.
Nine year old Alexia Ashford is given a position within Umbrella as head of a leading research
and development laboratory in Germany. This is despite still being in full-time education at a
prestigious university.
APRIL 1980
Jack Baker joins the U.S. Marines at the age of 18.

1981:
Steve Burnside is born. He will go on to become a confident and cocky young man, eventually
being captured by Umbrella and incarcerated on Rockfort Island.
CHARACTER PROFILE: STEVE BURNSIDE

*Born: 1981. Died: 1998. Height: 173cm. Weight: 67.5kg. B-T: AB. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Steve Burnside was an only child and grew up a good-natured kid although was starved of love and affection,
making him somewhat isolated and insecure around others. His father worked for Umbrella as a low-level
employee but eventually he became greedy and in 1998 attempted to sell sensitive data and company secrets to
the highest bidder. In the end he was discovered and after Umbrella
murdered his wife in retribution, he and Steve were captured and
transported to the prison on Rockfort Island where they were confined
separately. This incident destroyed the family and Steve was extremely
angry towards his father, blaming his greed for ruining his life. As time
went by he became increasingly bitter and decided he could not rely on
anyone other than himself, determining that if he allowed himself to
trust others he would only be disappointed.
On December 27th when the rival company’s Special Forces team
attacked the island and caused a t-Virus leak, Steve was able to escape
his cell. Shortly afterwards he bumped into Claire Redfield, but refused
to team up because he believed she would only slow him down. Whilst exploring the island he found a message
scrawled on the wall from his father asking for his forgiveness and located a computer showing that Umbrella
had Claire's brother under surveillance. Although confident in his own abilities, Steve was also immature, naive
and very reckless. He got himself into complications when trying to steal a pair of antique gold lugers from
Alfred Ashford's private military collection and his life was only saved by Claire coming to the rescue and
stopping him from succumbing to poison gas. Being a hormonal teenage boy, Steve found himself attracted to
Claire and despite his initial coldness, found himself being able to open up about his feelings as they travelled
across the island together. He also saved her life several times.
Eventually, Steve came across his father who was now a zombie thanks to the t-Virus. The shock of seeing his
father in this state caused him to freeze and the zombie almost killed Claire, but fortunately he managed to
regain his composure at the very last second in time to kill it. Although he hated his father for what he had
done, Steve still loved him and broke down by his body, telling Claire the sad story of what had brought him to
Rockfort in the first place.
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Eventually, they both managed to escape from the island thanks to Steve's ability to pilot the C-130 cargo plane
stored in the airport. But the plane was soon re-routed by Alfred Ashford and hours later crashed into
Umbrella's South Pole base in the Antarctic. By now, Steve was falling in love with Claire but his determination
to protect her only saw him become more reckless. Although he again saved her from Alfred, he allowed
himself to become distracted enough to crash a drilling vehicle into a pipe containing poison gas which flooded
the immediate area. But eventually they managed to escape and found a snow plough Steve was able to drive
out of the facility and head for a nearby Australian observation base. However, the recently awoken Alexia
Ashford used the power of the t-Veronica virus to intercept them. She then injected Steve with the t-Alexia
strain of the virus extracted from her own blood. But like Alexander before him, the virus eroded his brain cells
and he became a monster with no self-will. He mutated in front of Claire and tried to kill her with a large axe.
But at the last moment, he managed to regain his humanity for a brief moment and stopped his assault, instead
using his axe to destroy the Alexia-Pod tentacles holding Claire in place. How Steve momentarily regained his
self-will remains unclear, but it may be an effect of the new-strain virus coming directly from Alexia’s blood. In
retaliation for this betrayal, Alexia caused one of the veronica tentacles to impale Steve and mortally wound
him. As he lay dying, Steve's human form returned and he confessed his love to Claire before passing away in
front of her. His corpse was later secured by Albert Wesker’s men who later managed to extract the t-Alexia
variant from his bloodstream.
Kirk Mathison is born. He will go on to become a helicopter pilot for the B.S.A.A.
CHARACTER PROFILE: KIRK MATHISON

*Born: 1981. Died: 2009. Height: 179cm. Weight: 80kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Kirk Mathison was a helicopter pilot for the Bioterrorism Security Assessment Alliance. Unusually for a
B.S.A.A. front-line operative, he was recruited with no prior military experience and underwent a strict
training program to improve his piloting qualifications. He learned all his skills and techniques from within
the organisation, making him a unique and 'genuine' member. He was a
cheerful man and well-liked by his colleagues. In 2005, Kirk was part of
the B.S.A.A. search and rescue operation sent to recover field agents
stranded on the Queen Zenobia on the Mediterranean Sea. His call sign
for this mission was 'Hatrick'. Whilst waiting to evacuate Chris Redfield
and Jill Valentine from the foredeck, they were attacked by a mutated
whale infected with an escaped Malacoda parasite. Whilst hovering at a
safe distance, Kirk dropped down several rocket launchers to aid the
agents. Once the whale was incapacitated, he was able to extract Chris
and Jill just moments before the ship sank. He wanted to immediately
evacuate but agreed with Chris’ assessment that they couldn’t let this
creature roam free and infect other ocean wildlife. Kirk skilfully
maneuvered the helicopter around the pulsating tentacles as Chris and Jill finished the whale off with explosive
rockets and heavy weaponry. Kirk later dropped them both off at the site of the sunken Queen Dido so they
could look into the remnants of Il Veltro. Later that year when the B.S.A.A. was restructured and reformed
under the United Nations, Kirk was seconded to the West African branch and soon joined the Special
Operations Unit Air Platoon.
In 2009, Kirk was on duty during the B.S.A.A. operation to arrest Ricardo Irving in Kijuju. He oversaw Captain
DeChant's Alpha Team infiltrate the K.A.Z and later dropped back to rescue Chris Redfield and Sheva
Alomar's Bravo Team by firing a rocket to destroy a gate blocking them in the town square besieged with
Majini. He assisted Bravo Team several times and relayed orders from headquarters before his helicopter was
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eventually brought down by a swarm of Kipepeo B.O.W.s. The chopper exploded and a burning Kirk was
thrown from the wreckage and impaled on a spike.
Andre Strickland is born. He will go onto become a television producer and develop the
‘Sewer Gators’ online paranormal investigation series.
Karelina Albachakov and William J. Smith are born. They will be other innocent victims
captured by Umbrella agents in 1998 and taken to Sheena Island for experimentation
dedicated to Tyrant research.
A man takes a job as a sluice gate operator on Sushestvovanie Island in the Soviet Union near
the entrance to the mine. He will remain in this post for the next 30 years.
There is a documented account of a moose being discovered in the mountains of Canada with
a shining red eye and a blue eye that sparkle like jewels.
At Arklay Labs, the t-Virus finally reaches the second stage of development after three years of
solid research. Although they have already extracted the α-variant from the Web-Spinner
experiment, William Birkin successfully completes a new strain by using samples of the Ebola
Virus genes to strengthen the DNA mutation characteristic of the original Progenitor Virus.
This variant becomes known as the βI-strain t-Virus and is stable enough to create the first
successful living biological weapons.
When applied to humans, this new variant means the creation of zombies in 90% of cases. In
its prototype form, the original virus developed by Marcus with leech DNA only selectively
created zombies following his illegal human trials. But thanks mainly to the application of
Ebola, Birkin has engineered a potent enough version so that 90% of all humans infected
would now become a zombie. This is a major development and Birkin wants to show Oswell
Spencer immediately. However, one unavoidable problem is that the virus is still not 100%
effective, with only 90% of people exposed becoming infected. This is because the virus will
never be able to modify the human gene 100%. There are incompatibilities between the virus
and the genes because no two persons' genes are exactly alike. 10% of humans might be
fortunate enough to escape and be immune to the disease even if a zombie infected them with
the virus. Both William Birkin and Albert Wesker know there is absolutely nothing they can
do to change this fact, no matter how hard they try.
B.O.W. PROFILE: ZOMBIE
A zombie is the result of a human exposed directly to the t-Virus and are so named due to their grotesque
appearance and uncanny resemblance to the living dead. Once infected, the subject will begin to mutate in a
given period of time with the first physical symptoms being decay of the surface flesh, quickly followed by
degeneration of muscle tissue and blood congealing all over the skin. The virus also destroys brain cells and
over time intelligence levels will diminish almost completely. This is because the cerebral neocortex necrotises,
leaving the subject essentially brain dead. Eventually all functions outside the autonomic nervous system will
completely shut down, resulting in an inability to feel pain. A zombie's metabolism will increase dramatically
and result in an enhanced vitality. This is also the cause of the 'itching' sensation infectees complain of before
they lose all reasoning. Because of their high metabolism, zombies develop an extreme hunger and will seek out
and devour human flesh in order to satisfy this need and sustain their bodies. In order to absorb human flesh
efficiently, the stomach stores highly acidic digestive juices. Zombies are also able to excrete this acidic bile
through their mouths to slow down their target.
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Because the t-Virus erodes the subject's central nervous system, the zombie can take much more damage than a
regular human because it cannot feel pain, and will continue to attack its prey until either incapacitated or
destroyed completely. Because its drive for hunger is so high and it no longer has the ability to feel pain, the
zombie will still attack even if it has lost several of its limbs or even the lower half of its body altogether. The
only way to stop it completely is to destroy the brain or remove
the head completely. This will result in the creature's death.
There have been reported cases of the creature secreting
unusual amounts of growth hormone resulting in an enlarged
body. This curious development only further increases its need
to feed. If the zombie does not have a regular supply of
nourishment, its muscle tissue will continue to degenerate to
the point where even basic motor functions become restricted.
Some zombies drag themselves across the floor because they
can no longer stand thanks to the muscle in their legs having
deteriorated to the point they cannot support their own weight. There are documented accounts of some
zombies being so weak that they simply lay still, so starved of energy that they are on the verge of death.
However, if they sense anyone getting too close they will still try to bite. If there is no longer a steady supply of
food, the zombie will resort to cannibalism and will begin eating the flesh off each other.
Although the t-Virus causes a zombie's brain to stop functioning and leaves intelligence levels at practically
zero, researchers have noted that they seem to retain some selective memories and will often be found roaming
in places that have some kind of relationship to them from their former lives. They can also still perform basic
functions such as opening and closing doors. It's also important to note that differing t-Virus stains have
different effects. For example, the ε-strain variant documented at the Arklay Labs in 1998 incapacitates its
victims over a slow period into a state of apparent death before they actually become zombies. The necrosis of
the cerebral neocortex is a gradual process that in some cases can take over a week to complete as demonstrated
with the animal keeper. Other t-Virus’ are more fast acting and can literally revive the dead as found in the
Raccoon City and Rockfort Island incidents.
Because of its high levels of sustenance, the zombie is also much more powerful than a regular human and
possesses great strength. It attacks by approaching its prey, holding them down and biting them to the extent
that gastric juice is vomited. It is surprisingly difficult to escape the grasp of a zombie once it has taken hold of
its prey. They transmit the t-Virus through their bite and any scratch that breaks the skin.
The origin of the zombie dates back to the original Progenitor Virus. If a human subject was lucky enough to
survive the initial infection, in most cases they would degenerate from lack of intelligence and suffer severe
malnourishment leaving them in a 'zombie-like' state, however they were still susceptible to pain and had no
increased strength. James Macus' prototype t-Virus developed in 1978 strengthened these characteristics thanks
to the leech DNA and led to the standard 'zombie'. However infection rates were erratic and it wasn't until the
completion of William Birkin’s stabilised βI-strain t-Virus in 1981 that led to the 'weaponised zombie' thanks
to the application of the Ebola Virus. From that point on 90& of all human infectants would become a zombie.
Different strains of the t-Virus also enabled zombies to undergo further mutations. The initial ε-strain would
cause an incapacitated zombie to begin a process known as 'V-ACT' which would cause them to reawaken as
'Crimson Heads'; a faster, more deadly version of the standard creature. Likewise the more refined t-Virus used
in Raccoon City caused zombies who died from a lack of food sustenance to undergo a secondary mutation
resulting in a new organism known as the 'Licker'. This mutation is made more common if an infected subject
is exposed to a secondary dose of the t-Virus. (For more information on the Crimson Head and Licker, see
their separate files.) It should also be noted that it does not just take direct injection of the t-Virus for a human
to become a zombie. In nearly every documented outbreak there are cases of humans becoming secondarily
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infected by consuming contaminated food, an infected water source or coming into contact with virus-carrying
rodents.
Although the zombie fulfilled William Birkin's desire to see an infected subject rise up and actively seek out
other targets to infect and spread the virus, its practicality as a weapon was low due to the simple lack
intelligence resulting in an inability to follow commands. This confirmed there was no way to control them,
particularly in large groups.
With Stage 2 of the t-Virus project underway, research teams at Arklay actively experiment with
both the α and βI variants of the virus. The Neptune is one such product of the α strain t-Virus
over in the Guardhouse basement Aqua Ring. For the βI strain t-Virus, the researchers first
turn their attention to canines and soon the Cerberus B.O.W. is born.
B.O.W. PROFILE: CERBERUS
The Cerberus is the result of administering the βI strain t-Virus into a large, fully grown Doberman pinscher,
so chosen because of their prior training received as military dogs, making them easier to follow orders and
control. Virus injection led to drastically increased muscular strength and combative instinct and because it
possessed no sense of fear, its tolerance for pain and taking gunshots was
far higher than common military dogs and therefore it would attack
ferociously until its opponent was dead. The most obvious physical
symptom of the virus was severely decayed muscle and skin tissue,
although its speed, jumping range, endurance, and general
aggressiveness were all considerably heightened. Infected specimens also
retained the social group dynamics of its species and were skilled at
attacking a single target in groups. If the Cerberus was suitably trained, it
could be made to act on several commands at once. Its main attacking
features were its sharp claws and razor-like fangs, combined with
heightened speed and manoeuvrability, resulting in a deadly weapon. Typically, a Cerberus would run around
the perimeter of its prey in a bid to disorientate, then it would pounce and impose their entire body weight.
After pushing down their weakened opponent they would go to bite the throat, incapacitating them completely.
When more than one Cerberus is faced with a single target, they co-operate and attack in waves, leaping in
sequence without providing intervals for the target to rest. Although the Cerberus retained enough intelligence
to be trained to follow orders, its excessive aggressiveness made them very difficult to control. The creatures
were hungry all the time, and their resulting killing impulse made them nigh on impossible to secure. In
addition, their brain functions slowly decayed over time, much like a human 'zombie', meaning control became
even harder the longer they lived. Additionally this decay also affected their eyesight, which slowly degenerated
until the creature was left completely blind, compensating with a heightened sense of hearing and sensory
perception.
The Cerberus was a relatively cheap weapon to produce and remains one of the most successful experiments of
t-Virus test subjects using animals as the base organism. Cerberus would later be mass-produced under the
code number: MA-39 and was named after three-headed demon dog protecting the gates of the underworld
appearing in Greek mythology. In later years, there were cases of secondarily-infected Dobermans. These
became known as 'Zombie Dogs' and were created usually after they had consumed a contaminated food
source. These creatures had an insatiable hunger and were practically identical to the Cerberus. However,
because they had received no prior military training, they were impossible to control, justifying the researchers’
original decision to use a previously-trained dog as the base organism for the B.O.W.
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With the Cerberus experiment a success, plans are already afoot for the MA-39 Doberman
pinscher model to be mass-produced via cloning once the proper technology becomes
available. Preparations are also been made to use various other dog breeds for
experimentation, including a Saint Bernard.
Birkin prepares a detailed dossier to take to Spencer. With a 90% success rate, he is confident
Spencer will approve the virus in its current guise for use in biological warfare. However,
despite Birkin's pitch, Spencer rejects the plan, citing the t-Virus is not effective enough at 90%.
He wants a weapon that is absolute and capable of completely wiping out an entire population
if required. When Birkin informs Wesker of Spencer's decision it makes Wesker wonder even
more just what the Umbrella CEO is up to. His rejection of the t-Virus plan in its current guise
confirms to Wesker once and for all that Spencer isn't in this game purely for financial gain.
Zombies are a low-cost biological weapon, and if the t-Virus was manufactured now, it would
certainly make a substantial profit, but seemingly their boss has made it quite clear that isn't
good enough. To continue researching the t-Virus for ways to improve it in the coming years
will be extremely expensive and if the research was just to create a weapon of total
extermination, then it makes no business sense whatsoever to continue. But each time Birkin
or Wesker go to Spencer requesting more money for the project, their request is approved
immediately. Money is seemingly not an issue, and this puzzles Wesker more than ever. He
wonders if Spencer's true goal is to somehow monopolise the entire weapons industry by
changing the very concept of war itself. Figuring out Spencer's true intentions is fast becoming
Albert’s primary interest.

Going back to the drawing board, Birkin and Wesker attempt to further enhance the βI strain
t-Virus. As part of the B.O.W. project at Arklay, the genetic synthesis of two or more living
things is frequently carried out during the second stage of the t-Virus project. The principle is
to take and combine characteristics each individual creature possess and fuse them together to
create other creatures with superior abilities. Originally, the combination of different species at
gene level was naturally unstable, but now they are supported by the new stabilised t-Virus
variant that promotes abnormal evolution, enabling higher forms of life to be completed and
for the researchers to essentially play god with nature.
The next B.O.W. project is named after the creature from Greek mythology 'Chimera;' which
was a combined entity with the head of a lion, goat and a dragon. It will be created by copying
the gene structure of an insect (in this case, a fly) into the ovum of an artificially inseminated
human and allow it to develop inside the womb of a human female. The female host will be
closely monitored until she comes to term.
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William Birkin further refines the βI variant t-Virus through recombination with various living
organisms to engineer an improved βII strain.

Rumours begin to reach the staff stationed at Arklay that Umbrella are about to recruit an ubergenius heralding from the infamous Ashford family. Alexia Ashford is the grandchild of the
late, great Edward Ashford, one of the co-founders of Umbrella and a highly respected
scientist. Most of the senior researchers at Arklay remember Dr. Ashford fondly and it was his
work that led Spencer and the others to the discovery of the Progenitor Virus. Edward could
always be relied upon to solve any problem and was widely regarded as the finest scientific
mind within Umbrella. Although Wesker had never met Edward, he had read all about him
and knew of the legend. Nonetheless he is irritated everyone seemingly believes Alexia is going
to turn out to be something special just because she is an Ashford. After all, Edward's son,
Alexander, had produced nothing of note since he succeeded his father on the t-Virus project
thirteen years ago now. But the senior members of Arklay's research staff are becoming worked
up about Alexia and this is distracting them from the t-Virus they are all working so hard on. It
dawns upon Wesker that there is no potential for the future development of Arklay Labs so
long as he and Birkin have such inept staff working under them that foolishly believe someone
is superior just because they hailed from a famous family. Wesker knows these fools would
never take the initiative and will simply be content to remain minor researchers even though
they are in the latter stages of their careers. What makes matters worse is that the Alexia issue is
also starting to affect Birkin's work. William Birkin was immensely proud to be appointed
Chief Researcher of Arklay Labs at just sixteen years of age, but now it looks as though he is
going to be usurped by this ten year-old Alexia. It is a troubling development Wesker will have
to keep an eye on. Out of the whole research team, Wesker believes he is the only one
keeping a cool head enough for the t-Virus project to continue. If he allowed himself to
become emotional as the others had done, the project would be delayed even further. He
briefly considers using some of the older researchers as test subjects for some of the more
dangerous experiments. After all, they are on the verge of retirement and at least this way they
can finally contribute something of note to the research. He also needs to get Birkin back
focused on his job.
As well as human biological weapons, William Birkin is also experimenting with reptilian DNA
on the new βII strain t-Virus. His aim is to create a living biological weapon with an increased
emphasis on combat abilities. The purpose of this experiment is to create something
specifically to deal with opposing forces utilising anti-virus equipment and defences. Its
ferociousness will be far greater than that of a human zombie and the ultimate aim is for the
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organism to retain enough intelligence to be suitably trained and carry out commands. The
concept Birkin comes up with is something he and Wesker will later call the 'Hunter,' and will
be created via fertilised human eggs infused with reptilian DNA through the βII strain t-Virus.

PROJECT PROFILE: THE HUNTER PROGRAM
The Hunter represents one of Umbrella’s most formidable and profitable B.O.W. projects with numerous
models developed by both Umbrella Europe and Umbrella U.S.A. in a bid to create the perfect reptilian-based
combat unit. They were so successful in terms of cost and performance that further derivatives were developed
by the rival company following the theft of precious development data.
The concept for such a creature dates back to the early 1980s following William Birkin’s successful refinement
of the βII strain t-Virus and the goal of the Hunter project was to develop the first battle-suited B.O.W. using
the genetic information of various reptilian creatures, administering the t-Virus and altering its gene structure.
It was developed based on a concept for the creation of an organism with the ability to oppose enemies with
anti-virus equipment and protection measures. It had intelligence and could understand and execute simple
orders, characterized with phenomenal agility and jumping prowess. Additionally it could close-in on targets at
high speed and cut down their lives, living up to its deserved name of "Hunter".
Birkin devised the idea of infusing a fertilised human egg with reptilian DNA through the stabilised βII strain
t-Virus. Artificial growth promoter was applied at various intervals and further modifications and monitoring
resulted in the test subject becoming a complete organism following a period of approximately one year. The
final result was a frightening cross between a reptile and a human. During the earliest phase of development,
Birkin went through many test subjects in his bid to succeed with this organism. But the project was delayed
when he allowed himself to become distracted over Umbrella’s recruitment of child genius Alexia Ashford as
chief researcher. His jealousy and narcissism resulted in his work becoming sloppy and many test subjects were
wasted. In the end Wesker had to step in and suspend the experiments to preserve the remaining guinea pigs.
Eventually however, a prototype was created under the code-name ‘MA-120’ and initial testing was successful.
The Hunter had sharp claws and hard scales for protection, greater mobility than humans and the minimum
amount of intelligence required to follow orders. This made them for than capable of fulfilling the purpose for
which they were created; to battle soldiers equipped to fight the results of viral infection. A major challenge
when creating human-based bioweapons is excessive corrosion of the cerebral neocortex, which results in a loss
of intelligence. Once the Hunters underwent viral-induced physical transformation, Birkin countered this
problem by injecting them with genes from a lower form of life that only possessed instinctive-levels of
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intelligence in order to supplement their mental capabilities, therefore enhancing their ability to follow orders.
The earliest prototype was evaluated at learning up to 10 simple commands and the name ‘Hunter’ was made
official following the results of early combat tests and the pleasing demonstration of pack hunting to take down
their targets. Interestingly all Hunter B.O.W.s were female in origin.
Following the ‘death’ of Alexia Ashford in late 1983, Birkin regained his composure and the Hunter Program
was kick-started. After over a decade of successive research and improvement, The Hunter attained viable
status as a combat B.O.W. in terms of cost and effectiveness becoming the first creature to be mass-produced
through cloning. It was to be Umbrella's flagship B.O.W and the first manufactured model was the MA-121
Hunter α in 1998. The Hunter α was a big success and subsequently, several variations were produced by both
the American and European branches of Umbrella, such as the Hunter β which possessed improved agility,
and the amphibian-based Hunter γ. As a B.O.W. with a high degree of perfection, the Hunter attracted
attention from organisations other than Umbrella, and the rival company developed the Hunter II after
development data was stolen by Wesker. The Hunter II and its Sweeper subspecies, in comparison with
Umbrella's earlier models which attacked the area around a target indiscriminately, achieved an enhanced
degree of perfection as weapons. But because of the data leak to the rival company, Umbrella eventually
terminated the Hunter program completely in the early 21st century and developed a short-lived and ultimately
unsuccessful successor called the 'Anubis'. But even after Umbrella collapsed, Hunter B.O.W.s remained
extremely popular and were traded regularly on the world's black markets.
HUNTER VARIATIONS:
HUNTER PROTOTYPE - MA-120 - The earliest model created. Although little is known about this prototype,
it was successful enough in combat tests to be christened the name 'Hunter'. The test subject took
approximately one year to fully develop following virus injection into a three-week old fertilised human
embryo and was further strengthened by incorporating the DNA of reptilian creatures. The MA-120 was never
put into production but its evaluation data was used as the template for all future variants.
HUNTER α - MA-121 - The first mass-produced model and successful 'highly versatile B.O.W.' This is the
model on which all subsequent types were based. Highly effective in battle, the Alpha would follow commands
and was cheap to produce. Highly effective in close combat situations.
HUNTER β - Developed at the Chicago Lab by the Umbrella U.S.A., this Hunter had a more grotesque
appearance with a body covered in tumours due to further genetic manipulation. Not as powerful as the α
model but much more durable in combat.
HUNTER γ - MA-124 - An amphibious sub-species developed by Umbrella Europe. It was created by
combining human genes with a fertilized amphibian egg through a cultivation process and administration of
the t-virus. The result is a more frog-like Hunter that tends to remain close to water. Its vision had also
degenerated as an unfortunate side-effect.
HUNTER R - MA-125 - Developed by William Birkin at the underground laboratory in Raccoon City, these
models were grown from infancy with an emphasis on physical agility rather than attacking capabilities.
HUNTER μ - A smaller version of the 'R' series, these were kept at Umbrella's Corporate Headquarters in
Raccoon City. Compared to the 'R' models, these creatures had inferior mobility and combat ability. They were
primarily used for training purposes for the ongoing development of Tyrant-class creatures.
HUNTER δ - A slightly larger variant of the original MA-121 series. It is unknown if these models were
actually mass-produced but fully-grown samples were kept in storage in hidden locations across the world.
HUNTER II - Developed by the 'rival company', this model inherited the Hunter α's characteristics and the
skin of its whole body is covered with scales. It approaches targets with quick movement and tears them with
sharp claws on both hands. A sensor system was developed allowing the Hunter II to track only specified
targets, improving tactical ability.
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SWEEPER – A poisonous variant with a red body deployed simultaneously with the Hunter II. Its athletic
abilities are heightened over the Hunter II and it is good at jumping abundantly to perform multilateral
attacks. Since it was used to pursue targets which the Hunter II missed, it was called Sweeper. It secreted a
paralysing poison from its claws used to slowly incapacitate its prey.
HUNTER ELITE - The final model developed by Umbrella before the project was shut down. This model had
superior agility and attack power over previous incarnations and its appearance was more grotesque. It had the
ability to side-step gunfire although its weak spot was actually in its mouth.
FARFARELLO - The result of injecting a standard MA-121 model Hunter with the t-Abyss Virus. The
resulting creature gained aquatic characteristics including the ability to mimic its surroundings and become
transparent similar to a number of deep-sea organisms. It also grew spines across the top of its body and was
slightly larger than a standard Hunter with a pale chest. However, the application of multiple viruses into its
body made it far more difficult to control than previous Hunter models.
*For more information on different Hunter variants, please see their respected files.
Beginning work on the Hunter concept, William Birkin begins live experimentation by splicing
the genes of other organisms into the human genetic code as altered by the βII strain t-Virus.
But Wesker begins to notice Birkin is deviating from his established methodology and
becoming sloppy. He spends every waking hour in his lab performing experiment after
experiment with precious few worthwhile results. Wesker and the other researchers have to
pull double shifts just to extract as many samples as they can before the experiments die, but
they cannot keep up with Birkin who is acting like a man possessed. The problem is
Umbrella's imminent recruitment of 10 year-old Alexia Ashford. The thought of being
upstaged as Umbrella’s youngest and brightest mind is driving Birkin mad with jealousy.
The Director of Arklay Labs pays no need to Birkin's mistakes and continues to supply fresh
test subjects as if nothing is amiss but Birkin uses them all up. The only subject who survives
the ordeal is Lisa Trevor.
In the end, Wesker takes the decision to briefly suspend the Hunter Program experiments,
simply to protect the test subjects from Birkin. When progress eventually resumes, Birkin is
finally able to come up with a stable test subject that survives initial experimentation. He takes a
fertilised human egg monitored for a period of three weeks which is then genetically
strengthened using the βII t-Virus. The DNA of other creatures is then incorporated for
further strengthening. Finally at regular intervals the administration of growth hormones is
repeated. With careful monitoring, Birkin predicts the stabilised test subject will become a
complete organism following a period of approximately one year. All they can do now is wait.
JULY 1981
Alexia Ashford graduates from a prestigious university at the age of just 10 years-old. As a
reward, her father Alexander presents her with an ornate music box. This music box plays a
lullaby called 'Berceuse' about a noble king marrying an evil queen who was feared across the
land.
MONDAY JULY 27TH 1981
Alexia is appointed senior researcher at the South Pole base. Due to her unparalleled genius,
Alexander believes the work she will do for Umbrella over the coming years will raise the
Ashford family back to the prestigious heights of Edward's reign and to its rightful place at the
head of Umbrella. He has no doubt she will create a perfect t-Virus.
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"A 10 year-old child genius graduated at the top of her class from a prestigious university. The
international corporation, Umbrella Inc, offered her the position of head researcher."
-RECVX: Newspaper Clip; 27/07/81

News of Alexia's appointment soon reaches Arklay Labs in America, causing quite a stir
amongst the researchers and realising William Birkin's worst fears. Amidst the speculation of
her impending appointment, his work had become disjointed, his experiments sloppy and
many valuable specimens were lost. Now this news will only make him worse. But despite the
influx of human test subjects he is going through, the mysterious Lisa Trevor continues to
survive, and Wesker cannot understand why this is. All the experiments, test results and data
do not single out any major differences between her and the other human specimens. It is most
puzzling.

"July 27th, 1981 (Monday) - 'Alexia: 1'
(Three years after previous record)
On this day, a ten-year-old girl was assigned as head researcher at Umbrella's Antarctic
Research Facility. Her name was Alexia Ashford.
I was twenty-one at the time; Birkin was nineteen.
I'll admit it was annoying. Even at our own Arklay Research Facility, the researchers could talk
of nothing but this 'Alexia.' The Ashford family name was still legendary, particularly among
the older researchers who had been with Umbrella since the beginning.
The old fools had long had a mantra which they invoked whenever our research did not go as
planned: "If only Dr. Edward were here..."
It is true that Edward Ashford was one of the discoverers of the Progenitor Virus which had
formed the basis for our t-Virus Project.
He may have been a brilliant scientist. But he had also died very soon after Umbrella was
established, and it had been thirteen years since his passing. What good was there in clinging to
a dead man's name?
The reality was that in the thirteen years since Edward's death, the Antarctic facility founded by
his son had produced not a single result. It was obvious that his granddaughter, "Alexia," would
amount to little more. Nevertheless, on that day, those rotting old dotards under us took up a
new mantra:
"If only Lady Alexia were here..."
I feared for the future of our research, with fools working beneath us. To be incapable of
judging a man outside of his family name! No matter what age they reached, such sycophants
would never be capable of acting without another man's say-so.
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Nevertheless, I remained calm. I knew that as the Arklay Institute's head researcher, losing my
temper would merely stall development of the t-Virus. Success could only be achieved through
clear-headed judgement. And so, I had the following thought:
The success of my research depended on making the best use out of those decrepit old
dignitaries, and men already so close to death would be the most suitable to the dangerous
experiments. After all, what good is a leader if he does not make the most efficient use of his
human resources?
The only problem was Birkin. His reaction to the 'Alexia' rumours was truly unfortunate.
He had never spoken of it, but it was clear that he took great pride in being made head
researcher at such a young age. That pride had been shattered to pieces by a ten-year-old girl.
Perhaps it was the first time the young genius had ever tasted defeat.
The existence of Alexia-female, younger, and from a famous family-was anathema to him.
It was unthinkable to me that he could be so bothered by some girl in a foreign land with not a
single accomplishment to her name. But in the end, I suppose he too was still a child.
Regardless of his immaturity, though, I needed Birkin back on his feet. In these last three
years, our research had already entered the second stage.
At that point in time, we had created a strain of t-Virus that would reliably result in a living
biological weapon which we codenamed 'Zombie.' The virus's influence on the human
genome, however, was not a 100% guarantee. Since genes vary subtly from person to person, it
followed that some humans were simply not compatible.
Even a direct transmission from a Zombie only guaranteed a 90% chance of infection. No
matter how much genetic research we did, this fact was unchangeable.
One would expect a 90% transmission rate to be sufficient for a biological weapon, but Spencer
disagreed. He wanted a free-standing weapon that could, by itself, annihilate 100% of its targets.
Why, you ask? That, I cannot say.
Initially, I was under the impression that we were researching to find a way to produce
biological weapons en masse. But the 'living bio-weapons' we were now developing had begun
to prove costly. If it were simply a matter of money, then, Spencer would never have chosen
this path.
A profit could have been made on the fruits of our research by supplementing it with standard
weapons technology. But this "free-standing weapon of destruction" he described was incredibly
cost inefficient. What reason could he have for continuing such research, even after it proved
unprofitable?
One could speculate that he wished to change the definition of war, and thus, monopolise the
munitions industry...but even now, I don't know if that was his true aim or not.
Speculations about Spencer's real intentions aside, Birkin began working on a living bioweapon specialised for combat. He created it by splicing the genes of other organisms into the
human genetic code as altered by the t-Virus.
This combat-specialised bio-weapon, which we named 'Hunter,' was designed to eliminate
armed enemies or any humans not affected by the standard virus. We were briefly forced to
suspend that line of experimentation, however-to protect the test subjects from Birkin.
His futile jealousy towards Alexia had caused him to stray from established methodology. He
remained in his laboratory twenty-four hours a day, driven by whim to experiment after
experiment. The other researchers and I worked to extract as many samples as we could
before the experiments died, but we simply couldn't keep up.
The director continued to supply him with fresh test subjects as if nothing was wrong, and he
ran through them like tissue paper.
It was a living hell-but through it all, one person survived: the "female test subject."
She was twenty-eight years old at the time, and had been confined in the laboratory for
fourteen years. I believed she had lost her human reason fourteen years earlier when she was
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first injected with the Progenitor Virus. If she still had her human soul, I am sure that "death" is
what she would have longed for.
Nevertheless, she lived on.
What was it that kept her going? None of the data we retrieved from her differed from the
other test subjects. We would eventually unravel that mystery, but it would take several years.
(The next record picks up two years later)
-Wesker's Report II; Alexia 1; 27/07/81

At the South Pole lab, Alexia Ashford makes it her goal to create a new type of t-Virus that will
surpass anything else currently being worked on. She orders samples of the Progenitor Virus
through the African lab and begins experimentation immediately with the rest of Umbrella
eager to see what she comes up with. Because the original t-Virus was developed through study
of simple organisms such as leeches and the first prototype variant from a primitive arthropod,
in this case a spider, Alexia decides to take a similar approach by looking at insects.

Whilst studying the movements of a queen ant, she discovers traces of an ancient virus within
its genes. This discovery piques her interest and she devotes significant time to the study of
ants, planning to grow her own colony and construct an anthill. As she performs more
research, she begins to see similarities between herself and the queen ant ruler. Alexia soon
believes the ecology of ants is nature perfected. The entire anthill is dominated by a single
queen that manipulates the soldier and worker ants as her slaves. Their only purpose is to serve
their queen until their demise, and when the Queen perishes, the entire colony will degenerate.
But so long as the queen lives, the soldier and worker ants can be continuously replaced.
Because of her superior intellect, Alexia comes to view this analogy as the same relationship
between herself and the rest of humanity. She knows her genetics make her superior to all
others and this view eventually changes the focus of her research. The main problem with the
t-Virus in its current guise is the fundamental lack of control over infected subjects due to
severe brain degeneration, but if she could create a virus where all infected subjects could be
controlled, like a queen ant, then the potential was limitless. It would be the perfect system.
Alexia plans to extract the genes containing the ancient virus from the queen ant and implant it
into the Progenitor Virus. This will be the first stage of her research.
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1982:
Dave Johnson is born. He will go on to be a member of the West African branch of the
B.S.A.A.
CHARACTER PROFILE: DAVE JOHNSON

*Born: 1982. Died: 2009. Height: 180cm. Weight: 77kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Dave Johnson was a member of Delta Team Special Operations Unit from the West African branch of the
B.S.A.A. He boasted extremely impressive driving skills and before he joined the organisation, was something
of a minor celebrity when his skills led to him competing in a world-wide rally championship as a privateer. He
specialised with off-road driving and he was so formidable he even became
rally champion and lifted the trophy.
After joining up the fight against bioterrorism, Dave trained under Josh
Stone and became friends with Sheva Alomar during their rookie years.
Whilst Sheva eventually became a Special Operations Agent, Dave elected
to remain in a team environment and stayed with Josh in Delta Team. On
March 5th 2009 his unit were called into the Kijuju Autonomous Zone to
provide back-up to Chris Redfield and Sheva's Bravo Team. Their first
action was to secure the crash site of Kirk Mathison's helicopter and there
they saved Chris and Sheva from the biker Majini hordes. Dave, wearing
his trademark baseball cap, set up position as sniper on a nearby rooftop
and demonstrated impressive shooting prowess, saving Sheva when her
gun jammed. Hours later, after Irving had fled the mine, Dave took a Gambit jeep up the mountains to pick up
Chris and Sheva so they could liaise with the rest of Delta Team. On route they were attacked by more biker
Majini on the savannah but Dave's off road skills were impressive enough to see them through unscathed.
However, in the next settlement they found most of Delta Team had been wiped out by a B.O.W. called 'El
Gigante'. Whilst checking the bodies of his colleagues for survivors, Dave was stamped on by the creature and
killed instantly.
Tyler Howard is born. He will go onto be a police officer in Rochester City before joining the
Secret Military Agency established by Adam Benford in the employ of the U.S. Government.
CHARACTER PROFILE: TYLER HOWARD

*Born: 1982. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: U.S. Govt.
Tyler Howard was born to loving parents. His father was a respected molecular biologist specialising in fossils
and cell regeneration but his mother was very ill and shortly after his birth, died from her illness. Tyler was
brought up alone by his father and at some point he bought them matching pendants they both wore to
symbolise their togetherness. The two of them lived a simple but comfortable life until Ryan’s research grants
were cut and he was made redundant. Soon they both ended up on the streets and struggled on desperately for
some time until Ryan found himself scouted by the Umbrella Corporation. Ryan was uncomfortable about the
nature of the work he was asked to conduct, but realised the successful completion of his research would ensure
financial security for him and his son. In around 2003, Ryan accepted a contract with Umbrella and was posted
at a secret laboratory in an undisclosed location to work on biological weapons. Unfortunately the secretive
nature of the work meant that for security reasons, Ryan had to be kept isolated and was not allowed to return
home until his research was complete. This led to Tyler becoming worried about the well-being and safety of
his father. He contacted Umbrella to gain access to his whereabouts but was soon rebuffed. When the
corporation eventually collapsed following the conclusion of the Raccoon Trials, Ryan effectively disappeared
without trace. Determined to track him down, Tyler joined the Rochester Police Department with the sole
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objective of finding his dad and discovering the secret behind Umbrella. He searched fruitlessly for over two
years with only a letter from his father promising he would return home soon to spur him on.
In 2005, a t-Virus outbreak occurred in St. Cloud, Minnesota, suspected to be a terrorist attack caused by a
contingent of bitter former Umbrella employees. The B.S.A.A. intervened and worked alongside Rochester
Police Officers, including Tyler, to rescue civilians and contain the biohazard.
Tyler encountered many zombies and wondered why they would not die until
he encountered B.S.A.A. advisor Rebecca Chambers who advised they could
only be killed by shooting them in the head. Tyler showed her a data pad he’d
found detailing heinous Umbrella experiments on innocent people. He also
told her of his father and refused to believe he’d ever be involved in
bioterrorism. Rebecca made him promise to keep the revelation about his
father a secret but they were soon forced to separate when more zombies
arrived. Following the conclusion of the incident, Tyler handed over the data
pad to the investigating authorities and this put him in contact with Adam
Benford; a high-ranking government official and leader behind the Secret
Military Agency formed after Raccoon City that Leon Kennedy belonged to.
Benford soon recruited Tyler into this unit and he became a U.S. Government
agent. As part of his cover his death was faked and the Rochester Police Department issued a statement
declaring he had been killed in action. In an ironic twist of fate, this news reached Ryan Howard who was
currently in hiding with Mary Gray, and this revelation about his son’s death shook him to the core.
Tyler worked for Benford for five years whilst still following up leads on his father and his search eventually
took him to Philosophy City in August 2010. He’d received information his father was now employed as a
microbiology professor at the main university run by Ezra Sennett. There he confronted Ryan for the first time
in seven years, but his father was now blinded by endless torment from grief and manipulation through Mary
Gray, and dismissed Tyler as a spy sent to steal his work. He was so utterly clouded by guilt and bereavement
that he would not even consider his son was somehow still alive and now standing before him. Dejected, Tyler
left his father alone. Shortly afterwards, he ran into Mary Gray, a student with her own secret history and
someone who struggled to connect with the world. She could sense Tyler’s grief and found herself with an
attachment too him. He confided in her that he did not feel alive and that misery only disguised loneliness, and
loneliness could quickly turn to anger. That was a trait Mary was only too familiar with and one of the primary
reasons she harboured a secret desire to ‘reset’ the world.
Tyler was still on site when the t-Virus broke out across the university and turned a majority of the staff and
students into zombies. When the B.S.A.A. arrived, he chose to hide in the shadows and discreetly followed
Chris, Piers and Rebecca as they began moving through the infested offices and rooms towards Professor
Howard’s research area. He eventually revealed himself to steal the briefcase containing the new t-Virus and
initially developed animosity with Chris and the other B.S.A.A. members. He came to blows with Chris over
the involvement of Professor Howard in the biohazard but Chris eventually calmed him down enough to
convince Tyler they were fighting on the same side. But Tyler was mortified when he used the pendant his
father gave him to remote activate a security system that revealed the hidden zombie test subjects in his father’s
lab. He was distraught his father would create such monstrosities and he would never know it was Ryan’s grief
over his apparent loss that caused it all. Tyler became sloppy and refused to shoot the zombies from that
moment on, and it took another pep talk from Chris to bring him to his senses. Chris explained that he and his
sister were made orphans at a young age and he now considered the B.S.A.A. as his family. He invited Tyler to
be part of that family and soon the young agent was back killing the undead. Eventually they confronted
Professor Howard in Ezra’s office and after Tyler failed once again to convince him of the truth, Howard
injected himself with his own virus and began transforming into a hideous creature. Wracked with grief and
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emotion, Tyler killed his father. He later assisted Chris, Piers, Rebecca and Sophie in destroying Mary Gray; the
only human who had successfully adapted to the t-Virus and Howard’s secret adopted daughter. It was her
manipulation that made him turn to the dark side and Tyler’s role in destroying Gray was one small piece of
justice for his dad. When the U.S. Government sent a helicopter to extract Tyler from Philosophy University,
he offered a lift to Chris, Piers and Rebecca, signalling a new bond of trust between himself and the B.S.A.A. He
presumably then reported back to Adam Benford with a full mission report. His current whereabouts since that
incident remain unknown.
Shortly after Tyler’s birth. His mother dies through illness, meaning his father Ryan has to raise
him on his own.
Gina Foley his born. She will go on to join NGO TerraSave and is the sister of Rachel Foley.
Clancy Jarvis is born. He will go on to be a cameraman for the ‘Sewer Gator’s online
paranormal investigations show.
22 year-old Barry Burton begins his career in law enforcement which will see him undertake
roles in the police force, S.W.A.T. and the U.S. Air Force.
Back at Arklay Labs, the pregnant human female whose ovum has been artificially inseminated
with the copied genetic structure of a fly, finally gives birth to her offspring. The result is a
grotesque creature resembling a fleshy maggot in its infancy. The developed prototype grows
rapidly and researchers note the growth speed is almost the same rate as the growth cycle of a
regular fly. The specimen becomes an adult after eclosion.
B.O.W. PROFILE: CHIMERA
The Chimera was a B.O.W. created during the early phases of the second stage t-Virus project. It was a humanbased experiment in which the genes of a fly were incorporated into an artificially inseminated human female
and allowed to develop in the ovum. Both species were merged together thanks to the mutation properties of
the t-Virus. This fusion was very successful and resulted in a perfect hybrid form reminiscent of the chimera
from Greek mythology. Although the combination of differing species at gene level was naturally unstable, they
were supported by the t-Virus which promoted abnormal evolution.
The growth cycle of a Chimera almost perfectly matched that of a fly
and it reached maturity very quickly. As a result of the fusion
between a human, which has an endoskeleton, and an insect which
has an exoskeleton, the skeleton of the Chimera inherited the nature
of both half-and-half and was complicatedly intricate. In adult form
the creature resembled a human-sized fly and possessed many
insectoid characteristics. It was able to hold onto walls and scuttle
along ceilings thanks to its powerful limbs and sharp talons. It also
possessed a warped skeleton thanks to abnormally sized muscles
which resulted in a destructive power and agility that would even
exceed the Hunter. This resulted in extremely high combat ability
evaluations. But because of its horrific appearance, there were recorded cases of researchers dealing with these
creatures suffering severe psychological damage. Numerous maggots spilled out of its body cavity and it would
circle human prey and emit a disconcerting shrilling noise that evoked confusion and fear. Its primary attack
strategy was to stealthily crawl directly above its prey and attack from overhead, clawing at the neck with sharp
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claws or actually lifting the target up into the air. Whilst under observation, researchers noted that Chimeras
would lie in wait for its prey and nest in narrow places, such as air ducts.
The Chimera was extremely aggressive but unfortunately and not unexpectedly, only possessed the intelligence
levels of a fly, thus limiting its attack patterns and making it predictable over time. Its aggressiveness and
control characteristics also fell behind the Hunter prototype which was developed simultaneously. Like many
similar experimental subjects of the time, because of its low intelligence its practical use as a B.O.W. was
shelved and it wasn't given a development code number although its development data was retained on file.
In later years, more specimens were produced when Umbrella developed the technology to clone their
B.O.W.s. An interesting side-effect of repeated Chimera cloning was that the specimens gradually lost the
ability to jump long distances and hold onto ceilings. But to compensate their running speed along the ground
increased dramatically. A small batch of living specimens were kept at Arklay Labs in 1998 and the
development data on U.M.F.-013 led to them being cultured at the Caucasus Lab in Russia where they were
available for sale on the black market.
Also at Arklay, the first prototype Hunter specimens are born after a 12-month incubation
period. Although fundamentally a human-type creature, its muscular power and reflexive speed
is equivalent to a large carnivorous animal due to the effects of the βII-strain t-Virus. Their
bodies show potential for further development to a level of perfection as weapons and the thick
skin keratinized, covering their entire body with the same level of intensity as that of Kevlar
fibre used for bulletproof jackets. Although intelligence is anthropoid degree, such as orangutans, they can understand and execute about ten kinds of commands through training. In
addition, since they cooperate with other Hunters and hunt in brilliant combination, the name
‘Hunter’ is confirmed. The prototype is given the development code of MA-120 though is far
from perfect. Numerous tweaking and enhancements will be made over the coming years
before they will eventually be cloned and mass-produced. Alongside the Cerberus, the Hunter
has the potential to be Umbrella's most successful bio-organic-weapon to date.
Back at the South Pole base, Alexia Ashford completes primary development on her new
t-Virus she names t-Veronica in honour of her great family ancestor. This virus differs from
other t-Virus strains because of the fusion of queen ant genes, resulting in the ability to control
low-level infected individuals like a queen.
VIRUS PROFILE: T-VERONICA VIRUS
The t-Veronica was a type of t-Virus created by Alexia Ashford in the early 1980s. Initially the objective was to
create a superior t-Virus to the strains developed at Arklay Labs under Oswell Spencer’s supervision in order to
solidify and reclaim the Ashford family’s hold over the Umbrella Corporation, but that direction changed when
Alexia discovered trace remains of an ancient virus within the genes of a Queen Ant. She quickly devoted
herself to the study of ants and found their ecology to be a perfect system for a master-slave relationship. A
single ant queen dominated a hive and the soldier and worker ants were the slaves, solely dedicating their lives
to the queen. She noted a single queen could survive for decades which was practically an eternity by insect
standards and this instilled a belief that she herself could become immortal. When the queen died the ant hill
would always perish due to the collapse of the system, but any soldier and worker losses could easily be
replaced. Alexia viewed this relationship as a parallel to herself, a superior being, and the rest of humanity. Her
artificial birth at the hands of the Code: Veronica project initiated by her father had left Alexia with astounding
intelligence but at the excessive cost of her humanity, leaving her with a cold-blooded personality devoid of all
human emotion. This egotistical and megalomaniacal viewpoint shifted the focus of her research into creating
a new world order with herself at the forefront as the immortal ant queen.
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T-Veronica was an artificial RNA virus created using the base template of Progenitor as raw material and
combined with the ancient retrovirus extracted from the genome of a Queen Ant. Finally the remaining
sequencing gaps were completed by incorporating plant genes. This fusion was a purposeful one by Alexia
designed to create a system of control. In nature plants provided food and shelter for the corresponding ant
colony and in turn the ants protected the plant by killing any invaders, even killing other vegetation in close
proximity that might compete for nutrients and sunlight. The plant controlled this relationship by emitting
complex chemical signals that drew the ants in and compelled them to defend. These same chemicals also sent
the ants into a rage whenever the plant’s life-force in under threat. This relationship is better demonstrated
through the fusion of the anthill colony in the Antarctic Base with the ‘Alexia-Pod’; a plant-based organism
comprised of a mass of tentacles running throughout the complex.
Upon injection, the cells of organisms infected with t-Veronica are rapidly affected and natural immunity
systems were easily bypassed, leading to the destruction of brain cells. This was because the virus worked too
fast to transform the cells of the host, often destroying the brain completely and rendering it useless for B.O.W.
purposes. The virus has a devasting effect on humans and is just as lethal as other virus types including ‘t’ and
‘G’, but for other organisms it is somewhat less dangerous. Symbiosis with t-Veronica is possible by slowing
down delivery of the virus around the circulatory system, allowing the host to slowly adapt by delaying virus
erosion. Two such methods trialled successfully include cryogenic preservation and regular organ
transplantation. If symbiosis is successful, the host will gain incredible abilities as well as a unique reproductive
ability similar to a G-Creature. They needed no food or water for sustenance, and the virus promoted high
telomerase activity in the host’s cells which resulted in an infinite replication capacity, essentially making them
immortal. t-Veronica also strengthened the DNA mutation attribute of the base Progenitor which allowed for
stronger mutations than regular t-Virus infectants were capable of. Infected organisms developed arthropodalike traits that brought about insectoid mutations and a plant-like hardened carapace. These growths are made
up of parenchyma plant tissue containing chloroplasts. The cell growth is multiplied to form a hardened
surface capable of acting as a protective shield. Additionally, a successful host also developed flammable blood
that spontaneously combusted when brought into contact with oxygen due to a unique enzymatic reaction. In
contrast, an unsuccessful host develops heightened levels of internal toxicity that are dispelled through pores in
the body via clouds of noxious gas. This unique poison cannot be suppressed through use of the blue herb
alone and Alexia was forced to create a special antidote to counteract its effects.
A successful t-Veronica host is able to control low-ranking infected individuals like a queen, a significant
advantage not present in other viruses. In addition, low-level infectants develop an inherent instinct to obey a
higher being. This is because the queen ant genes contained within t-Veronica release a property making them
subservient to a higher existence. But the manifestation of powers was not constant and each infected
individual would have different abilities. Alexia and Manuela Hidalgo gained flammable blood, whilst the VComplex organism specialised in the control of plants. But failed adaptors such as Alexander Ashford
developed extra insect-like appendages from the back of his spinal cord whereas Steve Burnside suffered a body
mass increase through exacerbated levels of parenchyma tissue and plant attributes.
Unlike the t or G-Viruses, the true fear of t-Veronica is in evolving and propagating whilst absorbing
surrounding ecosystems. Since its diffusion speed is fast and effective, there are few countermeasures available,
arguably making it the most dangerous of all the viruses manufactured by Umbrella. Veronica was extremely
heat-sensitive and was purposely developed in the severe, deep-cold environments of the Antarctic, ensuring tVeronica’s proliferation capability was controlled to some extent. But the virus thrived under high
temperatures and extreme humidity with the ability to transform and infect entire eco-systems. In 2002, had
the V-Complex organism remained active, it was estimated that 60% of the Amazon would be contaminated
within a window of 48 hours thanks to the birth of a ‘Veronica Ecosystem’. This ecosystem would cause a
devasting biohazard by absorbing surrounding organisms without limits and thus continuing to spread.
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After spending 15 years in suspended animation, Alexia awoke to find her body now coexisted in harmony with
the t-Veronica virus. Without losing her brilliant mind or sense of self, she underwent a transformation into a
new type of creature. She now possessed the ability of self-evolution and could cast off her human form. By
fusing with the 'Alexia-pod', she could freely control tentacles set up underground and produce soldier ants.
This astounding reproductive dispersion capability allowed it to replicate itself indefinitely, destroying alreadyexisting ecosystems.
In later years, the virus was passed onto Albert Wesker and the 'rival company' who manipulated it for their
own means before selling it onto numerous other organisations. Eventually the virus was detoxified and
scrapped, but not before Carla Radames used elements of Veronica in C-Virus research. She took a weakened
strain of t-Veronica and extracted and manipulated the DNA mutation attribute of Progenitor before
combining it to create a variant known as ‘t-02.’ This strain completely negated rapid destruction of brain cells
and solved a problem using modern methods not technologically possible in Alexia’s era. But rather than
focusing on further refining t-02, Carla chose instead to apply the results to the new C-Virus project as part of
Project Ada.
KNOWN VARIANTS:
T-VERONICA - The first strain created by Alexia Ashford in 1981/82. This was injected into Alexander
Ashford in 1983 and transformed him into a monster. In this prototype form, the virus caused rapid changes in
an organism's cells too quickly for the host's body to cope and destroyed mental functions. This strain was
scrapped in early 1984 following Alexia’s reported ‘death.’
T-ALEXIA - This term refers to the strain within Alexia Ashford's blood after she had emerged from cryogenic
sleep and bonded successfully with the virus after 15 years. It was extracted and later injected into Steve
Burnside. Although it still destroyed the host's brain cells at a rapid rate, it enabled the host to retain their
human form for longer and possess a limited amount of independent thought. Because the virus was taken
from a perfectly adapted host who could regain her human form at will, there was an increased chance of
subjects exposed to this strain adapting to the virus for a longer period of time.
VERONICA VIRUS - This strain is practically identical to the t-Alexia strain except that numerous testing and
tampering by the rival company had weakened it to a certain extent. The virus eroded the brain at a slightly
slower rate, allowing the human host to remain in control more. However, it was still dangerous and the 15
year rule still applied unless alternative means were applied for slowing down the rate of infection round the
body. One such method was regular organ transplantation, as demonstrated by Manuela Hidalgo.
T-02 - Following the U.S. Government's acquisition of the Veronica Virus from Manuela Hidalgo, researcher
Carla Radames extracted the 'DNA mutation attribute' from the Progenitor Virus which had been
strengthened via application of the t-Virus. By combining this with the Veronica Virus, she created 't-02', a
compound that eliminated any chance of brain cell damage. Up until that point, symbiosis and immunity to
the virus took up to 15 years, but that problem was now eliminated thanks to t-02.
Alexia tests out the t-Veronica virus by infecting a colony of ants. Because the ancient virus
making up part of t-Veronica was originally found within the genes of queen ants, they are the
only creatures able to bond with the virus immediately after infection.
B.O.W. PROFILE: ANTS
From an early stage, the ant was explored as an attractive candidate as a B.O.W. base due to its high breeding
potential, superior environmental adaptability and aggressiveness towards other creatures. But because their
intelligence did not develop to the extent they could be controlled as a result of mutation by the t-Virus,
Umbrella researchers concluded the risk of them going out of control were too great and plans for
weaponisation was shelved. But the development of the t-Veronica virus some years later solved this problem.
Ants were a prominent part of the t-Veronica project and injection of the virus led to hugely increased growth
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and hostility. These ants grew to the approximate size of a rat and would attack whatever prey they could find
with their large pincers. The virus enabled them to adapt to the sub-zero temperatures of the Antarctic and
they also reproduced in large numbers. The queen ant genes
contained within t-Veronica ensured the infected insects
gained a property that made them completely subservient to
a higher existence. The ants bred in the South Pole base
completely followed the commands of their queen, Alexia.
They built a colony within the Alexia-Pod plant growing in
the lower section of the control room. When Alexia put
herself into suspended animation for 15 years, the ants
guarded and protected her from any intruders whilst she
slumbered. When she emerged, the ants existed only to
serve her as slaves and were fully obedient to her commands. Alexia planned to use these insects to spread the tVeronica virus across the world. In later years, the Veronica Virus was used to infect South American ants in
the country of Amparo. These ants were practically identical with only minor differences down to the base
species of the infected ant. They were re-evaluated but their potential use as B.O.W.s still harboured a major
flaw. Because it was necessary for a human to adapt to t-Veronica over a long period of time in order to have
powers like Alexia, a battle commander could not be prepared easily. But if this problem were to be solved, it
may be possible for controlled ant-based B.O.W.s to be deployed in combat.
Alexander Ashford observes his daughter’s work from behind the scenes having now taken a
more back-seat role in the ongoing operations at Umbrella's South Pole facility. He is
supremely confident his daughter's genius will restore the Ashford’s back to the forefront of
Umbrella and the global field of biotechnology. But recently he becomes concerned about
Alexia's somewhat erratic behaviour and the highly dangerous properties of her t-Veronica
research. He is aware the virus deviates greatly from the goals of Umbrella's t-Virus project and
is worried about what she plans to use the new virus for given her primary goal is about
establishing dominance and control over other organisms. After taking a look at some of her
research notes he begins to suspect Alexia's true intentions are not in the best interests of
Umbrella and may have more sinister intentions. Alexia has a very cold-blooded personality
with little human emotion and her extraordinarily high IQ ensures whatever she creates will far
surpass anything Spencer's men are working on. Worryingly, he also discovers evidence that
she may be planning to infect herself with the virus once it is fully complete.
Over a sustained period of time, Alexander secretly gathers as much data as possible before
contacting Umbrella Industries; the military weapons division of the corporation. With their
help, Alexander begins working on a weapon to counteract and destroy the effects of the
t-Veronica virus. This weapon is called the 'Linear Launcher' and will be installed at the South
Pole lab in secret.
As Alexia continues to work in the lower levels of the lab, Alexander continues to watch over
her from a distance. He soon attracts the attention of his young son, Alfred, who spies his
father entering a hidden door behind a family painting in the main hall replica of the Ashford
manor. Until that moment, Alfred had no idea the painting was actually a secret door.
DECEMBER 1982
Whilst in the lab, Alexander continues to perfect the Linear Launcher. It is a potent weapon
capable of firing gasified energy projectiles at a very high rate of velocity and boasts
overwhelming destructive power against organic life forms. The energy projectile, which is
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useable for a fixed period of time, is produced by a special battery. However, given its extreme
expense and required components necessitating complex yet delicate maintenance and
increasing operational costs, the technological conversion to mass produce it will be difficult.
But this does not concern Alexander. His primary concern is for his daughter.
He also works on installing the whole base with a self-destruct system should things get
desperate. This hidden lab is where he carried out the Code: Veronica project over a decade
ago now and all research notes and pertaining materials are archived away in the files here. The
construction of this very facility and the millions spent from the Ashford family fortune has all
been to keep the truth behind the creation of Alfred and Alexia a secret from the likes of
Oswell Spencer and the rest of Umbrella. The activation code for the destruct system is
'Veronica'.

"The Ashford family's most important secret is kept at this lab.
As a safety precaution, I have installed a self-destruct device in the control room and have
placed the activation code inside the computer. Once inputted, all door locks will be released
to provide easy access to escape routes. By using the elevator that directly connects to the
hangar, one should be able to escape from the lab easily.
Please remember that I have used the name of my beautiful ancestor for the activation code.
Glory to the Ashford’s,
Alexander Ashford."
-RECVX: Security File; undated.

SATURDAY DECEMBER 25TH 1982
Construction of the Linear Launcher is complete
and installed on B5 level of the lab. Alexander
decides to record a video message to justify his
actions should it ever be needed for use. Setting
up a video camera he sits down in his office to
record his message with a tinge of sadness in his
eyes knowing he is slowly losing his grip on his
daughter. His own selfish desire to restore his
shattered reputation and family name has cost his daughter her humanity and any chance of
leading a normal life. He presses the record button and begins.

"If you are seeing this message that can only mean that Code: Veronica has reached a critical
stage. The year is 1982 and I'm afraid my only daughter has become obsessed with the
Veronica Virus. She has even gone to the point of experimenting on her own body. My
daughter dreams of unleashing this thing into the world. This last step was the only way I could
think of to help her. Whether you are on Umbrella's side or not, please help her."
-REDC: Alexander's Recording; 25/12/82

Alexander comes to realise that the Code: Veronica project has been a complete failure and
that serious side-effects have been imprinted on Alexia’s personality. She is a potential danger
to all of humanity.

1983:
Excella Gionne is born. A descendant of the famed Travis family, Excella will go on to become
the Director of Tricell's African division.
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CHARACTER PROFILE: EXCELLA GIONNE

*Born: 1983. Died: 2009. Height: 175.1cm. Weight: 55kg. Blood Type: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: Tricell
Excella Gionne grew up in a very privileged background for the Gionne family had a vast fortune resulting
from a lucrative import-export trading business. On top of that, Excella's grandmother was a member of the
famed Travis family; the original merchant dynasty responsible for the formation of Tricell itself. As well as
being from a noble and storied lineage, Excella was also blessed with
model-like looks and a confident personality. Her breeding and beauty
had convinced Excella of her own genetic superiority, and she had a
tendency to look down on others, especially men. She also inherited
her father's sharp business acumen, skipping several grades through
school and breezed through university majoring in genetic engineering.
Her grandmother's family at Tricell took notice of her talents and she
was brought into their Pharmaceutical Division at the young age of 18.
She was passionate, and resolved to be satisfied with no less than the
top position in the company. However, although she was a gifted
descendant of Tricell's founding family, she was still a Gionne, an
outcast of the Travis Empire. With all the in-house research teams of the pharmaceutical division at Tricell's
disposal, Excella was given just one to manage. She was humiliated by this and viewed it as in indignation.
She had been in Tricell for approximately two years when she was approached out of the blue by Albert Wesker
in 2003. He had spotted her talents and determination and had been watching her for a long time. He supplied
her with virus information from Umbrella's stolen archives, specifically on the t and t-Veronica viruses. His
plan was for her to use this information to rise to power within Tricell so that he could manipulate her and use
that power for himself. Thanks to him, Excella was armed with the tools to make the advances to her career that
she desired. She used the information and technology obtained from Wesker to advance Tricell's bioweapons
division exponentially. In a fortunate turn for Tricell, Umbrella, who had previously dominated the weapons
market, had gone bankrupt, greatly increasing Tricell's sway in this area.
Thanks to Excella's efforts in expanding Tricell's market share, she was soon given more of a voice within the
company. Before long, she was making key decisions that would affect the fortunes of the pharmaceutical
division. This also included a secret deal with the F.B.C.'s Morgan Lansdale to allow Tricell's research teams to
assist with the development of the t-Abyss Virus. She was also an officer of the Global Pharmaceutical
Consortium and was influential in using that privileged position for Tricell's benefit. In 2005 she interviewed
Jessica Sherawat, requesting a report on the now completed t-Abyss Virus. Because Lansdale had gone back on
his part of the deal and kept t-Abyss for himself, Excella got Jessica onto Tricell's payroll, knowing she was
already secretly working for Lansdale and ordered her to co-operate with Raymond Vester to secure a sample
of t-Abyss for the company. Following a successful mission on the Queen Zenobia, the last remaining sample of
t-Abyss was now in Tricell's hands. Excella planned to use it to monopolise marine-based biological weapons
production.
In 2006, Albert Wesker formally joined Tricell after faking his death for the second time and severing all ties
with the 'rival company.' He exploited Excella's romantic feelings towards him and persuaded her to use her
newfound influence to take over the director's position of Tricell Africa. She achieved this powerful role easily
enough by using her adroit use of flattery and intimidation. This action was all down to Wesker who planned
to use Excella and Tricell's resources to further the Uroboros Plan, but Excella was too wrapped up in her own
self-importance to realise she was being used and that Wesker had no real interest in her whatsoever besides
being a useful pawn for him to manipulate and exploit. Her first order of business as Africa branch manager
was to excavate and restore the old Umbrella Africa lab which had been closed down in the late 1990s. This was
the facility where all Progenitor Virus research was carried out so its importance to the Uroboros plan was
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incalculable. Excella then hired Ricardo Irving to sell bio-weapons to secure increased funding for the
Uroboros project. For the next few years, she did everything she could to make her beloved Wesker's plan
become a reality. She also took care of the regular injections Wesker needed of PG67-AW.
As the Uroboros Plan was neared completion in 2009, Excella began to fancy herself as the queen in the new
world order that would follow the plan's execution. When the B.S.A.A. entered the Kijuju Autonomous Zone to
apprehend Irving during the field testing of the Type 2 Plaga, Excella used her position within the
G.P.C. to order all surviving agents to withdraw from the area. However, this order was defied by Chris
Redfield and Sheva Alomar and they were able to uncover the old Umbrella lab and Tricell's role in the
experiments. Excella attempted unsuccessfully to persuade Chris and Sheva to leave and even unleashed the U8 creature and another failed Uroboros experiment on them whist constantly taunting Chris about the
whereabouts of Jill Valentine. Unfortunately for Excella, her dreams of being Wesker's queen in his new world
were dashed when the man that was to be her king betrayed her and injected her with the Uroboros Virus. Her
DNA turned out not to be superior and her body rejected the virus, becoming just another mindless mass of
black tentacles. In the end the name Excella Gionne was added to the long list of those used and discarded by
Albert Wesker.

SATURDAY JANUARY 30TH 1983
Whilst Alexia continues to refine the t-Veronica Virus, young Alfred Ashford explores the
South Pole base from top to bottom, making it his mission to gain access to the hidden door
via the portrait in the mansion replica hall. The picture in question is a portrait of Alexander
sitting on a chair with Alfred stood to his right and Alexia to his left wearing a beautiful pink
dress. Upon examining the lock he discovers he needs three family jewels to gain access; proof
of Ashford family lineage. Alfred's ring contains a special detachable blue jewel, Alexia has a
red choker, and Alexander has a green jewel inside his earring. All three are required to gain
access to the room and now he realises why Alexander sometimes took their jewellery, needing
it to get inside here. He knows Alexia will give him her choker but wonders how he could
possibly get hold of his father’s earring.

"January 30th
There's a sealed room in the hallway located inside of the Antarctic facility. I don't know what
is hidden there, but I do not know how to get in. I can use the three jewels that each one of our
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three members wear as proof of being legitimate descendant of the Ashford family. The only
problem is, I do not know how I can gain possession of my father's proof."
-RECVX: Alfred's Diary; 30/01/83

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 17TH 1983
After biding his time, Alfred finally manages to get
hold of his father's jewel and uses it in conjunction
with Alexia's choker and his own ring to unlock
the hidden door. As soon as he places the jewels
into position, the painting slides down into the
floor revealing the hidden door behind.
Cautiously, he pulls the handle and enters. Inside
is a carpeted hallway with white walls and a few
doors. Inside one he finds Alexander's private
office, containing a few wooden bookshelves and
framed photographs of doctorates and certificates
on the wall above an ornate wooden writing desk.
A portrait of matriarch Veronica is on the right hand wall. Returning to the corridor and
exploring further leads him into the main laboratory. In shock, he examines all the machines
and paperwork filed away, discovering the origins of the secret project referred to as Code:
Veronica. Alfred is soon in turmoil, discovering that both Alexia and he were artificially
created, and nothing more than an experiment. Alexia's genius had been engineered to make
up for their father's own incompetence and according to the documentation, Alfred himself
was nothing more than left-over by-product of the experiment. They had both been created
using genetic material taken from the remains of Veronica and the lab still houses the incubator
that their unknown surrogate mother was kept in. Enraged, Alfred flees the room to find Alexia
and inform her of this discovery.

"February 17th
I finally succeeded in entering that sealed room. I never could have imagined that such an
insane secret existed regarding the birth of both Alexia and myself... I hate my father. That
fool, Alexander... Now it is obvious that we were merely created in an attempt to cover my
father's blunder. I can never trust him again. I must regain the glory of the Ashford family with
my sister. I have nothing to be afraid of, as long as Alexia is with me."
-RECVX: Alfred's Diary; 17/02/83

After informing Alexia of his discovery, the two of them come up with a plan to take revenge
upon their father. Alexia is reaching a critical stage with her t-Veronica research and requires a
human test subject so they callously decide to use Alexander. If he is so desperate to restore
glory to the Ashford family then his use as a guinea pig means he can finally contribute
something to that goal. Now they just have to capture him without their butler, Scott Harman
finding out about their plan.
THURSDAY MARCH 3RD 1983
Together, Alfred and Alexia sedate Alexander and drag his body down to the laboratory. Once
there, Alexia straps him down and he awakens to find his two children standing over him, his
body quickly succumbing to fear. Alexia then injects him with the t-Veronica Virus. However,
the virus is far too potent for the human body to endure and his brain experiences rapid
cellular breakdown before destroying both his body flesh and mental faculties. This will be a
slow process over a number of years yet will also make his body stronger.
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"March 3rd
Alexia carried out the experiment on the human body that we've been talking about. Our
useless father must be happy now, since he can finally contribute to the Ashford family. The
only thing we should be careful about is that the butler, Harman, does not become wise to our
activities."
-RECVX: Alfred's Diary; 03/03/83

Alexia monitors the effects of t-Veronica on Alexander, fascinated by the rapid transformation
of his body and showing no emotion or remorse for what she has done to him. The power of
t-Veronica is phenomenal, yet she needs to come up with a way for the human body to co-exist
with the virus and adjust, allowing the host to preserve their mental state and remain in control.
She cannot use it on herself until she can slow down its transmission rate through the body,
otherwise her brain cells will be rapidly destroyed. Further studies on Alexander reveal his
body now secretes a special type of poison gas. She has tried counteracting this using the blue
herbs but it is too potent. Instead she synthesises an antidote herself and stores it in the
weapon/chemical storage on the second basement level in the cargo warehouse.

“Ever since I discovered traces of an ancient virus within the genes of a queen ant, I have
devoted myself to the study of ants and the building of an anthill.
The ecology of ants is truly ideal. For one anthill, a single queen ant dominates and the soldier
and worker ants are the queen ant's slaves. They give their lives to the queen ant.
When the queen ant dies, this signifies that the anthill itself has collapsed. As long as there's a
queen ant, there will be plenty of substitutes for the soldier and worker ants.
Quite simply, this is befitting of the relationship between myself and the ignorant masses.
I transplanted queen ant genes into the Progenitor Virus discovered by Spencer and succeeded
in developing an ideal virus.
I experimented with it using my worthless father's body, however, not only his flesh, but his
brain cells too were destroyed due to the virus' influence; as expected from the rapid mutation
of his cells.
In addition, a unique poisonous gas was generated in his body which the blue herb had no
effect on, so I made an antidote in case of emergency and stored it on the medicine shelf of the
B2 weapon and chemical warehouse.
I decided to name this virus with unimaginable potential t-Veronica. When I find a method of
possessing the power of this magnificent virus, my great research will be complete.
Alexia Ashford”
-BIOCVX: Research Report on Queen Ant; undated.

IRREGULAR MUTANT PROFILE: NOSFERATU
The creature known as Nosferatu was the result of Alexander Ashford's
deliberate infection with the t-Veronica virus in 1983. The virus caused
complete destruction of his brain cells and body flesh, leaving him withered
and frail. His body also began to produce a special type of poison that turned
into a deadly fog upon contact with oxygen. Alexander was placed in a straight
jacket and confined in a hidden room within the labyrinthine depths of the
South Pole facility for over 15 years. During that time, his muscular structure
increased and he gained herculean strength. His heart was also gradually
pushed out of his chest via his exposed rib cage. But his most interesting
mutation was sprouting three tentacle-like appendages from his back. It is
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believed these compensated for his restricted movement thanks to his hands being bound behind his back via
the straight jacket. Nosferatu used these appendages to move around. The two smaller ones were roughly the
size of a human arm and the larger one was used to attack its targets. This sickle-like attachment was
reminiscent of an ant’s pincers and it is interesting to note that of the two failed t-Veronica human
experiments, Alexander bore more ant-like traits whereas Steve Burnside developed a large plant-like
mutation. Despite his intelligence being severely degenerated, the virus also had a positive effect. His body was
stronger and he needed no food or water. His cells now had high telomerase activity with infinite replication,
essentially making him immortal. There was also evidence to suggest Alexander remained in control of some of
his former memories. In 1998 he used his strength to escape from confinement when he heard Alfred's screams
as he fell down a chasm. It is believed he chased Claire Redfield and Steve Burnside onto the exterior helipad in
retaliation. His name Nosferatu came from the Lithuanian word for immortal, and was given to him by the
workers at the Antarctic base who heard his bone-chilling cries in the night. He was eventually killed by Claire
Redfield on the exterior heliport after she targeted his exposed heart.
APRIL 1983
Alexia's goal is to use the virus on herself to become a queen and control other infected beings
as her 'worker ants'. After evaluating the experiment on Alexander she comes to believe she
may be able to bond with the virus by significantly reducing her body temperature and slowing
down her circulatory functions. This would allow her body to build up an immune system as
t-Veronica spread around her bloodstream at a much slower rate. Because the virus has the
ability to replicate itself without restriction and destroy entire eco-systems when introduced, it
was purposefully developed in the sub-zero environment of the South Pole as the negative
temperatures would significantly restrict any damage caused by any dispersal accident. By
applying this logic to herself, Alexia believes freezing her body would allow virus symbiosis to
be successful. The only drawback is that her calculations estimate such a process would take 15
years to complete.
In addition to ants, Alexia is keen to exploit the plant-like characteristics within t-Veronica and
creates a giant plant organism in the lowest levels of the lab known as the 'Alexia-Pod'. This
plant will grow to huge proportions over 15 years whilst Alexia sleeps and possesses large vinelike tentacles capable of reaching out anywhere across the whole complex. The idea is for the
pod to be ready by the time Alexia emerged from her slumber. She would then fuse with it and
create numerous t-Veronica offspring all under the control of their 'queen'. Alexia will also have
complete control over the Alexia-Pod tentacles that will have expanded across the perimeter of
the base as a defence mechanism. Over time, the infected ants will find their way to the AlexiaPod and create their colony within the plant. They too will reproduce over the next 15 years
and prevent anyone from getting to Alexia while she is asleep and helpless.
After several weeks, the search for Alexander Ashford is called off and he is declared dead
after being classified as missing. Scott Harman is beside himself with grief yet resolves to keep
going for the sake of the two young twins. He makes preparations to inaugurate Alfred as the
next Ashford family master. Only Alfred and Alexia are aware of Alexander's true fate.
FRIDAY APRIL 22ND 1983
Alfred remarks how the experiment on Alexander was a failure and that Alexia believes she
can now solve the problem of symbiosis by injecting herself with the virus and entering a
cryogenic sleep for 15 years to slow down the flow of the virus and adapt to its volatile nature.
This enrages him even more for now he has to be without his beloved sister for 15 long years
and it is something else he can hate his father for.
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"April 22nd
The experiment resulted in failure. Our father was useless after all. Even worse, he turned into
a dangerous monster that is completely out of control. We tied him down and locked him up
in an underground prison cell. However, Alexia seems to be close to a solution. Beyond all my
expectations, she now says that she wishes to conduct the experiment on her own body. On top
of that, she feels she must be kept asleep for 15 years in order to accomplish the experiment.
Thanks to that idiot, I can't see my dear Alexia for as long as 15 years. Alexia is going to sleep,
with all of her trust relying upon me. Now, I am the only one who can protect Alexia."
-RECVX: Alfred's Diary; 22/04/83

LATE APRIL 1983
Alfred Ashford is declared as Alexander's successor and 7th generation head of the Ashford
family. Scott Harman presents him with an earthenware vase, according to family tradition in a
small ceremony.

"Sir Alfred,
Congratulations on your succession as master as the
Ashford family. I hereby present you with an
earthenware vase, according to the Ashford family
tradition. As you may know, this tradition first
began when a butler presented a golden teacup as a
commemorative to Veronica. As founder of the
Ashford family, her intelligence and beauty are
legendary.
The second and third, masters, Stanley and his son Thomas were also presented with similar
teacups. It was their hope to achieve glory as Veronica did before them. The position as family
master then shifted to Sir Thomas to his twin brother Sir Arthur. It then went to Sir Edward,
your grandfather. That was when the Ashford family enjoyed its golden age. It was also Sir
Edward's achievement that established the large chemical enterprise, Umbrella Inc. However,
when Sir Edward passed away, and your father Sir Alexander succeeded the position, the
glorious Ashford family gradually began to sink... I sincerely hope that the Ashford family
regains its glory with your guidance, just as this vase continues to shine eternally.
Ashford Family Butler,
Scott Harman"
-RECVX: Message to New Family Master; undated.

Alexia also sends a message card to Alfred to acknowledge the occasion.

"My Dear Brother,
I firmly believe the glory of the Ashford family will be revived through your courage and
strength as an honoured soldier.
Yours faithfully,
Alexia Ashford."
-RECVX: Message Card; undated.

SUMMER - AUTUMN 1983
Back in America at Arklay Labs, Wesker and Birkin's research has all but come to a standstill
with no notable achievements for some time now. Constant rumours filtering through about
Alexia Ashford and her t-Veronica project haven't helped their cause with Birkin becoming
practically useless because of his overpowering jealousy. He reacts with rage when Wesker
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suggests trying to obtain a sample of t-Veronica for study and forbids any future endeavours to
do so. Wesker decides to bide his time and wait for his own opportunity to find out the truth
about Alexia Ashford's research. Instead he begins to research secondary exposure to the
t-Virus and discovers that the virus is so complex it can adapt to almost every species, not just
animals, but also plants, insects and fish. Almost every organic life-form has the potential to
multiply and spread the t-Virus. During his downtime, he likes to leave the labs and take long
walks in the surrounding forest and mountainous landscape. They are so far isolated from
Raccoon City and the woods so dense that he never comes across any other people. During his
walks it dawns on him just how rich and diverse the local wildlife is that populates the Arklay
Mountains. So many different species living in different eco-systems that if the virus ever leaked
from the labs the results would be nothing short of a catastrophe. He wonders just why Spencer
picked this particular site to build the mansion and accompanying laboratory facilities when the
area around them is such a high infection zone. It makes sense to him now why Alexander
Ashford chose to construct his research base in the desolate wastelands of the South Pole
where there was no surrounding population and little in the way of organic life forms. The
harsh conditions down there would ensure any biohazard leak would have a minimal effect at
best. But at its present location outside of Raccoon City, Arklay Labs seems far too dangerous
a location to conduct such hazardous research. This revelation makes Wesker question
Spencer's motives even more. He wants to find out exactly what his true plans are and is not
afraid to give up his position at Arklay to do so.

At the South Pole base, Alfred and Alexia Ashford stand in the hidden meeting room at the
Antarctic base and record a video of themselves pulling the wings off a live dragonfly and
dropping it into an ant's nest where it lays helpless and is quickly eaten alive.
DECEMBER 1983
The elephant parade at Raccoon City zoo where they outfit Oscar the elephant with Christmas
lights takes place for the very first time. The gatekeeper Joseph Murrows is working this night
and will remember it fondly for years to come. The parade will go on to become an annual
event and one of the zoo's more popular attractions.
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1983
After months of planning and refining, Alexia Ashford is now ready to perform the experiment
on herself having built on the results from the failed attempt on her father. Finally sure of the
solution, she injects her own body with the t-Veronica virus and arranges to cryogenically freeze
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herself for 15 years in order for her cells to adapt to the virus spreading inside her at such a
rapidly reduced rate. She believes this process will be complete by the year 1998 and that she
will emerge from her slumber in complete control of the virus. Then she can accomplish her
goals. The only risk she can foresee is that whilst asleep she will be completely helpless against
any outside influences and has no choice but to trust her safety to Alfred. Although she
considers him a fool who has no place in her new world, he is still one of her loyal soldier ants
and will do anything to protect her. She also has the ant-hill growing within the Alexia-Pod
outside the control room. It will grow and prosper whilst she sleeps and when she controls
t-Veronica she will be able to bond with it and begin creating the perfect eco-system in which
every last creature on earth will exist to serve her.

"Work continues on the t-Veronica virus which I extracted from the queen ant. The more
research I conduct on it, the more I am impressed by how much potential it has. I have finally
implanted the virus into my own body, and discovered how to utilise its power. I will avoid
making the mistake that I made on my father. I will suppress activity of the virus at an ultra-low
temperature, so that my cells will change slowly. My calculations indicate that it will take 15
years before my body will gain immunity and become able to co-exist with the virus. Until then,
I have no choice but to trust the capsule that I will be in to that inept but soldier ant who is my
brother. For me to obtain unlimited power, some risks need to be taken.
When I awaken, I will be queen... And the t-Veronica virus will be unleashed upon the entire
world by my children. Every last creature on earth will exist to serve me. At that time, the world
will achieve the perfect eco-system, just like an anthill, but on a much grander scale.
Alexia Ashford."
- RECVX: Virus Research Report; undated.

In order to maintain the secrecy of this plan, a statement is released across Umbrella by the
Ashford estate declaring Alexia has died following accidental exposure to the t-Veronica virus.
Since there are no other samples apart from the strain inside Alexia's ants, her father, and her
own body; all of which are hidden away securely in the South Pole lab, Alfred Ashford will
report back to Umbrella Headquarters and declare the t-Veronica Virus a complete failure. He
also destroys and hides away all of Alexia's research files so that her work cannot be replicated
by anyone else. He is the only person who knows of Alexia's survival and has to keep it a secret
to protect his sister whilst she slumbers.
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SATURDAY DECEMBER 31ST 1983
News soon reaches all of Umbrella's branches across the world, including the staff at Arklay
Labs that Alexia Ashford has died due to a botched research experiment. The official
statement claims she was accidentally exposed to the new t-Veronica virus she herself had
created, leading to a demise ironically similar to that of her grandfather, the late, great, Edward
Ashford. Many senior researchers are not surprised an accident like this has happened given
she was only 12 years-old. No one that young should be in a position of such responsibility and
her mind was probably still affected from the tragic death of her father earlier this year. A
rumour soon follows that she may even have deliberately injected herself with the virus but no
one really believes this. Upon hearing the news, William Birkin's attitude immediately
improves and he can once again be the youngest, brightest prospect at Umbrella. The
legendary Ashford family are now practically finished with nobody expecting anything
worthwhile from the sole remaining Ashford boy, Alfred. Indeed, all the subordinate staff at
Arklay Labs concede there is no one better than William Birkin now.

The Arklay Mountains are now covered in a beautiful, thick blanket of snow and Wesker
continues to take long walks into the forest and research secondary t-Virus exposure. He also
begins to feel that his role as chief researcher may be coming to an end. He concedes Birkin
was always the brighter of them both and he is beginning to feel his limitations as their research
becomes ever more complex with each passing year. His thoughts are also becoming more and
more preoccupied with Spencer and his true motivations which are shrouded in upmost
secrecy. Unbeknownst to him, this is the strings of the 'Wesker Project' tugging at him once
again. He also surmises that although Lisa Trevor continues to live, she has far exceeded her
use as an experimental specimen by now.

"December 31st, 1983 (Saturday) - 'Aleixa-2'
(Two years after previous record)
It was winter, six years since I had begun working at the Arklay Research Facility. The last two
years had been stagnant, with no significant progress made. At last, however, there was a
development.
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It began with a communication we received that morning: Alexia had died. The cause of death
was an accidental outbreak of the t-Veronica Virus which Alexia herself had been developing.
She was twelve years old at the time; too young, it seemed, for such dangerous research.
There was a rumour that Alexia had injected herself with t-Veronica, as per her plan all along.
That struck me as extremely unlikely, however. More conceivable was that she had made a
fatal mistake out of grief over her father's disappearance a year before.
Subsequently, the last remaining Ashford heir took over the Antarctic Research Facility.
Despite being Alexia's twin brother, though, no one expected much from him. In the end, it
seemed only natural that the famous Ashford Family should come to ruin with nothing to show
for it. As I predicted, the 'legend' was merely that.
After Alexia's death, Birkin changed - or perhaps I should say, he returned to normal.
The returned recognition of his subordinates is what had the greatest impact. He was once
again at the top of his world.
Even then, however, it was forbidden to speak of Alexia in front of him, and he vehemently
opposed my proposal to acquire a sample of t-Veronica. I realised I would have to take the
long way around if I wanted to get to the truth behind her research.
In the end, things had turned in our favour, if not due to any personal growth on Birkin's part.
Still, I had weightier matters on my mind.
The Arklay Research Facility was deep in the middle of a forest; I had strolled through it often
and never encountered a soul. This was only natural, as the only way in and out was by
helicopter.
Such an uninhabited area was the logical choice for such an institute, to minimise damage in
the off chance of a viral outbreak.
In the case of a virus that created living weapons, though, it was not so simple. After all,
humans were not the only ones that could contract this virus.
Very few viruses find potential hosts in only one species. The influenza Virus, for instance, has
been confirmed in such non-human creatures as birds, pigs, horses, and even seals.
One complication to this is that a given virus will not necessarily affect every species within a
given category. For instance, some viruses that affect ducks and chickens will not spread to
other birds.
Accounting for individual strains of a virus complicates the potential host selection further.
Even when looking at a single virus, there is no way of knowing exactly how many organisms
might be potential hosts.
The problem posed by the t-Virus was its incredible ability to adapt to almost any type of host.
I had first begun investigating the t-Virus's cross-species transmissibility during Birkin's useless
period. My research showed me that there potential hosts for the t-Virus among nearly every
class of organism. Not just mammals, but plants, bugs, fish...members of nearly all species were
capable of contracting the t-Virus. When I left the research facility to take my strolls around the
forest, one question was always foremost on my mind: Why did Spencer choose this location?
The forest had a diverse eco-system. If there were a viral outbreak, what would happen if it
found a compatible host in the area?
If an insect caught the infection, one might think the threat would be relatively minor due to its
miniscule size. But insects are biologically capable of starting outbreaks on a massive scale.
How far would the virus spread, in such a case? If it infected a plant, which cannot move on its
own, one would expect contamination to be limited. But then, what of the pollen released by
the plant?
This place was practically a powder keg. It occurred to me that the Ashford’s had been wise to
choose the Antarctic to conduct their research. The only conclusion, when coming from that
perspective, was that the institute was located there for the purpose of causing an outbreak.
Could such a thing be possible? What was Spencer trying to make us do?
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The problem was too big to discuss with the other researchers. The only person I might speak
to about it was Birkin, but it was clear that even with the two of us, there was nothing we could
do. I needed more information.
I realised, however, that there were limits to what I could learn as a simple researcher. If I
wanted to know Spencer's true intentions, I couldn't continue living in a bubble. I had no
qualms about throwing away my position if it meant coming closer to that goal...but I couldn't
move too quickly. If
Spencer realised what I was doing, all would be lost.
To throw off such suspicion, I re-devoted myself to my work with Birkin. The 'female test
subject' was again forgotten in a corner. We had begun to call her the 'living failure,' due to our
inability to glean useful data from her.
That was, until five years later...
(The next record picks up five years later)
-Wesker's Report 2; 31/12/83

1984:
Ethan Winters is born. He will become embroiled in the 2017 incident in Dulvey, Louisiana
and be caught in the middle of a behind the scenes battle between the newly reformed
Umbrella Corporation and The Connections.
CHARACTER PROFILE: ETHAN WINTERS

*Born: 1984. Died: NA. Height: 180cm. Weight: 75kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Ethan Winters was an IT systems programmer from Los Angeles and lived a pretty ordinary and uneventful
life. He had no interest in sports but was blessed with more natural strength and physical fitness than the
average person. In the mid-2000s he met and entered into a relationship with a young woman named Mia and
they later relocated to Texas. They married in 2011 and looked set for a
happy future together although Mia harboured a terrible secret. Unknown
to Ethan, she was an employee working for ‘The Connections;’ a
mysterious organisation linked to the development of biological weapons
and criminal activities. They had ties to the rival company and created the
‘E-Series’ bioweapons with a goal of using mind control to turn enemy
combatants into willing allies and hostile elements into willing servants.
Needless to say, Mia kept her employment a secret from Ethan for
obvious reasons, telling him she worked for a trade organisation. She was
often working away for months at a time and this put a strain on their
marriage.
In 2014, Ethan’s world was turned upside down when Mia was reported as missing presumed dead after
mysteriously disappearing whilst away working. All Ethan knew of her whereabouts via video messages she sent
him was that she was away at sea on a ‘babysitting job’. He never had any further contact with his wife and her
body was never found. It took three years for Ethan to finally move on with his life until he suddenly and very
unexpectedly received an e-mail from Mia on July 18th 2017. By this point, he had more or less accepted she was
gone forever but this news caused him to suddenly walk out on his friend and head straight to Dulvey,
Louisiana, where Mia said she was being held. Whilst on route he contacted his friend, who advised caution,
and Ethan himself conceded it could all be a sick prank, but he needed to find out for sure for his own sake.
When he arrived, a search of the grounds took him through the Guest House where he found the rotting corpse
of Andre Strickland from the Sewer Gators team. He also found Mia locked up in a cell and was overjoyed to
see her alive, but it was soon clear something was very wrong with her. She denied sending any e-mail to Ethan
and insisted they needed to leave because ‘daddy would be coming back soon.’ Things took a stranger turn
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when Mia suddenly attacked Ethan like she was possessed, culminating in a battle that saw Ethan’s left hand
severed off with a chainsaw. Ethan believed he had killed his wife after he had been forced to shoot her, but
what he did not know was that she had been infected with a pathogen secreted by the E-Series bioweapon
‘Eveline’ that granted extraordinary regenerative powers. Jack Baker also formally welcomed Ethan to the
family before knocking him unconscious and dragging both him and Mia back to the main house. Whilst
unconscious, Ethan was also exposed to the bacterium. Zoe Baker, the only member of the family able to resist
Eveline’s machinations, stapled his severed hand back into place and fitted him with a Genome Codex in the
hopes he could help her find a cure and escape the estate.
When Ethan regained consciousness, the Bakers tried to force feed him contaminated food but were distracted
by the timely arrival of a local police officer. Ethan managed to escape his bonds and set about exploring the
estate, looking to find Mia and a way out. He was stalked relentlessly by both Jack and Marguerite Baker across
various locations and received several cryptic phone calls from Zoe who acted as a guide to keep him on the
right path. Throughout his search Ethan discovered the Bakers had been abducting people for a number of
years. He cooperated with Zoe to find two parts of a D-Series corpse that could produce a potential serum to
the bacterium. But along the way, he began to experience visions and hallucinations of Eveline as a young child,
confirming his own infection was progressing. It also became apparent that Ethan’s presence was forcing a
change in Eveline’s thinking. She could see his bond with Mia and his desire to save her. This prompted Eveline
to view Ethan as her potential new ‘daddy’ after all, meaning she no longer had any use for Jack. Likewise Mia
was once again her ‘mommy’ and Marguerite too became expendable. Once both of the adult Bakers had been
defeated, Ethan survived a twisted game at the hands of Lucas Baker, the son who was secretly still in contact
with The Connections and had been given treatment that freed him from Eveline’s influence but kept him at
stage 1 of the infection; meaning he retained his regenerative abilities.
Ethan later found Mia and Zoe held captive at the boathouse where Zoe used both components to craft two
shots of the vaccine. Ethan was forced to use one on Jack who attacked for one final time and had lost his
human form altogether after Eveline had allowed his infection to progress and the mold had taken over every
cell in his body. But after the battle Ethan was left with a terrible choice to make, save Zoe who had protected
and guided him thus far, or save his wife. Ultimately he chose to save Mia and the two of them left the estate via
boat, leaving a heartbroken Zoe behind. Ethan promised to return with help but Zoe told him not to bother as
she would be dead soon anyway. Ethan pressed Mia for answers but she was suffering from memory loss and
could only remember bits and pieces. Eveline also took exception to them leaving and attacked and abducted
Ethan, dragging him into the ruined husk of the LNG Annabelle and cocooning him in the mold. Whilst there,
Ethan was connected to the hive mind and could link to other infected persons, most notably Jack Baker who
explained all about Eveline and what had befallen his family. He was later freed by Mia who insisted he press on
and destroy Eveline. She locked herself in the ship and made Ethan believe he had lost her once again.
He moved on towards the old salt mines, and witnessed an Umbrella Corporation helicopter flying by
overhead. He also picked up a transmission confirming their operatives were looking for Lucas Baker. Ethan
discovered the salt mines housed remnants of a secret laboratory and that this place had been used by persons
to observe Eveline in her family environment. This was also where Lucas had been in contact with The
Connections. It was here Ethan was able to synthesise the ‘E-Necrotoxin’, a serum that could destroy Eveline
for good. Fighting through the mines he took on numerous Molded before finding himself once again in the
Guest House. Here he took on Eveline and injected her with the Necrotoxin, making her mutate into a large,
misshapen creature. The ensuing battle brought the Umbrella soldiers to the scene and Chris Redfield dropped
down a prototype anti-bioweapon firearm named ‘Albert-01’ and Ethan used it to finish Eveline for good.
Ethan was then met by Redfield who was glad they had found him alive. Mia had also been picked up by
Umbrella safe and well and the two of them were safely evacuated out of the area.
Ashley Graham is born. She is the daughter of a future President of the United States.
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CHARACTER PROFILE: ASHLEY GRAHAM

*Born: 1984. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood Type: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Ashley Graham was the daughter of President Graham who first came to term in 2004. Her upper class
upbringing had made her somewhat headstrong, but she had an optimism that made her truly fearless. Her
mannerisms were somewhat childish but she had a mature sense of style to compensate. In 2004 Ashley was a
student at a university in Massachusetts and was on her way home when her security detail was ambushed and
she was kidnapped. Her abductor was former U.S. SOCOM operative Jack
Krauser who took her to the Los Illuminados cult in an isolated village in
Southern Europe in order to gain the trust of their leader, Osmund
Saddler. Her kidnapping was kept a secret from the public and only a
handful of people within the U.S. administration were made aware due to
fears it may have been an inside job. Intelligence gathered from the Secret
Service pointed to a region in Southern Europe after a sighting matching
Ashley's description had been made. Leon S. Kennedy, who had originally
been scheduled to join Ashley's security detail, was instead dispatched
alone to locate her. The Los Illuminados had unleashed the Las Plagas
parasite on the unsuspecting locals of the village, turning them all into
mindless Ganados that could be manipulated by a Dominant Plaga holder. Their plan was to inject Ashley with
the same parasite and send her back home where she would slowly infect the U.S. government from within.
After her injection, she was kept locked up in a church on the outskirts of the village. The cult's plan was to
keep her in isolation until the Plaga egg hatched inside her and the parasite grew to maturity. However, she was
rescued by Leon before the Plaga took hold of her central nervous system and she was still in full control of her
body and mind. As they tried to escape, signs of assimilation began to surface such as the coughing up of blood.
But the growth of the parasite was supressed somewhat thanks to pills given to them by rogue scientist, Luis
Sera. At first, Ashley was understandably panicked about the unspeakable horror growing inside her body, but
eventually she calmed down enough to joke about it, and was even able to help Leon out of a few scrapes
herself. Seeing her tenacity in the face of such a cruel situation gave Leon the courage to go on. Ashley was
captured several more times during their escape and was forced to take part in a ritual that made her an official
member of the Los Illuminados. But eventually Leon rescued her once more from Saddler's island and they
used a machine built by Luis that generated a special radiation to kill off the parasites within their bodies.
Once they had safely escaped and were on their way back home, Ashley, perhaps as a result of her tremendous
relief, began to show an intense interest in Leon and propositioned him, only to be politely turned down.
However, she did not seem too disappointed, perhaps sensing that there was something more to Leon's
relationship with the mysterious female known as Ada Wong who had helped them defeat Saddler's final form.
Ashley was returned home and re-joined with her family.
Ramon Salazar is born. He is the eighth Castellan of the feudal European Salazar family.
CHARACTER PROFILE: RAMON SALAZAR

*Born: 1984. Died: 2004. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: Spanish. Affiliation: Los Illuminados
Ramon Salazar was a devious and insane 8th generation castellan of a huge castle overlooking a rural village in
Southern Europe. His childlike appearance was deceiving and behind it was a man who acted with an
intelligence and cruelty that only an adult was capable of. Ramon was small and fragile and his grey hair and
wizened face made him look far older than what he really was. His noble family had a long history with the Los
Illuminados cult. The previous castellans tried to supress the religion, removing its dark secret from the
clutches of the cultists. Ramon, however, was orphaned at a young age and grew up alone with just his butler
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for company. Because of this, he became the perfect target for the brainwashing talents of Osmund Saddler.
The insidious cult leader turned him to the beliefs of the Los Illuminados and manipulated him into removing
the ancestral seal that kept Las Plagas hidden away. Long ago, Ramon’s ancestors had recognised the dangers of
Las Plagas and had sealed the away the parasites deep underground. Saddler convinced Salazar to atone for the
'sin' his ancestors committed, and together they revived Las Plagas.
This led to the creation of the countless abominations that Leon
came across during his investigation. As a token of gratitude,
Saddler granted Salazar the power of a Dominant Plaga; a variant
that allowed the host to retain all intelligence and control the
parasite completely. By using the power of this parasite, Salazar
vowed to protect Saddler's plans to the bitter end.
Salazar's butler could sense Osmund Saddler's misgivings from a
mile away, yet was powerless to do anything about it after learning
that Ramon had already injected himself with the Plaga and once it
hatched, there was no going back. However, he decided to remain loyal to his master until the very end.
Saddler also manipulated Ramon into believing that the entire cult was under his control, but this was not the
case. To add to this illusion, Castle Salazar became the unofficial 'base' of the Illuminados, with its many rooms
and hallways soon swarming with cultists performing various rituals and ceremonies.
A primitive B.O.W. known as the 'Novistadors' were also kept in the basement of his castle and thanks to their
efforts, they managed to re-capture Ashley from Leon's clutches. Salazar was placed in charge of performing
the ritual that would inaugurate Ashley as an official member of the Los Illuminados, which he completed
successfully. He also had two bodyguards known as Verdugo; skeletal creatures that were about 20 times more
resilient than the average Ganado. He dispatched one to kill Leon and when that failed, merged himself with
the other as they were consumed by the large Mother Plaga organism that had made its home at the highest
point of the castle. Although Salazar became stronger thanks to this mutation, he was eventually killed by Leon.
Pedro Fernandez is born. He will go on to have a career with TerraSave assisting victims of
bioterrorism.
CHARACTER PROFILE: PEDRO FERNANDEZ

*Born: 1984. Died: 2011. Height: 172cm. Weight: 66kg. B-T: UK. Nationality: Mexican. Affiliation: TerraSave
Pedro Fernandez was an enthusiastic member of TerraSave; a non-government organisation set up sometime
after the Raccoon City incident to support those affected by bioterrorism. Pedro joined the organisation
straight after graduating from full-time education, having first become affiliated whilst still a student joining
organised protests against alleged cover up of a viral leak by the U.S.
Government. Pedro was very athletic and specialised in mechanical
engineering. He was popular with his colleagues because of his bright
and cheerful personality, but underneath he was cowardly and had a
tendency to get scared in stressful and critical situations. Because he
was prone to panic attacks thanks to his timid nature, he seldom went
into the field during active bioterrorism incidents. He was also
somewhat childish and his favourite word was ‘balls’.
Pedro assisted in the aftermath of many infamous bio-terror incidents,
including flying out to Kijuju in 2009 following the Las Plagas outbreak.
He was close friends with colleagues Gabriel Chavez and Edward
Thompson and was always warm towards Claire Redfield.
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In 2011, Pedro was one of several TerraSave employees purposefully selected by his boss Neil Fisher to take part
in a top-secret trial on Sushestvovanie Island in the Baltic Sea run by Alex Wesker. He was present at a party to
welcome new employees when an armed mercenary team stormed TerraSave headquarters and abducted all the
candidates. Pedro later woke up in an abandoned hut somewhere in an old forest alongside Fisher, Chavez and
Thompson. All of them were wearing fear sensor bracelets and they were chased by swarms of ‘Afflicted’;
human zombie variants infected with the t-Phobos virus. After Edward was killed, Pedro took his severed hand
so he could study the strange sensor bracelet in more detail. After Fisher lured the Afflicted away by creating a
diversion, Pedro and Gabe were able to escape and were contacted by Wesker who posed as ‘The Overseer’. She
instructed them to head to the Vossek tavern in an abandoned fishing village. Once there, they bumped into
Claire Redfield and Moira Burton, two other candidates for the trial. Pedro worked on Thompson’s bracelet
and determined each one contained a small GPS tracker and a two-way transmitter. The transmissions from
the Overseer were coming from the centre of the island somewhere high up, and Pedro guessed the source was
the giant Monument Tower near the factory district. After they found an old helicopter in a nearby field, they
began searching the village for supplies and Pedro came across an old rock drill he was able to use to smash
through walls and reach sealed off areas. But when Wesker used a siren to lure more Afflicted to the village,
Pedro got scared and began to panic as the survivors barricaded themselves inside the Vossek. This eventually
triggered his sensor bracelet and activated the t-Phobos virus, transforming him into a strange irregular
mutant. He developed increased muscular strength and a swollen right arm. Numerous eyeballs sprouted in
various parts of his flesh and these could be destroyed to weaken him. He still kept hold of his drill and
attacked the others, only for them to escape his grasp when Neil Fisher returned to save them. Pedro later
roamed the island alone for six months in his mutated form. He could still communicate and would constantly
apologise to his fallen comerades. He eventually encountered Barry Burton and Natalia Korda in one of the
abandoned apartment blocks only for Barry to finally put him out of his misery.
JANUARY 1984
The staff at Arklay see in the New Year with Birkin full of renewed vigour now that his closest
rival is dead. Wesker tries one last time to try and acquire a sample of t-Veronica but Birkin
will not have it and the matter is not spoken of again.
After an investigation, Umbrella decide to formally scrap the t-Veronica Virus following the
death of Alexia Ashford. There are no remaining samples left and due to its complexities, all
research pertaining to the virus is destroyed. But no one realises there still exists one
completed sample within the frozen body of Alexia, ready to awaken in just under 15 years’
time.
William Birkin continues his work at Arklay Labs, fully restored back to his normal self now
that the Alexia threat has been removed. With the failure of the t-Veronica virus, the North
American branch of Umbrella remain at the forefront of t-Virus research.
Local World War II hero, Dom E. Joe, passes away at the age of 64. A memorial-plaque
dedicated in his honour is mounted on a fountain in downtown Raccoon City. It reads: 'Don.

E. Joe, RC Royal Navy World War II, 1920-1984.'

Umbrella Japan Co. Ltd. is formed as the main Asian branch of the Umbrella Corporation,
representing the Japanese domestic subsidiary company of the global corporation. The C.E.O.
and Representative Director is a man called Akitaka Igurashi. With a head office based in
Tokyo, Umbrella Japan is founded based on the principle of importing drugs developed by
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Umbrella USA and distributing them in Japan. Its main aim is to develop already existing
products.
Alfred Ashford takes over all research at the South Pole base but nothing worthwhile is
expected of him. He often thinks about Alexia and recalls her sometimes referring to him as
her 'loyal soldier.' This is her reference to him being her soldier ant, but Alfred misinterprets
the meaning and becomes obsessed with aspects of the military. He begins collecting rare
military antiques and dons a battle commander’s uniform.
Kendo Gun Shop is established in Raccoon City just off Flower Street by brothers Joseph and
Robert Kendo.
Alfred Ashford cannot stand life without Alexia and slowly descends into madness. He comes
to believe that Alexia is still by his side and fuels this belief by dressing up and talking like her,
developing split personality disorder. Together, they concoct an illusion that the woman in
cryo-sleep on Level B6 of the Antarctic base is not Alexia Ashford at all, but a female test
subject named 'Tanya.' Of course Tanya is the same age as Alexia so together they go to visit
her stasis tube and celebrate Tanya's 13th birthday in what will become an annual event.
FRIDAY 28TH DECEMBER 1984
Alfred and ‘Alexia’ celebrate ‘Tanya’s’ 13th birthday at the South Pole base.

“Alexia - Ready, dear brother?
Alfred - Dear Tanya, congratulations on your 13th birthday. I wanted to invite you to the estate
to celebrate this joyous occasion, but I know that you are unable to attend. So at least allow me
the honour of sending you my heartfelt felicitations. You understand Alexia well. You
understood the sorrow of a lonely girl. You too were exceptional. Perhaps even rivalling Alexia.
That's right, without you, Alexia’s experiments may not have been as successful as they were.
So I am grateful for being able to celebrate your birthday like this. Tanya, if you would be so
kind as to do me a favour... well, for Alexia actually. Could you please sing that song again?
That soothing lullaby. I'm sure that it will bring back fond memories for her. Isn't that right,
Alexia?”
-REDC: Alfred and Alexia 1; undated

1985:
Mia Winters is born. She will go onto become an agent of The Connections and become
caught up in the 2017 Dulvey incident at the Baker plantation.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MIA WINTERS

*Born: 1985 Died: NA Height: 170cm Weight: 61kg B-T: UK Nationality: USA. Affiliation: The Connections
Mia Winters was an agent working for The Connections; a mysterious organisation involved in arms
trafficking, drugs, weapons research and money laundering. They also had a history of developing illegal
biological weapons based on the discovery of a special fungal bacterium and once worked cooperatively
alongside the rival company. Mia was employed by The Connections in 2010 and at the time was in a happy
relationship with her fiancé Ethan Winters. They married a year later in 2011 and lived in Texas, although
Ethan was unaware of Mia’s employment with The Connections for obvious reasons. She was friendly, cheerful
and enjoyed her life, although understandably she was away for months at a time with her work. Mia was
involved in the bio-weapons division in the creation of the E-Series assets; a new form of human biological
weapon using mind control via chemical transference of psychotropic compounds. The asset in question was
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named Eveline and was the culmination of a program that dated all the way back to 1999. Mia’s role was as one
of two handlers designed to supervise Eveline during transport. Mia was always equipped with a serum to
immunising her to Eveline’s mental control and a special Genome Codex turned to the asset’s biochemistry.
For further protection, Eveline had an imprint protocol identifying Mia as her ‘mom’ based on her desire for a
family. In October 2014, The Connections received reliable intelligence that
Eveline was at risk of abduction by rival corporations and an order was sent
out to transfer the asset to the organisation’s Central American branch for
safe keeping until further notice. To avoid being detected, Mia, and Alan
Droney – Eveline’s other handler, posed as her parents and hitched a lift on
board the LNG Annabelle; a large haulage tanker designed for shipping
liquefied natural gas travelling through the Gulf of Mexico. Whilst on the
journey, Mia sent video messages to Ethan explaining how much she missed
him and how she ‘could not wait to be done with this babysitting job.’ But as
the journey progressed the weather worsened and the ship got caught up in
a large storm and hurricane that was sweeping through the area. At some
point, Alan let his guard down and Eveline managed to break loose, causing
chaos and vomiting up bio-matter which quickly developed into a highly
toxic psychotropic mold. Creatures known as ‘Molded’ began to appear and
a majority of the crew were killed in the confusion. Alan was also infected and Mia desperately tried to use her
codex to track Eveline down, knowing her biological imprint would keep her safe. In the end, Eveline killed
Alan after he disrespected her and infected Mia with the bacterium. Mia tried to send Ethan one last message
apologising for her lies and warning him to stay away but he would never receive it. The Annabelle was blown
off course by the hurricane and ended up shipwrecked in the bayous of Louisiana. The natural gas ignited and
several explosions destroyed the vessel, blowing Mia overboard in the process.
She was later found by Jack Baker and brought back to his farm. Mia slipped in and out of consciousness and
insisted she stay in the trailer in the garden and not the main house. She also carried components from a
petrified D-Series asset that could be used to create a serum to counteract the effects of the Mold. She
desperately tried to warn the Bakers not to investigate the ship wreck and to stay away from any little girls, but
her letter went unread. Eveline was ultimately found and brought back to the plantation where one by one she
took control of the Baker family.
In the following weeks and months, The Connections searched and located Eveline, but were forced to observe
from a distance as she was now too powerful to approach unchecked. They set up a base in the nearby
abandoned salt mines and contacted Lucas Baker, providing him a serum that released him from Eveline’s
control. Lucas was not fully inoculated and was reduced to stage 1 of the mold infection, meaning he kept his
regenerative abilities but now retained his own free will. In exchange for this, he remained in contact with The
Connections and provided progress reports on Eveline in her new family environment. Over the next year, Mia
displayed incredibly erratic behaviour and displays of violence. Eveline’s hold over her was unstable because of
the parental imprint and so in November 2015 Lucas decided to lock her up in a cell in the Guest House.
Eveline still treated Mia as her mommy and would go and visit her. She remained locked up for the next two
years though was occasionally let out to assist the others in capturing locals to add to the family or intruders
that ventured too close to the estate. In June 2017 she attacked and killed Pete Walken from the Sewer Gators
team and also stabbed cameraman Clancy Jarvis in the leg.
One month later, under the influence of Eveline, Mia sent an e-mail to her husband, Ethan, telling him where
she was being held and for him to come and find her. Ethan reached the estate on July 19th and found Mia in
her cell. She was dazed and confused to see him, insisting she had never sent him any e-mail. As they tried to
leave, she became frightened and insisted ‘daddy was coming.’ She later disappeared completely only to
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reappear in a deranged state. Her eyeballs turned black as though she was possessed and she threw Ethan
around with tremendous strength. All this was down to the influence of Eveline who was unimpressed that
Ethan was trying to take her mommy away and this made her believe that he did not want to be her new daddy,
therefore he could die. Mia attacked Ethan with a knife and he was forced to defend himself by killing her with
an axe. But thanks to her infection, Mia had regenerative abilities and her wounds healed. She stabbed him
through the hand with a screwdriver and later severed it off completely with a chainsaw. Their fight only
concluded when Ethan was forced to shoot her having found a handgun up in the attic. Mia seemed to regain
her humanity for just a brief moment and told Ethan that she loved him before collapsing to the floor.
Jack Baker then dragged Ethan and Mia’s unconscious forms back to the main house amidst a driving
rainstorm. Ethan was placed to have a meal with his new family after being exposed to the mold himself and
Mia was left alone. A short time later she escaped outside and tried to record Ethan a message apologising for
her lies and that she couldn’t expect anything from him. She tried to say that she wasn’t herself when she
attacked him and that there was so much he needed to know, but she was chased by Marguerite who later
cornered her in a crawlspace beneath the old house. Later still she was captured by Lucas Baker who tied her up
in the old boathouse alongside his sister, Zoe. When Ethan eventually found them, he had followed Zoe’s
instruction to create a serum to counteract the effects of the Mold using the D-Series components. But
following one last attack from Jack Baker there was only one shot of the serum left and Ethan ultimately chose
to save his wife. He and Mia left the plantation via boat and he demanded answers from her but she could not
remember much of anything. Eveline took exception of them trying to leave and captured Ethan and dragged
him into the husk of the LNG Annabelle still beached in the marshlands. Mia went inside to find him, avoiding
Molded and experiencing visions of an increasingly frustrated Eveline who wanted them to be a family again.
Mia’s amnesia had left her disorientated so Eveline made her watch old footage of what occurred three years
prior on the Annabelle to make her remember who she was. But with her memory restored, Mia insisted she
and Eveline would never be a family and set off to rescue her husband who had been cocooned in the Mold
behind the engine room. Once Ethan was free, Mia locked herself in the room and prepared to suffer the
consequences of defying Eveline, but not before handing over her tissue samples to Ethan for him to constrict
the E-Necrotoxin and hopefully kill her. Although she expected to die, Mia was later found by an Umbrella
Corporation retrieval team and evacuated. She was later reunited with Ethan after Chris Redfield had aided
him in destroying Eveline for good.
Ben Airhart is born. He will go on to become a member of the North American Branch of the
B.S.A.A., joining Alpha Team under the command of Chris Redfield.
Carl Alfonso is born. He too will join the North American branch of the B.S.A.A. as a S.O.U.
member of Alpha Team.
At Arklay Labs, Annette Birkin falls pregnant with William's child. They are expecting a baby
girl.
Over in Amparo in South America, Hilda Hidalgo falls pregnant with husband Javier's child.
They are overjoyed at this news.
WM Hudson create ‘Lighter of Lighter’.
SATURDAY 28TH DECEMBER 1985
At the South Pole base, Alfred and 'Alexia' visit Tanya in the B6 level lab and celebrate her
13th birthday for the second time.
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1986:
Sheva Alomar is born in Africa. She will go on to become a Special Operations Agent for the
West African Branch of the B.S.A.A. Like Chris and the others, she will have a personal
vendetta against Umbrella when she loses her parents to the corporation's experiments.
CHARACTER PROFILE: SHEVA ALOMAR

*Born: 1986. Died: N/A. Height: 165cm. Weight: 52kg. B-T: AB. Nationality: Unknown. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Sheva Alomar was born into an impoverished family in a small industrial town in West Africa. The town was
home to Umbrella Plant 57 and employed many local residents, including her parents. Although the pay was
low by most nation's standards, it provided a steady income for the townspeople and Sheva was able to
experience a reasonably happy childhood. She lived with her parents for 8 years until 1994 when Umbrella
conducted a secret B.O.W. test at the factory and they were killed as a result. The Umbrella Security Service
were called in to secure the plant and the whole event
was covered up as an accident with the entire site
burnt to the ground to destroy all evidence of any
wrongdoings. The U.S.S. agents proceeded to
eliminate any remaining adults from the town but
Sheva was safely smuggled back to her house by one
of her neighbours. Scared half to death, Sheva waited
in vain for two days for her parents to return only for
her uncle to turn up instead and inform her they
were dead. Removing anything of value from the house, her uncle then took Sheva back to live with his family,
taking her away from the only home she had ever known. Her life with her uncle was brief. Not only was her
uncle's family extremely poor, but he also had seven children of his own to care for. Even though Sheva was a
blood relative, he probably never would have come for her if he hadn't thought he would receive financial
compensation from the factory. But that compensation never came and Umbrella never gave out any payments.
Soon, her aunt and uncle were unable to feed her and Sheva's uncle became indifferent to his niece.
Life was hell for Sheva, not only was she on the verge of starvation, she yearned to be with her parents again. In
her grief, she became fixated on the notion that they were still alive. As the days passed, this belief grew so
strong to the point where she could think of nothing else. She knew she had to find them and so one night as
the moon bathed the savannah in silver, Sheva ran away from her uncle's house and headed back to her
hometown and the life that was stolen from her. The thought of her parents drove her on. But the expansive
savannah was a harsh environment for one so young and small. During her second night, she began to feel the
effects of malnutrition. Unable to find food, Sheva soon collapsed and was later found by a member of an antigovernment guerrilla group. This stranger gave her food, shelter, and a place to finally call home. He also told
Sheva the truth behind the supposed ‘accident’ that killed her beloved parents. In reality, the purpose of
Umbrella Plant 57 was to manufacture illegal biological weapons, although none of the regular employees were
ever aware of what they were creating. The accident at the factory was actually the result of Umbrella's final test
on its newest bioweapon. Once the test was labelled a success, Umbrella concealed the entire affair. With the
assistance of the government's army, they destroyed the factory along with the entire town. The truth filled
Sheva with a new hatred toward both Umbrella and the government who so easily sided with the twisted
corporation. This rage inspired her to join the guerrillas in their fight against the government.
She started out by doing laundry, cooking meals, and taking care of other chores. After only a few years, she
was given her first gun. She never liked to talk about her time with the guerrillas. Perhaps the memories are too
painful, or maybe she's too ashamed of what she did there. Despite all this, she learned to control her fear and
developed impressive survival and shooting skills. One of her main duties with the guerrillas was to go into
town and purchase supplies for the group. She was on an errand one day in 2001 when she was given an
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anonymous note explaining the guerrillas were planning on making a deal with Umbrella to obtain bioweapons
for an assault on the government. Although the content of the message was a shock, Sheva knew it was most
likely the truth. She met with the message's sender, a representative from the U.S. government, and worked out
a deal. If Sheva helped him apprehend the representative from Umbrella, he would let the guerrillas go. She
agreed and the resulting mission a few days later was a success. The U.S. government representative recognised
Sheva's abilities and offered her a new life in America. She took up the offer and shortly after arriving in
America, her high intelligence and drive allowed her to surpass any and all expectations, even to the point of
learning English to a native level in just six months. She continued traveling America for several years,
eventually enrolling at university. After graduating with high honours, the same U.S. government
representative, who was now her legal guardian, suggested she join the newly re-organised B.S.A.A. to help
others as she had been helped. Her mysterious guardian was one of the ‘Original 11’ who founded the B.S.A.A.
alongside Chris Redfield, Jill Valentine and Clive O’Brian. Umbrella had already been dismantled years prior,
but Sheva had not given up her hatred of them and all others like them.
After completing basic training, she returned to Africa and was assigned to the unit led by Josh Stone. She
trained intensively in practical combat for eight months. After competition of her training, she was handpicked
to become a B.S.A.A. Special Operations Agent and became involved in operations throughout the world. She
was eventually stationed as part of the B.S.A.A. West Africa division, and her colleagues held her in high
regard. She was known for both her excellence in hand-to-hand combat and her compassionate and honest
nature.
In 2009, Sheva worked alongside Chris Redfield during an operation in the Kijuju Autonomous Zone to
apprehend a bio-weapons smuggler by the name of Ricardo Irving. Because the newly installed local
government were mistrustful of foreigners, Sheva's inclusion alongside Chris was believed to be a political
decision designed to put the locals at ease because of her ethnicity. When the mission turned sour thanks to the
reveal of the Uroboros Project, Sheva elected to stay with Chris and avenge her fallen brothers by helping him
locate the missing Jill Valentine and put a stop to Chris's long-time nemesis; Albert Wesker. Following that
successful mission, Sheva remained with the West African branch.
In 2012 following Chris's disappearance after a disastrous mission in Edonia, Sheva sent Piers Nivans an e-mail
offering her support and that of the entire West African branch in the search, telling him that they will always
hold Chris in high regard.
Sherry Birkin is born. Daughter of William and Annette, she will go on to be caught up in the
Raccoon City incident before being isolated in protective custody by the U.S. Government for
over 10 years. She will then become an agent working under the supervision of Derek
Simmons.
CHARACTER PROFILE: SHERRY BIRKIN

*Born: 1986. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: O. Nationality: American. Affiliation: U.S. Gov.
Sherry Birkin was an only child born to the ambitious minds of William and Annette Birkin; both Umbrella
researchers stationed at Arklay Labs in the mid-western United States. Unfortunately, both Sherry's parents
were career minded and obsessed with their work, resulting in her being raised without being shown much love
and affection. Sherry quickly got accustomed to being on her own for long periods and this resulted in her
developing a withdrawn personality. She would often hide her feelings and was not very talkative. She attended
Raccoon East Elementary School and was there on the day the t-Virus leaked in the City and Annette called her
in a panic and instructed her to go to the police station right away. It was late September 1998 and Umbrella
had sent in the U.S.S. Alpha Team to forcibly retrieve the G-Virus from William Birkin. But during the mission
Birkin injected himself with the virus and went on the rampage, resulting in the t-Virus leaking across the
entire town. Sherry did as she was told and hid at the R.P.D. for several days, using the ventilation system to
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move around the building. The police officers gradually became fewer in number until eventually she couldn't
find any more at all. She also occasionally heard the growl of a large monster and became convinced it was
actually calling out her name. This monster was in fact the mutated William Birkin who was looking for his
daughter to implant her with a G-embryo. By September 29th, Sherry was found by Claire Redfield, having
previously ran away from Leon S. Kennedy. Although Sherry was afraid of her at first, when Claire identified
herself as a human, she relaxed and the two of them went on to
work together to escape the town.
However, there was a strange shadow which relentlessly
pursued Sherry while trying to escape from the police station.
It was the mass production type Tyrant that Umbrella dropped
in the police station. The purpose of its pursuit was the
recovery of the G-Virus. A sample of the virus that William
concealed was stored in the locket worn around Sherry's neck.
There was no way Sherry could have known such a thing was
in her personal effects so she could merely try to escape. While the Tyrant's pursuit continued, Ada Wong, a
female spy sent in from the rival company, gained the locket in question. She was also waiting for a chance to
secure the G-Virus for her own employers. Although it seemed that Sherry was no longer a target due to the
locket being taken, a further threat of evil design began and the situation became increasingly aggravated. The
threat was her father William Birkin, who was now the monster "G". He, who lost his human heart due to the
power of the virus and dictated by his instinct, attempted to implant his embryo in his child to make her a
vehicle for the virus. Whilst Sherry was separated from Claire, he succeeded in infecting her with an embryo.
But after being briefly assisted by the U.S. Government's Spec Ops Echo Six team led by Crispin Jettingham,
Sherry was reunited with Claire and the two of them eventually reached the main underground laboratory.
Sherry became ill and was left behind in a security office while Claire went off in search of help. This was found
in the form of Annette. By this point she had been mortally wounded by William but told Claire how to make
the DEVIL vaccine that would save Sherry's life. She used her final moments to tell Claire how much she loved
her daughter and how she regretted not spending more time with her. Claire was successful in administering
Sherry the vaccine and together they finally escaped Raccoon City alongside Leon.
In the aftermath of the incident, Claire set off to find her brother, Chris, whilst Leon and Sherry were taken
into custody of the U.S. Government and detained. Because of the G-antibody in her system, Sherry was
subjected to numerous experiments. She was also used as a bargaining chip to force Leon's co-operation to
become a U.S. agent. One of the official reasons given for her confinement was to keep her safe from Albert
Wesker and agents of the rival company. Because of the trace amounts of G-Virus left in her blood, Claire
Redfield stayed by Sherry's side during a traumatic period where she had to suffer daily tests and experiments.
Whilst it was Claire who provided emotional support, it was Derek Simmons who became her legal guardian
for she had no more relatives. Claire visited Sherry as often as she could, trying to help her overcome all the
trauma she had endured. Sherry idolised Claire, and was determined to be just like her: a strong, capable
woman. For his part, Simmons was not without compassion for the orphaned girl, and he allowed Claire, a
civilian, to visit and comfort Sherry, even though the girl's existence was a closely guarded state secret. He
wanted stability for her fragile mind. Throughout this time, Sherry remained safe in her confinement.
Although Wesker's organisation had spies within the U.S. Government, he already had access to the G-Virus
thanks to Ada Wong and so he never came for her.
Over the next few years, the experiments continued. Researcher Carla Radames was given secret access to
Sherry's blood work to advance the C-Virus and as time went on, it became apparent that the DEVIL vaccine
had only halted the spread of the G-Virus throughout her body and not destroyed it. By the time she
completely grew up, she could control the virus' power, resulting in incredible regenerative abilities. She also
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developed a high resistance to most other viruses. In addition, this resistance all but halted her physical aging
process, making her appear younger than she was.
In 2009, Albert Wesker was killed and the rival company had turned their interests elsewhere, meaning Sherry
no longer required any protection. The experimentation on her body had also concluded but in order to keep
her close, Simmons offered her a position as a U.S. agent fighting bioterrorism. She accepted this offer under
the belief she could help others like herself. Claire's influence on Sherry was big, and Sherry inherited her
motherliness and tolerance. Before long her house arrest was cleared and
she became an agent, obtaining a restricted freedom. Although Claire
belonged to an NGO and flew around the world while Sherry was a U.S.
agent, each with busy lifestyles, they displayed their closeness and spent
time together when their schedules permitted. Finally, Sherry could cast
off her brutal childhood and was now a strong, tolerant woman with a
strong heart and strong beliefs. She also remained friends with Leon. For
three years, Sherry worked on classified missions across the globe but
was still relatively inexperienced by the time Simmons ordered her to the
Edonia Republic in December 2012 to locate Jake Muller; the son of
Albert Wesker who had inherited his father's unique blood type. Before
she left, she sent Claire a letter telling her not to worry. Once in Edonia, Sherry successfully made contact with
Jake and escorted him to safety with some help from the B.S.A.A. and Chris Redfield. She also secured Jake's
cooperation in exchange for $50 million. However, their evacuation helicopter was shot down by the Ustanak; a
B.O.W. developed by the terrorist organisation, Neo-Umbrella, who wanted Jake for their own nefarious
purposes. Sherry was badly hurt in the crash, but her extraordinary healing abilities saved her life. Although
they tried to get off the mountain and head to the rendezvous point, they were captured by Carla Radames and
taken back to Neo-Umbrella's headquarters in China.
Once again, Sherry was subject to daily experiments on her body for over six months before she and Jake
managed to escape. Sherry knew all about Jake's true father and felt she could relate to him because of what
happened to her own dad. Together they made a good team and began to show signs of developing feelings for
one another. She contacted Simmons for help and was somewhat surprised to find he was already in China.
They arranged to meet and soon found themselves in Lanshiang which was under assault by the J’avo creatures
created by the C-Virus. They met up with Leon Kennedy and Helena Harper and she began to doubt Simmons’
true intentions when Leon warned her that he was the potential mastermind behind everything that occurred
in Tall Oaks and China. When Simmons did eventually confess, she passed Leon a data disk that contained
Jake's medical information, proving that he had the antibody to combat the C-Virus. Soon afterwards, Sherry
and Jake were again captured and this time were taken to an oil field roughly 80 miles off-shore. Chris Redfield
and Piers Nivans, the only surviving members of B.S.A.A. Alpha Team, were sent in to rescue them. After
being freed, Sherry and Jake worked together to defeat the Ustanak for the final time. She then got Jake into
government custody where his blood was used to synthesise a vaccine for the virus. Following the incident,
Sherry remained in touch with Jake and continued her work as a U.S. Agent.
Manuela Hidalgo is born as the daughter of South American drug lord Javier Hidalgo. She will
grow up oblivious to her father's evil machinations and later becoming deliberately infected
with the t-Veronica Virus after contracting a rare form of cancer.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MANUELA HIDALGO

*Born: 1986. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: South American. Affiliation: None.
Manuela was born in 1986 to Javier and Hilda Hidalgo. She lived in relative happiness and was idolized by her
parents. She was unaware of her father’s vast criminal empire but the riches he earned ensured she received a
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privileged upbringing and a good education. But Manuela’s happy existence was shaken at a very young age
when in 1991 her mother developed a rare form of terminal cancer. In desperation, Javier signed a contract
with Umbrella to acquire a specialised strain of the t-Virus to use as a form of medical treatment. Although
initially successful, repeated injections of the virus mutated her into a horrific monster. Hilda was sealed away
in secret and Manuela was told that she had died.
Manuela was brought up wanting for nothing, smothered
in her father's generous affection. She attended school in
the local waterside village of Mixcoatl. Her mother’s death
left her with a very fragile personality but she was goodnatured and had a gentle heart, the polar opposite of her
father. She often liked to sing and remembered a lullaby
her mother used to sing to her when she was young. This
song was special to her and it reminded her of happier times. She remained oblivious to Javier’s life as a major
crime lord and lived a relatively normal life until 2001 when she was diagnosed with the same rare form of
cancer that had claimed the life of her mother. Javier was distraught at this news and the prognosis from his
private team of doctors was not good. All they could deduce was that the illness appeared native to Amparo so
Javier once again turned to Umbrella for help. But this time he was contacted by Albert Wesker after Wesker
had learned of his vast criminal empire having turned his attentions to South America following the turn of the
millennium. Javier purchased a t-Veronica sample from Wesker who posed as a virus trafficker and planned to
use it on his daughter. Javier believed that he could prevent any mutation by constantly transplanting
Manuela’s organs and so his crime syndicate, the Sacred Snakes, began to traffic organs on the black market
and kidnap local girls for harvest. Manuela was taken out of school and her treatment began. Her schoolmates
sent her a get-well soon card in which they wrote they hoped she would be back at school the following spring.
By 2002 the treatment appeared to be working, but local newscasters were constantly reporting an increase in
disappearances of young girls from the surrounding region. This was because the Sacred Snakes were
kidnapping them and harvesting their organs. Manuela eventually learned of this when she convinced her
private team of doctors to tell her the truth behind her treatment. Horrified that so many innocent girls had
died so that she could live, she fled the mansion and hid in the jungle for three nights and three days before
arriving back at Mixcoatl. She was helped by the Guide who would later speak with Krauser and Leon. But
when the t-Virus was unleashed upon the village by Javier, the Guide mistakenly believed Manuela was the
cause of all the chaos.
Manuela was eventually found by Leon and Krauser and agreed to take them back to Amparo and to Javier's
mansion. Along the way, she admitted to Leon that she was infected with the t-Veronica virus. Despite her
father's pleas to return to him, she could not forgive Javier for the evil he had done and so sided with Leon and
Krauser when the final battle came into play. Using her flammable blood, which was a side effect of the virus,
she was able to assist Leon and Krauser in defeating Javier. Following the incident, Manuela was placed into
protective custody with the U.S. Government. She continued to undergo regular organ transplants and samples
of her blood were passed onto Carla Radames through unofficial channels so it could be used in the ongoing
C-Virus development.
Merah Biji is born. She will go on to be a technician at the Far Eastern branch of the B.S.A.A.
before becoming a Special Operations Agent.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MERAH BIJI

*Born: 1986. Died: 2012. Height: 170cm. Height: 55kg. Blood Type: B Nationality: Indonesian Affiliation: BSAA
Merah Biji was a B.S.A.A. agent working for the Far Eastern branch. She went from relative obscurity to
becoming one of the most talented Special Operations Agents in a very short space of time. Her background
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can be traced back to the infamous Raccoon City incident in which her parents were killed. Her life was only
spared because her mum and dad insisted she remain behind at home with her grandfather. She mourned their
loss and grew up despising bioterrorists and looking for ways to seek vengeance against those who took her
parents away. She studied hard science and worked hard to gain an impressive reputation in the field of
chemistry and physics. Additionally, despite her academic nature, Merah was also a skilled gymnast and had a
strong passion for oriental food.
She eventually joined the B.S.A.A. as a scientist and was assigned to the Far
Eastern branch based at a research technology centre. There she worked
for a number of years trying to find ways to find more effective ways to
combat bio-weapons and developed a personal moniker of ‘Chemical
Queen Bee.’ She always had a picture of her parents on her desk to remind
her of happier times. Eventually, by 2009 she became bored with her work
and having completed her latest research project, requested a transfer to
the field units, wanting to train as a Special Operations Agent. Although
scorned by her peers, Merah successfully completed basic training,
demonstrating a strong desire and determination that impressed her
instructor. She also came to the attention of Professor Doug Wright, a
consultant to the Far Eastern branch and friend of Chris Redfield. He
advised she not be underestimated, despite her entire working career being spent in a laboratory with no field
experience. Merah always took a battering in training, but vowed to come back stronger every time.
By 2010, she had vastly improved her skills and regularly dished out beatings to the other trainees during their
exercises. She was now the recruit with the biggest potential and almost ready for field work. Chris Redfield,
now an S.O.U. Captain, came over to Asia to visit the training centre along with his new subordinate, Piers
Nivans. He was impressed with her skills and as she sparred with Piers, Chris noticed she held out against him
longer than any other recruit he'd seen. For Merah, meeting Chris and Piers face to face only inspired and
reinforced her determination not let anyone suffer the pain she had once suffered.
In 2012, Merah was now an experienced field agent and was reacquainted with Chris and Piers when they were
over in Asia taking part in an operation involving t-Virus B.O.W.s. After they successfully completed the
mission with a 0% casualty rate, Merah received her next orders to link up with Doug Wright. Chris and Piers
decided to accompany her as Chris wanted to catch up with his old friend. Together they travelled over to
Bennett University in Singapore where Wright worked as a virologist professor. However, he had taken leave to
go to Marhawa School and hadn't been heard from since, despite him being due back several days ago. Sensing
something amiss, Merah, Chris and Piers decided to drive over to the academy, a trip that would take them
several days.
When they arrived at the isolated locale, they found the whole campus engulfed in a biohazard caused by an
experimental C-Virus test subject supervised by Carla Radames of Neo-Umbrella. All of the students and staff
had become zombies, including Professor Wright. Merah battled with Bindi Bergara, who was now a powerful
J'avo creature, capable of extraordinary regenerative abilities. Merah managed to wound it to the point where it
crysallised into a cocoon before re-hatching as a powerful spider-like creature. But as it attacked again, Merah
was saved by Piers who arrived in a jeep and crashed into it. However, as they were escaping back towards the
helicopter, they were attacked by experiment C-16: a prototype ‘Lepotica’ Complete Mutation Species that used
to be Nanan Yoshihara. This time Merah sacrificed herself and saved Piers by pushing him out of the way only
to be impaled through the chest. On the flight out of Marhawa Academy, Merah sadly succumbed to her
injuries, but not before asking Piers to look after Chris and telling them both to create a new world free of
bioterrorism.
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Lott Klein is born. He lived on Sheena Island and his father worked for Umbrella at the
Tyrant Production Factory.
CHARACTER PROFILE: LOTT KLEIN

*Born: 1986. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: None.
Lott Klein was raised on Sheena Island, a private and extremely isolated community located in Europe owned
exclusively by the Umbrella Corporation. The island was home to a number of top-secret projects and Lott’s
father was the director of the Genetic Engineering Research Department at the Tyrant Plant where T-103 units
were mass-produced and shipped out to Umbrella facilities worldwide. Ever
since he could remember, Lott had always heard about natural selection
through his father’s work and the different attributes people possessed
based on the race they were born into. He had always been deeply
influenced by his father and Umbrella and wanted to be just like him.
In 1998, Vincent Goldman was appointed the island’s new Supreme
Commander and Lott quickly built up a fascination with him having been
introduced through his father. They both pressed home the message that
any 'outsiders' brought to the island were of a much lower social status than
those working for Umbrella. These lessons were taken to heart by Lott and
when he later discovered a spy had infiltrated the island posing as Vincent,
Lott immediately reported all this to the Commander. When the t-Virus
was later spread around the island Lott was indifferent, and perhaps
influenced by the brutality of adolescence he believed that "the weak should
die." But, after seeing his own parents wiped out he began to understand his own powerlessness as a living
being. Wanting to set things right and feeling an overwhelming sense of guilt, Lott began to fight back against
everything the Umbrella Corporation stood for. He took steps to protect his little sister, Lily, and later went to
the Tyrant Factory on the edge of the island all on his own in a bid to find a means of escape. There, he met Ark
Thompson and explained to him his real identity, helping him recover from his amnesia. Later, Lott escaped
Sheena Island on a helicopter along with Ark and Lily.
David Anderson is born. He will go on to become a Sheriff’s Deputy in Dulvey, Louisiana. In
2017 he will investigate a number of mysterious disappearances in the areas around the Baker
plantation.
Cafer Tokush is born. He will go on to become a loyal servant of Il Veltro working under the
guidance of Jack Norman.
Two residents of Raccoon City, James Otto and Albert Cones, pass away and are buried in the
cemetery in Raccoon Park.
SUNDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1986
Alfred and 'Alexia' celebrate Tanya's 13th birthday for the third time at the South Pole base.

1987:
Piers Nivans is born. He will go on to become a member of the North American branch of the
B.S.A.A. and be a respected friend and colleague to Chris Redfield. The Nivans’ family has an
extensive military background.
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CHARACTER PROFILE: PIERS NIVANS

*Born: 1987. Died: 2013. Height: 187cm. Weight: 70kg. B-T: A+. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Piers Nivans was the latest in a long line of military men. All male members of his family had enlisted in active
service dating back to the time of his great-grandfather who served in World War 2. Piers wanted to follow that
path, believing it impossible for him to choose another profession in life. He was the eldest son in the Nivans
family and as soon as he was old enough, enlisted in military academy. He graduated at the top of his class and
was highly recognised for his skills as a sniper. Not long afterwards, he
joined the army's Special Forces and was assigned to the Green Berets.
However, he only served for a short period of time before becoming
disillusioned, wondering just what it was he was really fighting for.
Although he continued to participate in his drills without a hitch and
improve his sniping skills, he yearned for some greater calling, a
reason for all this training. In 2010, he found that calling when Chris
Redfield, impressed with Piers' sniper skills, asked him to join the
B.S.A.A. Chris himself had recently just become a S.O.U. captain, and
Piers found himself impressed with the way Chris ran Alpha Team;
treating his men like a family and not like expendable soldiers. Chris,
for his part, knew he couldn't be a field agent forever, which is why he
recruited Piers. He believed the future of the B.S.A.A. rested with talented young individuals like Piers, and
Piers, for his part, now had a cause worth fighting for. His military upbringing ensured he had a high level of
respect for Chris and in turn his captain acknowledged Piers’ natural leadership skills and wanted to keep him
close by to groom for a potential future command.
One of Piers’ earliest missions was the clean-up of low level t-Virus B.O.W.s at an American shopping mall and
he quickly demonstrated impressive abilities in the field. Later that year he accompanied Chris to Philosophy
University in Western Australia to answer a call for aid from one of Chris’ old S.T.A.R.S. colleagues, Rebecca
Chambers. There he aided Chris and Rebecca in taking care of a zombie outbreak at the university and clashed
with U.S. Government agent Tyler Howard. Piers didn’t trust Tyler’s motivations, but he was willing to fight
alongside him for the sake of Chris. He also bonded with a local B.S.A.A. operative from the Oceania branch
named Sophy Home. After defeating both the insane Mary Gray and the grief-stricken Professor Ryan Howard,
Sophy gave Piers her phone number before they parted ways.
A few months later, Piers went with Chris to visit a training camp in Asia for the next generation of recruits for
the B.S.A.A.'s Far Eastern branch. It was there Piers met rookie Merah Biji and was left impressed by her
determination and desire to succeed. Piers liked to evaluate the rookies by sparring with them and Merah gave
him a run for his money, ensuring the two of them would go on to become firm friends. Piers honed his already
impressive talents during his time in the B.S.A.A. under Chris, who he always looked up to and aspired to be
like. His hand-eye coordination and concentration skills were without peer, making him the B.S.A.A.'s topranking sniper. He could react quickly to the changing conditions on a battlefield, and, as such, would usually
find a way to complete his mission in spite of any adverse conditions. He was a serious and determined man in
battle, yet still had time to offer a kind word for his fellow soldiers. It was these qualities that caused his C.O. to
comment that the future of the B.S.A.A. rested on the shoulders of men like him. Piers himself preferred not to
think of his team as subordinates, but as members of a big family. He believed that the strength of the B.S.A.A.
hinged on the bonds of all its agents. He held Captain Redfield in the highest respect, and Chris trusted him
implicitly. As well as his shooting prowess, Piers was also skilled with mechanics of bomb defusal and software
hacking. He also had extremely impressive driving skills and thought of himself as the best driver within the
whole B.S.A.A., taking over the mantle from the late Dave Johnson of the West African branch who died in
service during the Kijuju operation.
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At some point Alpha Team also visited TerraSave headquarters and Piers was introduced to Chris’s sister,
Claire. He got on well with the younger Redfield sibling and pestered her for embarrassing pictures of Chris
from his younger days, and the two later kept in touch via e-mail.
In 2012, Piers and Chris assisted Merah Biji in Asia when she went to look for Professor Doug Wright at the
remote Marhawa Academy. But by the time they arrived, all the students had become zombies and Piers took
up position on the roof to pick them off and cover the others. Because communications were poor at this
remote location, Piers later retreated in a Gambit to reach an area where he could call for back-up from the Far
Eastern branch. Returning to the school, he then saved Merah from the Bindi Bergara J'avo before Merah in
turn saved Piers' life and was killed for her efforts. Piers mourned her death and was evidently a lot closer to
her than he had led anyone else to believe. Her last words to him was a plea for him to look after Chris and help
create a world free of the horrors of bio-terrorism. Piers vowed to keep that promise.
Later that year, the North American branch were asked to assist in the ongoing civil war in Edonia in Eastern
Europe where guerrilla forces had been using a new species of bio-weapon. It was there they learned of a new
virus called the C-Virus and a terrorist organisation known as Neo-Umbrella. It was during this conflict that
Piers and Alpha Team first met Jake Muller, the secret son of Albert Wesker that nobody knew about, and Piers
took an instant dislike to him. He distrusted his motivations and was irritated at Jake’s lackadaisical attitude
towards both Chris and the B.S.A.A. in general. In turn, Jake held no respect for Piers and the two almost came
to blows on several occasions.
After securing city hall, Alpha Team fell into a trap orchestrated by Carla Radames and the entire squad save
for Piers and Chris were killed. Chris was badly injured in the attack and Piers had to physically pull him to
safety single-handed. Days later, Chris went AWOL from hospital and after extensive searches proved fruitless,
Piers was asked to take over as Alpha Team Captain, despite his own private misgivings that he was not up to
the job. After a month in command, a high-ranking official commented how well Piers was doing in the role.
Although he wasn't as strong a natural leader like Chris was, he was certainly up to the task and command
believed Alpha Team would be in good hands should he ever want the job full time.
Roughly five months later, Piers was informed Chris had finally been tracked down to a bar in Edonia and he
and the rest of a newly assembled Alpha Team went to get him. Chris was a drunk and initially had no memory
of Piers or the B.S.A.A., but once Piers reminded him of the men who had died under his command, Chris
slowly began to come round. At the same time, an outbreak of the C-Virus had just occurred in Lanshiang,
China.
After the U.S. Government denied the B.S.A.A. to intervene in the Tall Oaks outbreak, Alpha Team quickly
made their way over to China where Chris retook command of the team under Piers' guidance as he slowly
regained his memory. The city was swarming with J'avo and after rescuing U.N. hostages from a tenement
building, Chris recalled how Carla Radames had betrayed them all in Edonia. At first, Piers was elated, but
tensions soon rose when it became apparent his captain and friend was quickly becoming consumed with
vengeance. But out of respect, Piers continued to follow Chris's commands to the letter even though it was
obvious he didn't agree with them. After helping out Jake Muller and Sherry Birkin, Piers wanted to escort
them both to safety away from Neo-Umbrella but Chris wasn't interested. Later, all of Alpha Team were picked
off one by one by an invisible B.O.W. until only Chris and Piers remained. Piers lashed out at Chris, arguing
that they could have prevented some of those deaths had he not been so blinded by vengeance and his personal
vendetta against Carla. But Chris refused to listen. Again, Piers would not abandon his captain and followed
him across the docks to an aircraft carrier where they finally confronted Carla and watched as agents of The
Family put an end to her. Immediately afterwards, Piers desperately tried to defuse a missile which was set to
detonate over downtown Tatchi, but was unsuccessful. After receiving intelligence from Leon S. Kennedy, they
then flew to an undersea oil field to rescue Jake and Sherry once again. On route, Piers was amused by the irony
of Chris having to save the son of his former nemesis, Albert Wesker. Chris then announced he planned to
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retire following the mission and wanted Piers to take over his command. Shocked by this, self-doubt again
washed through Piers' mind as he believed he was still not ready to take over.
After rescuing Jake and Sherry, they were attacked by Carla's ultimate creation; the Haos; a creature designed
to spread the C-Virus globally should it ever reach the surface. Saving Chris once again, Piers was badly injured
by this creature and his arm was impaled on a sheet of metal. In great pain, he could only watch helplessly as
the Haos moved in to kill Chris. Faced with no other option, Piers injected himself with an enhanced strain of
the C-Virus, growing a new arm with the added ability to discharge electrical current. He was able to use his
new abilities to save Chris and together the two of them finally managed to defeat the creature. Although Chris
tried to get them both out, Piers knew his mutation was too extreme and stayed behind, pushing Chris against
his will into the escape pod and hitting the release mechanism. As Chris's pod made its way to the surface, Haos
attacked again and Piers destroyed it with one last energy blast, preventing the creature reaching the surface
and potentially spreading the C-Virus across the world. Shortly afterwards the underwater facility detonated
and Piers was killed. Chris was overwhelmed with sadness following the loss of his trusted subordinate. He
looked down into his hands to see that Piers had ripped off his B.S.A.A. emblem and placed it in his hands. He
had done everything for the B.S.A.A. and so to honour his memory, Chris changed his mind about retiring and
chose to stay as captain of Alpha Team.
The LNG ‘Annabelle’ is constructed; a huge transport tanker designed for transporting
liquefied natural gas. In 2014 it will be covertly used by agents of The Connections to transport
an E-Series bioweapon to their Central American facility.
LOCATION PROFILE: LNG ANNABELLE
The LNG Annabelle was a typical fuel-driven container vessel specifically designed to transport large volumes
of liquids or gases in bulk. It was constructed with a deadweight tonnage of 71,000 and was 948 feet in length. It
had five large, circular storage tanks located along the centre-line of the vessel. Surrounding the tanks was a
combination of ballast tanks, cofferdams and voids; effectively giving the ship a double-hull type design. Each
tank contained two main cargo pumps used for discharge operations and a third, smaller spray pump used for
extracting liquid LNG to be used as fuel via a vaporiser,
or for cooling down the cargo tanks. All three pumps
are contained in a specialised tower hanging from the
top of the tank and down the entire depth. The pump
tower also contained the tank gauging system and the
tank filling line, all of which were located near the
bottom of the tank. All cargo pumps discharged into a
common pipe running along the deck of the vessel; it
branched off to either side of the vessel to the cargo
manifolds, which were used for loading or discharging. All cargo tank vapour spaces were linked via a vapour
header which ran parallel to the cargo header. This also had connections to the sides of the ship next to the
loading and discharging manifolds. The Annabelle was constructed over seven levels from S3 at the bottom to
Level 4 at the top. Stairwell annexes ran the height of the ship and an elevator operated from S2-Level 4. The
tanker had a comprehensive CCTV system, alarms would sound in any emergency situation and steel shutters
would automatically seal off portions of each deck. Several floors also had secure safes on the wall containing
remote bombs to be accessed by security personnel only. The ship was powered by two main engine rooms.
In 2014, the Annabelle was on a routine transportation cycle. At this time the vessel was under the command of
Captain Ed Carlile. His first officer was Giovanni Finetti and second officer Clark C. Walsh. The Chief
Engineer was Paul Fitzgerald and the main mechanic working under him was Dwayne Chalmers. Jim
Stockman was the Communications Technician and the Physician was Gerald Waddell. Making up the ship’s
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compliment was a team of maintenance staff and a working crew to maintain and load/unload the cargo. But
what made this journey unique was they had recently picked up three civilian passengers who were hitching a
lift. Officially they were distant relatives of the captain which is why such an usual practice went overlooked by
the rest of the crew, but in reality the passengers were the E-001 bioweapon ‘Eveline’ and her two handlers, Mia
Winters and Alan Droney. Mia and Alan were agents working for ‘The Connections’ and following reliable
intelligence that Eveline was under threat of abduction by rival organisations, the corporation had ordered
Eveline be secretly relocated to The Connections’ Central American facility. Their route would take them along
the Louisiana gulf in the midst of hurricane season. Jim Stockman was intrigued by their passengers and
wondered why they were transporting on a tanker instead of a passenger ship. He tried talking with Eveline and
Alan warned him away. Later in the voyage crew members reported hearing the girl’s laughter and being
freaked out by her. A key aspect of Eveline’s control protocol was her two handlers playing the role of her
parents. Mia was very attentive to Eveline as her ‘mommy’ but Alan was less successful at convincing at playing
the father role, so much so that Eveline began to discard him and she no longer perceived him as her ‘daddy’.
This incident caused Eveline to get loose on the Annabelle and run amok, vomiting up bio-matter far in excess
of her body mass and creating countless Molded. The crew soon came under attack and the ship fell into panic,
drifting way off course in the hurricane and crashing into the swamplands of Louisiana. All the crew were
killed in the ensuing mess and the natural gas cargo on board ignited and exploded, almost tearing the tanker
in two. The wreck lay ensconced amidst the marshlands and blanketed by a thick expanse of trees. A search and
rescue operation was launched in the Louisiana gulf by the National Guard going off the Annabelle’s last
known position but thanks to the storm she was many miles off her charted course and her wreckage was never
found by the authorities.
LAYOUT:
4TH FLOOR: - Housed the main bridge and control station for the tanker. Also located on this floor was the
captain’s cabin. Locked in a cabinet here was a machine gun in case of mutiny problems. A map of the world
was on the wall as well as an old ship’s wheel as a decorative piece on the wall.
3RD FLOOR: - Contained the main security room with readouts and control panels monitoring various systems
and automated machinery on board. The main control room was also here as well as the shower room, sick bay
and infirmary.
2ND FLOOR: - This floor is the main hub of the ship and had the largest attempt at decoration with sections of
the floor covered in carpet and old pictures hanging from the walls. The main kitchen was located here
alongside the dining room for crew. Adjacent was the break room with a sofa and chairs for relaxation when off
duty. Another door in here led to the lounge with a safe containing a trick lock activated by aligning various
paintings on the wall to exactly match their opposite counterparts. Also on this floor was a large bunk room for
crew also containing a small diner. On the opposite side of this floor was the main guest cabin containing
furniture and a double bed. This is where Mia, Alan and Eveline stayed.
1ST FLOOR: - This area was in the centre of the ship and contained the main laundry room with banks of
washing machines and dryers. A stairwell leading back to S1 was sandwiched between the laundry room and a
small stockroom. There was also several bunk rooms for crew and a recreation room. Finally, a maintenance
room essentially doubled as an office for storing paperwork and computer records.
S1: - Contained more metallic corridors full of rivets, bulkheads and junction boxes, all connected via a
network of pipes and cables. Amongst other rooms a large office was located on this level.
S2: - Contained a shower room and a small canteen with lockers. It also housed the number one and number
two engine rooms and the main cargo bay. Numerous connecting corridors with large pipes and regulating
machinery was installed throughout. A small storeroom was located near to the first engine room for holding
luggage and small cargo. Other storerooms contained metal shelving racks full of equipment and green gas
cylinders.
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S3: - The lowest part of the ship and a maze of metal corridors and bulkheads. There was a central corridor
down here with four cabins on either side. A door at the far end led to the main stairwell annex running the
height of the ship, with access to every floor.
George Custer dies.
Umbrella Japan expands its operations by completing construction of a large-scale laboratory
dubbed the 'Umbrella Japan Research Centre.' Its main purpose is to use biotechnology to
pursue independent research and pharmaceutical development.
Michael Warren becomes mayor of Raccoon City.
MONDAY DECEMBER 28TH 1987
At the South Pole base, Alfred and 'Alexia' celebrate ‘Tanya's’ 13th birthday for the 4th time.

1988:
By now, research on the t-Virus project reaches Stage 3; which is development of a human
biological weapon designed for combat, programmed with intelligence, able to comply with
commands and act as a soldier. The breakthrough that makes this possible is through William
Birkin. Although the current βII strain t-Virus for manufacturing Zombies and Hunters is
adaptable for most humans, there is a problem which is the significant erosion of brain tissue.
Both the American and European research teams are in direct competition to overcome this
problem. For Umbrella U.S.A., William Birkin is currently developing a new variant t-Virus
designed to supress influence on the human brain to a minimum, whereas Umbrella Europe
are trying a new method using genetically-modified organic parasites.
Umbrella Europe begin work on the 'Nemesis Project' at the European 6th Laboratory. The
main purpose of this project is to develop greater control mechanisms in t-Virus B.O.W.s by
conceiving ways to increase intelligence levels. In this case it will be the development of
artificial parasites that will be implanted into the brain of the specimen.
PROJECT PROFILE: THE NEMESIS PROJECT
The Nemesis Project was the brainchild of Umbrella Europe
who wanted to develop techniques to increase the
intelligence of B.O.W.s created with the t-Virus to allow for
more efficient methods of control. A majority of B.O.W.s
created throughout the 1980's were deemed failures because
the virus eroded intelligence levels to the point where they
could not be adequately trained or programmed to carry out
complex commands, despite their effective combat abilities.
Because of this, Umbrella could never hope to utilise or
market such weapons without an effective control system.
By the late 1980's the t-Virus project was moving into the
third stage and the directive from main Umbrella Headquarters was for its sub-divisions to create a 'third stage
bio-organic-weapon' with a completely new way to manufacture control. All European branches of the
company would be involved in this project and immediately began researching new ways to create highintelligence B.O.W.s that could be easily controlled. But the main developments were spearheaded by the
French branch, under the control of the wealthy Henri family. The ultimate aim of the project was to create
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biological weapons superior to the Tyrants created by the North American branch and made up just one
element of an intense corporate rivalry.
Countless theories and prototype mechanisms were applied and the research teams initially tried by simply
operating on the brains of the subjects to see if they could increase intelligence artificially. When this proved
unsuccessful, they tried to genetically modify an organic parasite which would not only increase control, but
amplify the B.O.W.s original abilities. After initial tests proved fruitful, a prototype parasite was developed
within a matter of months named 'NE-α'. This parasite on its own was unable to do anything. It could not
survive without a host and had no combat capabilities, specialising only in intelligence. But researchers
theorised that the parasite might be capable of functioning as a 'brain' for a more combat-capable one. The
'brain' would be designed separately from the body but the two could then be combined and become a single
living bio-weapon. Such technology would allow the researchers to focus on the organism's combat abilities,
without the need to consider its intelligence. Since a ‘second brain’ would be formed in the host’s body, the tVirus’ secondary effect of intelligence decline would be restrained. This was fine in theory, but the sticking
point was the technology of the time. At such as early stage of the project, the scientists had not yet succeeded
in creating a stable parasite 'brain.' The 1988 prototype parasite was also too strong for the host organism to
cope and would die within five minutes of the Nemesis parasite establishing control. Scientists worked on the
Nemesis project for over ten years, refining and improving using more accomplished prototype technology as
it became available. Nemesis could attach to and control any vertebrate of any organism and have the capability
to create a humanoid weapon equivalent to the Tyrants. But ultimately the Nemesis Project suffered due to a
limited budget because the corporate executives of Umbrella considered mass production of the Tyrants more
important. When Umbrella Europe eventually launched the Nemesis T-Type ‘Pursuer’ in 1998, it actually
exceeded the Tyrant’s specifications and commercialisation was planned if a more human appearance could be
realised. But the fallout for Umbrella following the Raccoon City disaster and subsequent total business
suspension order put paid to such plans and the Nemesis Project was shelved. But following ten years of
research, two stable, artificial parasites had been created, and both for separate purposes.
NE-α PARASITE:
The NE-α was first developed in 1988 by researchers at the 6th European lab. It was made up of the 'brain' and
had seven large tentacles which would spread out around the host's body once implanted. It also had smaller
tendrils emanating from the back end of the brain which would link into the host's nervous system. The
parasite could not survive on its own and was useless without a host. It had to be injected at a cellular level and
not in its mature form and the implant had to be directly into the host’s spinal cord. The parasite would then
absorb the internal t-Virus cells and grow, before forming a unique brain near the medulla oblongata. At the
same time, it eroded the central nervous system and destroyed the host's frontal lobe, modifying the neural
network to link its own brain with all remaining brain functions. This allowed the parasite to take full control
of the host's mind and motor functions. The tentacles of the parasite that spread through the host's body would
continue to grow to the point where they would protrude from the body in some cases and were able to
transmit a more potent form of the t-Virus. The parasite also increased the host's regenerative capabilities by
substantial levels. The NE-α parasite was refined over a period of ten years to iron out any problems and make
constant improvements, including being tested on B.O.W.s such as the Cerberus and the Hunter, although the
reduced brain capacity of reptiles and amphibians meant results were varied and only reinforced the notion
that humans would make perfect biological weapons. The finished product was completed in 1998 and
implanted into a mass-produced T-103 which resulted in the formidable Nemesis T-Type B.O.W. Its prototype
form was also indirectly responsible for the discovery of the G-Virus in 1988.
NE-β PARASITE:
The NE-β parasite was developed by the American branch of Umbrella in 1998 as part of their ongoing rivalry
with Umbrella Europe. William Birkin actually supervised the project whilst simultaneously working on the
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G-Virus. The first major difference between the NE-β and its NE-α counterpart is in appearance. NE-β was
much larger and was able to move around as an independent organism, much like a spider or a crab. It had
four large 'front legs' with four smaller ones at the back and a hardened carapace shell to protect the main body.
But the parasite was still quite weak when on its own and
not attached to a host, meaning small-arms gunfire was
enough to kill it. However, the parasite was capable of
intriguing defence abilities. It would encircle its prey and
'sample' the air around it before striking the target from
behind. Using its sharp front pincers, it would decapitate
the target and begin feasting from the neck stump,
penetrating down and sucking up juices from a number
of proboscis-like tubes until it reached the spinal cord
and hacked directly into the central nervous system. The
NE-β parasite then essentially became the host's 'brain'
and could control it directly. The top of the parasite still remained visible where the infectant's head would
have been and used its pincers to attack targets close up. Once in control, the parasite's increased intelligence
ensured the controlled B.O.W. would display tactical abilities in its attack patterns, using caution, timing and
aggression rather than just rushing in blindly. The parasite was also able to increase the infectant's durability
and speed. For example, researchers noted a standard zombie infected with the NE-β parasite would be able to
run at its prey. Another offensive capability of the parasite was a unique ability to spit an acidic bile onto its
target which acted as a pheromone to attract other nearby organisms infected with the t-Virus. These subjects
always displayed an increased aggression thanks to this stimulant. One final defence mechanism of the parasite
was the ability to detach itself from the ruined host and crawl off independently to seek a new one. It should
also be noted that in a similar trait to the α parasite, the bigger the host organism, the bigger the parasite
would grow. When a T-103 Tyrant was infected with an NE-β type, the parasite's pincers grew so large the
tyrant was able to use them to walk on and to dig underground. In contrast, the NE-β parasite’s biggest
weakness was its exposed head. NE-α existed under the skin of the host and was protected by the subject's rib
cage. But the NE-β’s exposed core made it vulnerable to attacks from behind. If the parasite was feasting on
another corpse and caught off guard, it could easily be killed. Once the parasite was dead, the infected body
would also cease to function.
The NE-β parasite was developed at the P15B-Warehouse facility in Raccoon City, created in secret as a
competitor to the NE-α developed by Umbrella Europe, with whom the American branch of the corporation
had a fierce rivalry. But due to the timing and subsequent catastrophe of the Raccoon City incident, these
parasites were never mass-produced and the program was soon discontinued. There are documented accounts
of several specimens escaping and infecting t-type B.O.W.s during the incident, but no evidence they were ever
used by Umbrella again.
Stage 3 of the t-Virus project is also well underway at Arklay Labs after Birkin successfully
engineers a new strain that reduces the amount of necrosis to the subject’s brain functions and
preserving and sustaining significant intelligence reserves. This means intelligent, human based
B.O.W.s can now be created with the ability to follow commands. However, a major problem
with this new variant is that it has to adapt perfectly to the carrier on a genetic level. The
previous t-Virus Birkin developed in 1981 was ideal for creating zombies and Hunters but at
the same time deteriorated the host's brain cells at a rapid rate. This meant programming the
resulting creatures to obey commands was practically impossible. But now, in theory, this new
variant should finally enable the research team to create a fighting, thinking, human biological
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weapon that can follow even complex orders. It will be a super-soldier; one of the ultimate
goals of the t-Virus project all along. This super-soldier will be named 'Tyrant.’

PROJECT PROFILE: THE TYRANT PLAN
From the very beginning, one of the primary aims of Umbrella's t-Virus project was to create a thinking,
feeling, biological killing machine with unmatched combat abilities and high durability; an army of nearindestructible super-soldiers that could crush an enemy with ease. After ten years of B.O.W. development, the
Tyrant Plan was finally initiated in 1988 at Arklay Laboratories who at the time was a major part of the North
American branch of Umbrella. The chief researchers running the project were William Birkin and Albert
Wesker, and the announcement was made following Birkin successfully synthesising a new t-Virus variant
which helped better retain the host's intelligence. However, this variant would only work if it successfully
bonded 100% with the host subject and this led to a major problem. Further research and simulation models
confirmed that finding a compatible subject to match the genetic characteristics of this new variant would be
extremely problematic. Only one person in every ten million would adapt successfully, meaning there would
only be around 50 or so suitable hosts in the entire United States. This was a unique characteristic carried over
from the Progenitor Virus’s own genetic compatibility to certain subjects and was ironically why the t-Virus
project was launched in the first place. As a result, the lack of suitable hosts almost terminated the entire
program before it had even begun and gave an advantage to Umbrella Europe who were developing the
Nemesis Parasite in direct competition at the same time. If the research could have progressed there and then,
Birkin should have been able to engineer a new type of t-Virus capable of making more humans compatible to
Tyrant conversion, but that would only be possible once a human who completely adapted to the new 1988
variant was found and studied. As it transpired, only several such subjects were found with even close genetics
and they were forcibly obtained from other laboratories. Ultimately hey were not compatible enough and the
Tyrant project was in deadlock.
Tyrant research was at a standstill for over three years until a breakthrough emerged in late 1991 when former
Soviet Army Colonel Sergei Vladimir joined Umbrella. His DNA passed the compatibility test for becoming a
Tyrant and his genetic make-up was passed onto the team at Arklay. During his army days, Sergei had taken
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part in a top secret army cloning program and had ten duplicates of himself created which had fought
alongside him in combat. Under the recommendation of his friend, Nikolai Zinoviev, Sergei donated all ten of
these clones to Umbrella in return for an executive position within the company. These ten hosts then kickstarted the Tyrant Program into action and over the next several years William Birkin conducted countless
experiments on the clones before successfully engineering a new variant of t-Virus that could dramatically
increase the capacity for regular humans to become a Tyrant. This became the ε-strain t-Virus and would
immediately solve the host compatibility problem. But despite this breakthrough there were many other
hurdles still to overcome.
Although the t-Virus had the ability to instantly evolve any creature it was implanted into, most subjects were
unable to cope with the dramatic physical changes to their bodies and died. This led to serious questions about
the practicality of the virus in its current form, despite Birkin's new variant having the potential to turn more
hosts into a base Tyrant organism. In order to further sustain host durability to the virus, researchers decided
to concentrate on using only humans with optimised physical and mental capabilities, including excessive
muscle growth and strong, natural immune systems. Umbrella purchased many condemned prisoners to use as
guinea pigs and four who survived to the latter stages of development were given significant body
strengthening surgeries before being injected with Birkin's new ε-strain t-Virus. Two of these subjects died and
two survived. The two that survived would go on to become the T-001 and the T-002 Tyrant models
respectively. In 1998 both subjects were further developed simultaneously but work on the T-001, otherwise
known as the 'Proto-Tyrant', was halted when several defects soon became apparent. Although it had been
administered the maximum amount of t-Virus, the subject's intelligence levels did not develop to the expected
standard required and it was unable to follow commands. In addition, its skin became severely decayed. After
all relevant data was collected, research was suspended and the Proto-Tyrant was scheduled for disposal,
despite the specimen being near completion. All the collected data was then applied to the on-going
development of the T-002 model which became the primary specimen.
Not long afterwards, the T-002 was completed and was recognised as the ultimate life form. It was the peak of
all human-based B.O.W.s at that point and successfully implemented its design for maximum effectiveness on
the battlefield. Decisively it was also intelligent enough to carry out complex commands. All subsequent
models would be based on the T-002 and it was officially christened 'Tyrant' to commemorate its success by
using the initial from the t-Virus as a symbol of the power it exhibited. But although the T-002 was a marvel of
physical perfection, there were still numerous improvements to be made and many kinks still to be ironed out.
One such issue was concerns over its control system and so a combat test was set up against trained human
opponents so that data gathered from the resulting battle test could be used to engineer an improved and
refined control method. However, this test was later postponed following the t-Virus leak at the Arklay Labs in
May 1998. As a contingency, Albert Wesker instead decided to use his own S.T.A.R.S. team members as guinea
pigs to test out the T-002 as part of the X-Day directive.
As the T-002 neared completion at Arklay, its research data was used to jump-start numerous other Tyrant
projects. At the underground lab in Raccoon City, William Birkin began work on the T-103 type which
possessed superior recovery abilities thanks to augmenting its metabolic strength. It also had a considerably
more humanoid form, meaning it was closer to meeting the project's ultimate goal of a weapon capable of
infiltrating enemy territory. In addition, when this Tyrant was on the verge of death it had the ability to
become a 'Super Tyrant,' making it even more aggressive. So much so, an artificial limiter had to be designed to
stop it going out of control. A very early prototype of this model was used by Sergei Vladimir as a personal
bodyguard which he named ‘Ivan.’ At the same time, the T-A.L.O.S. project was also born by looking to
implement a new control system such as program chips connected to the brain cells and adapting the Tyrant to
suit a client's varying needs by training it to utilise different weapons and armour.
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Following the infamous 'mansion incident', Sergei Vladimir had successfully backed up all data to Umbrella's
U.M.F.-013 mainframe, including the combat data from the T-002 before it was destroyed at the hands of the
surviving S.T.A.R.S. members. This data was applied to improve the T-103 model and before long the issue of
control was solved and it could now operate for long periods and still obey commands. It also retained the
same extraordinary combat abilities as its predecessor and became known in the weapons industry as a
masterpiece B.O.W. with high intelligence. In addition, the T-103 could easily camouflage itself as a human and
was used as the base body of a custom model for the purpose of guarding V.I.P.s. Through cloning, the T-103
would be mass-produced and sent to facilities across the world. The development of 'power limiters' to keep the
Tyrants in control greatly increased the product value of the specimens. In order to restrain them from
becoming a Super Tyrant, it was decided that all main Tyrants beginning with the T-103 model would be
equipped with trench-coats as their limiter. These developments caused the Tyrant project to explode into life
and elevated Umbrella USA to the forefront of the company. Mass-produced T-103's without power limiters
were used for training purposes on Rockfort Island and its base body used for many smaller, independent
projects. Greg Mueller began work on the 'Thanatos' Tyrant; a sub-species of the T-103 with an emphasis on
perfection rather than commercialisation. Vincent Goldman and his research team on Sheena Island began
work on the 'Hypnos Tyrant'; a creature designed to be smaller, more agile and more ferocious by using a
combination of the artificially developed 'Hypnos' gene and a chemical secreted by the brain called 'BetaHetero-Nonserotonin.' The techniques provided by developing the Tyrant series were also diverted to other
B.O.W.s and notably its characteristics were inherited into the Nemesis-T Type, which aimed at strengthening
the control system with a parasitic organism. Other such examples included the Bandersnatch which was
developed for the purpose of cost reduction, and the Jabberwock S3 developed by Umbrella's opposing
organisation.
DIFFERING TYRANT MODELS:
T-001 TYPE - The first test model created from a human guinea pig who underwent gene strengthening and
surgery in order to survive application of the ε-strain t-Virus. Although fusion was successful, its intelligence
levels did not develop to the required standard and its skin decayed to the extent that its spinal cord became
visible, leading to the experiment being scrapped. The specimen was moved from Arklay Labs to the
underground laboratory where it was scheduled for disposal only for it to be let out when S.T.A.R.S. members
Enrico Marini and Rebecca Chambers breached the facility.
T-002 TYPE - Created via the same method as the T-001, this model was given numerous improvements and
boasted exceptional physical capabilities and high intelligence levels to realise and execute complex commands.
It was equipped with a small internal power limiter to regain control and was due to be commercialised after
completing a final battle test against trained combat soldiers. Eventually the creature was lost during the
destruction of the mansion and all collected data was applied to further improve the T-103 type instead.
T-103 TYPE - An improved model over the T-002 with higher recovery and combat abilities and a more refined
control system. It was also more human-like in appearance, allowing it to be used as a bodyguard to protect
V.I.P.s or to potentially infiltrate enemy territory. It could also be programmed to follow predetermined
directives and was equipped with a special trench coat acting as an external power limiter to keep runaway
t-Virus mutation in check. If its power limiter was deactivated it turned into a Super Tyrant with even more
aggressiveness and heightened regenerative properties. When the Tyrant was in this state only heavy weapons
or missiles were enough to stop it and control was all but lost.
T-103 MASS-PRODUCED TYPE - A mass-produced model of the original T-103 series. These units were used
for training purposes by the various Anti B.O.W. and U.S.S. teams. They were not given a power limiter and
their claws are deliberately blunted and made smaller to reflect their status as a training model. It was capable
of a small mutation to increase its abilities but otherwise its appearance was the same as a standard T-103.
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These mass produced types were given batch numbers when sent out to various facilities such as the T078
deployed to Rockfort Island in late 1998.
IVAN - A prototype T-103 model further refined to make better use of its more human-like appearance. It was
capable of tactical thinking and designed to protect important Umbrella VIPs. It was equipped with a standard
'trench-coat' power limiter but coloured white to distinguish it from other T-103 units. It was also equipped
with a special visor featuring a head-mounted-display to assist Ivan in making combat decisions. When more
than one Ivan was deployed at the same time, the HUD was be a different colour to distinguish their identity.
TYRANT R (T-0400TP) - A standard T-103 model refined to test out various different methods of control. This
Tyrant had various cybernetic control chips attached to its cerebral cortex. Commands and orders were preinstalled onto a selection of interchangeable M.O. discs and activated at various terminals. The first disc
transferred the activation program to T's memory cortex. Once the program was installed, control over the unit
could be established and from there further control programs could be applied. Like other T-103's, this unit
could deactivate its power limiter and become a Super Tyrant, with a sudden mutation that hardened its skin to
the same density as concrete rock. As a precaution, it was fitted with a custom bomb attached to the back of its
neck should there ever be a problem with the experimental control mechanism. The Tyrant R was stored at the
corporate headquarters at Raccoon City and its development code was 0400TP.
NEMESIS T-TYPE - The result of taking a base T-103 Tyrant body and implanting it with the NE-α parasite.
The parasite would eventually take over the Tyrant by forming a unique brain and making changes to the
nervous system. Not only would the parasite ensure the Nemesis T-Type would execute commands faithfully
and precisely, but its improved intelligence allowed it to make its own decisions without the need for constant
direction. It could also operate complex weaponry that would have been impossible before and its body also
secreted a chemical resulting in regenerative abilities far exceeding that of other B.O.W.s. Nemesis wore a
special overcoat as its power limiter which also protected it from bullets and heavy weapons fire. Nemesis was a
product of Umbrella Europe and was deployed in the Raccoon City incident.
THANATOS - This creature was developed by Umbrella researcher Dr. Greg Mueller and had an emphasis on
improved speed and agility. Unlike other Tyrants, which were based off a pre-existing cloned embryo,
Thanatos was a unique subject based off an African-American male. Its design harkened back to older models
with the creature having an exposed heart similar to the T-001 and T-002 models and an internal power limiter
rather than an external trench coat. Thanatos boasted astounding speed and jumping abilities, possessing
unique enlarged hands with claws used to stab its victims. When it mutated into a Super Tyrant, Thanatos lost
its left arm but its mutation made it become arguably more powerful than the T-103 version. Umbrella wanted
to mass produce the Thanatos, but this decision was heavily criticised by its creator, who wanted it to be
unique. However, the Raccoon City outbreak put paid to these plans and Thanatos was lost forever.
HYPNOS T-TYPE - A project conducted by Vincent Goldman of Umbrella Europe to try and create a Tyrant
that was smaller and more ferocious than previous models. It was purposefully designed to fit the Tyrant
profile model of creating a super soldier able to pass off as human and infiltrate enemy territory. It was created
using an artificially developed gene and a neuro-chemical secreted by the human adolescent brain. Only one
prototype was ever created and was stored at the Tyrant Plant on Sheena Island. Goldman believed the Hypnos
T-Type would elevate his position to the very top of Umbrella but unfortunately the Tyrant was destroyed by
private detective Ark Thompson.
TYRANT 091 - The result of taking a mass-produced Tyrant and injecting it with variant 0.9.1 of the
t+G-Virus. The goal of this virus was to allow infectants to develop an electro-magnetic current around its
body to protect it from gunfire and external damage. However, the resulting product was a failure. The electric
field generated was not strong enough to deflect gunfire and the Tyrant's skin decayed to the point where a
major organ became exposed on its back. Instead of claws, the T091 developed tentacles which is believed to be
a trait of the G-Virus. The severe decay to the tyrant's body also restricted its agility and movement.
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MORPHEUS TYRANT - A result of Morpheus D. Duvall injecting himself with v.0.9.2. of the t+G-Virus.
Morpheus gained improved strength, speed and agility thanks to the virus as well as a powerful electromagnetic field around his body, rendering him invulnerable to conventional weapons. Only the Charged
Particle Rifle was strong enough to penetrate the barrier and once enough damage was done to the host body,
the t-Virus would break down and the G-Virus would take over, mutating Morpheus over and over again.
Whilst in his alpha form, Morpheus still had the ability to speak and retain his memories and intelligence. This
has never been seen in any other Tyrant, bar the Sergei creature.
T-A.L.O.S. - 'Tyrant Armoured Lethal Organic System' or T-A.L.O.S. for short, was designed to be the ultimate
pinnacle of the Tyrant Program. The project originally began at Arklay Labs in the late 1990's before
development was transferred across to the Russian Caucasus base under the direction of Sergei Vladimir. This
bioweapon used a mass-produced Tyrant as a base, while adding remote computer control capabilities via a
chip implanted in the brain. Its cardiovascular system was artificially improved to give it mobility unthinkable
in a natural organism. Its body was armoured in a special metallic alloy that not only helped defend itself from
missiles and other projectile fire, but also restrained runaway t-virus mutation. It was equipped with weaponry
to allow it to respond to distant targets. Although it was a humanoid B.O.W., it had enough armour and
firepower to stand against a tank.
SERGEI MONSTER - This creature was a direct result of Sergei Vladimir, a human with compatible DNA to
become a Tyrant, injecting himself with the perfected strain t-Virus. The mutation reflected Sergei's state of
mind and he sprouted gruesome thorn-like appendages all over his body. Tentacles that bound both his arms
fused together to form one large striking weapon and he had smaller tentacles around his body allowing him to
move around with surprising speed given his bulk. He was also able to excrete embryotic sacs containing a
chemical capable of spreading the t-Virus. He also regained full control of his memories and was able to
communicate despite having no mouth or apparent vocal stimuli.
RYAN HOWARD TYRANT – A standard mass-produced T-103 model injected with a special t-Virus variant
created by Professor Ryan Howard at Philosophy University. This virus incorporated genes taken from an
ancient fossilised humanoid that was significantly larger than the average human being. Initial effects were
minimal with no physical changes apparent. But the intelligence of the Tyrant was raised to never before seen
levels. It executed commands without question and was totally obedient to its master. But the only recorded
specimen was destroyed early into its life-cycle meaning more substantial data remains unavailable.
UNKNOWN T-103 VARIANT - Developed in a joint venture between unknown third parties, this Tyrant was
improved upon long after the official end of the Tyrant Program and Umbrella's demise. Its attributes and
appearance were the same as a standard T-103 although these models were made significantly bigger, with
more emphasis placed on brute strength rather than any attempt made for it to blend into human society. Its
power limiter had also been adjusted and was stronger than before. It also had the ability to disengage its power
limiter when it saw fit, rather than only as a defence mechanism when near death like previous models. When it
became a Super-Tyrant its durability levels were able to withstand fire from a tank. Although its development
history remains a mystery, several of these models were purchased by Svetlana Belikova's government during
the Eastern Slavic civil war.
Oswell Spencer is exceedingly pleased with this development and approves Birkin and Wesker
to officially announce the Tyrant Program. But before they can begin, many simulations and
data testing on the new variant needs to be carried out and Birkin hands all his data over to the
Genetic Analysis Team to feed through their models.
JUNE 1988
Now that the Tyrant Program is officially underway and the t-Virus project has reached Stage 3,
Oswell Spencer decides this is the opportune moment to seize full control of Umbrella and
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decides to get rid of James Marcus once and for all. For ten years now, Marcus has been
working alone in the lab beneath the church at the abandoned training facility stripped of all
authority and resources. Nothing much has been heard from him and now certain voices at the
top of Umbrella are calling for the Doctor's research to be shut down completely. Marcus has
spent his days in exile obsessing over revenge and Spencer originally let him live because he
still had a brilliant mind and of course had developed the first successful t-Virus. He could still
potentially have been of some use but now the t-Virus was at stage 3 and primary research was
complete, any usefulness Marcus may have had has come to an end. Continuing to let him live
would only invite unwanted complications later down the line. As the only remaining living cofounder, Marcus is the last potential obstacle in the way of Spencer assuming total dictorial
control of Umbrella Corporation.
Spencer summons Albert Wesker and William Birkin and orders them to assassinate their
former mentor. Once Marcus has been removed, the research from his decade in exile at the
training facility will be taken and added to their own to further the t-Virus project. This whole
operation is to be strictly classified.
Enlisting the help of a two-man U.S.S. team, Wesker and Birkin travel to the abandoned
training centre and head for the church across the lake. In the main lab, James Marcus is
working on yet another experiment with his
leeches, unaware of the intruders
approaching his way. He still burns for
revenge against Spencer but his enforced
exile over the last ten years and lack of
resources has prevented him from
realistically being able to challenge his great
rival. Since 1978 he had been able to
improve his own prototype t-Virus but
overall his progress is insignificant
compared to the research taking place at
Arklay Labs which has advanced dramatically thanks to the limitless resources and finance
available from Spencer and the executive board. As Marcus continues to work, the doors to the
lab are suddenly kicked open and two armed U.S.S. soldiers burst into the room. Before he
can react they open fire with automatic weapons and Marcus is riddled with bullets and falls
back against his work station, collapsing to the floor in a pool of blood. He knocks over his
apparatus and a couple of leeches fall down onto his body. As the two soldiers back off,
Wesker and Birkin stride confidently into the room, wearing their crisp white lab coats. As his
vision fades, Marcus can make out the silhouettes of his two former students standing over his
dying body and cannot help but feel a touch of irony. Throughout his life he had never trusted
anybody and these two were the only people he had ever really confided in after Brandon
Bailey had relocated to the African lab. Now here they were, leering over him and revelling in
this moment of betrayal. Wesker sneers it is time for him to die and Birkin mockingly declares
he will take over all his research. Then Marcus feels his consciousness slipping away, his last
thought being to curse the day he ever met Oswell E. Spencer.
The body of Marcus is taken and placed in the waste disposal unit of the lab which filters down
to the sewer network beneath the forest by the Water Treatment Facility. Ironically enough,
Marcus himself had used this very same method to dispose of the human bodies used for his
many illegal experiments over the years. As Wesker and Birkin leave the lab, several of
Marcus' leeches begin to move. Having formed a symbiotic relationship with their 'father' over
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the last ten years, the leeches begin a journey to seek out Marcus' rotting corpse in the sewers.
After finding him, the Queen Leech orally enters his body and begins a miraculous process to
procreate life using the t-Virus within.
With Marcus dead, he is no longer credited as an official creator of a successful t-Virus. All
past accolades are now officially attributed to William Birkin.
A telegram is sent out to the African laboratory in Kijuju addressed to Director Bailey, the
contents informing him that James Marcus has passed away. Bailey is heartbroken as
everything he did in his work was for Dr. Marcus. He has sacrificed the last two decades of his
life extracting samples of the Progenitor Virus from the Sonnentreppe flowers and sending
them back to Marcus as well as other Umbrella labs. Now that Marcus is gone, he seems to
lose all purpose and becomes withdrawn from his work. He soon comes to admit to himself
that he simply doesn't care anymore.
After over 20 years of research, researchers stationed at the Umbrella Africa lab succeed in
artificially culturing the Progenitor Virus. In a new security measure, Spencer restricts research
on the Progenitor Virus from facilities across the world to its original cultivation ground in
Africa, tightly regulating all information about it. Only a handful of executives with Level 10
access know the location of the African Research Centre and employees transferred to and
from the facility are kept under close observation to prevent possible security leaks.

At Arklay Labs, the Genetic Analysis Team's simulations are completed and the results are not
good. If Birkin's new t-variant is applied, only one person in every ten million would make a
successful Tyrant host with the rest simply becoming zombies. Compatibility models suggest
only 50 or so suitable hosts exist in the whole of the United States. This devastating news leaves
the Tyrant Program at a standstill before research has even properly begun. To make matters
worse, the researchers also begin to hear rumours about the Nemesis Project; the initiative run
by their rivals Umbrella Europe to create a third generation biological weapon and increase the
subject's intelligence using organic parasites. Albert Wesker quickly suggests they get their
hands on a sample of the NE-α parasite to sabotage their rivals’ efforts and further their own
work, but the naturally competitive Birkin is against this idea. However, Wesker has numerous
meetings to convince him to change his mind and eventually Birkin relents when even he is
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forced to admit that their Tyrant research cannot continue without proper test subjects
available. The stumbling block over acquiring a sample of the Nemesis Parasite is that it is a
classified project of Umbrella Europe, developed exclusively at the European 6th Research
Facility in Paris. Umbrella Europe and Umbrella USA have a fierce rivalry over the
development of bio-organic-weapons and both are very protective over their work. Eventually it
takes the personal intervention of Oswell Spencer himself in order to get a sample of NE-α
shipped out to Arklay Labs.
Days later, the sample is delivered to the estate via helicopter and collected on the landing pad.
The NE-α parasite is constructed entirely through gene manipulation and designed exclusively
to boost intelligence. The stubborn Birkin at first pays no heed to the sample and continues his
own research, but Wesker spends hours locked away in the lab reading through the files and
paperwork that came inside the package. He is astounded by the potential of the parasite yet
Umbrella Europe's research has stalled because the parasite is too aggressive and kills its host
within five minutes of gaining control. Wesker theorises that if they could find a host subject
strong enough to withstand the parasite, the American branch could monopolise the whole
project for themselves. Even Birkin has to acknowledge the importance of this prospect for the
Nemesis control mechanism is a radical new concept in the field of B.O.W. research. The
obvious choice for a test subject is Lisa Trevor, the seemingly immortal female who just will not
die. She has been the subject of regular experimentation for 21 years now. If anyone can
survive the invasion of the Nemesis parasite, it is surely her. Even if the parasite did kill her,
she would hopefully survive long enough for a new recombinant t-Virus to be extracted.

FRIDAY JULY 1ST 1988
Wesker and Birkin perform the operation on Lisa Trevor by injecting the NE-α parasite at a
cellular level into her spinal cord. As they monitor its progress, everything appears to run
smoothly until the parasite attempts to enter her brain whereupon it is seemingly absorbed. At
first they are confused as to what exactly has happened, but Birkin looks deeper and discovers
something has been awakened inside of Lisa. Up until now the numerous injections of the
Progenitor Virus had left her on the verge of death, without her actually dying, yet now the
strange absorption of the NE-α parasite has suddenly fired up her circulatory system. Wesker
is puzzled and Birkin is the only one that can see it. This is the birth of the G-Virus.
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"July 1st, 1988
'Nemesis'
(Five years after previous record)
Summer was in its early stages, and we were coming upon our eleventh year at the Arklay
Research Facility. At that time, I was twenty-eight years old, and Birkin had become the father
of a two-year-old daughter.
His wife was a fellow researcher at Arklay.
It might seem unthinkable for a person to fall in love, get married, and have a child in such a
place. But Arklay was a haven for eccentrics. In order to thrive there, you were required to be
slightly mad.
Meanwhile, after ten years of research, our experiments had finally entered the third stage.
It was an elite combat-specialised bio-weapon: intelligent, and capable of following orders as a
soldier. We code-named the monster we were due to create ‘Tyrant,' but there was a major
obstacle holding back the project from the beginning: the obtaining of organisms which could
serve as the basis for the Tyrant. The sheer lack of genetically compatible humans was a
seemingly insurmountable problem.
The problem had to do with the nature of the t-Virus.
The strain of t-Virus used to make Zombies and Hunters was compatible with most humans, at
the cost of degrading the host's neural structure. A certain degree of intelligence was required to
become a Tyrant, and so to circumvent this problem, Birkin extracted a new strain that would
have minimal effect on the subject's mental facilities if the subject were compatible.
Unfortunately, there were very few subjects with such a compatible genetic code.
In genetic analysis group simulations, only one in ten million infected subjects manifested as
Tyrants; the others became mere Zombies.
I believed that if we could only continue our research, we might develop an advanced form of tVirus that would cause a greater ratio of people to manifest as Tyrants. But for this research to
proceed, we would still need humans compatible with the current strain.
If we searched all of America, we might find only a few dozen such humans, and the likelihood
of these people would end up in our testing sample was infinitesimal. Even with the forced
compliance of other institutes, we were only able to assemble a handful of subjects who came
close to matching. Our research was run aground before it even begun.
It happened that at the same time, rumours surfaced that a certain facility in Europe had
completed a 3rd stage living bio-weapon, coming at it from a completely different angle. It was
called the Nemesis Project.
With our own research stalled, I began working to obtain a sample of that research. Birkin was
naturally against it, but I managed to convince him. Even he had to admit that our own
research could not continue without proper test subjects in hand.
The package from Europe had to pass through numerous transit points, and it was several days
before it arrived. It came late one night, a small box delivered at the heliport that bore the
label, 'Nemesis Prototype.'
Getting our hands on the sample still in development required quite a bit of strong-arming. It
was only through Spencer's backing that we received it.
Birkin never showed any interest in the sample, but nevertheless acknowledged the importance
of the experiment. The sample was a radically new concept in our field: a parasite constructed
entirely through gene manipulation.
An organism specialised for intelligence could do nothing on its own, but as a parasite, such a
creature might be capable of functioning as a 'brain' for a more combat-capable one. One could
then design the brain and body separately, and combine the two into a single living bio-weapon.
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Such technology would allow one to focus on the organism's combat capabilities without the
need to consider its intelligence. The only problem was that they had not yet succeeded in
creating a stable parasitic 'brain.'
The papers that came with the sample were nothing so much as a long list of failures. The
hosts inevitably died within five minutes of the Nemesis parasite establishing control.
Nevertheless, even this flawed prototype brimmed with potential. If we could prolong the
carrier's survival period, we might take credit for the Nemesis Project. That was my goal.
The female specimen was the natural candidate. With her unique ability to endure, she could
withstand the Nemesis prototype longer. So even if the experiment failed, nothing was lost.
However, the experiment took an unexpected turn. When Nemesis tried to enter her brain, it
was absorbed. At first, we didn't understand what had happened. That was when it all started.
Up to that point she had remained barely alive, but now something was awakening inside her.
We started to examine her with renewed vigour.
For the past ten years, she had been carefully examined, down to the smallest detail. But we
decided to ignore her past records and start over. For the first time in her twenty-one years
here, she was about to show us something completely new.
After all our examinations, Birkin was the only one to see it.
Something was definitely born inside her, wholly different from the t-Virus project we had
expended so much time on. This revelation took our research in a whole new direction; one
that would shape all of our destinies. It was the beginning of the G-Virus project.
(The next record picks up seven years later)
-Wesker's Report II; 01/07/88

VIRUS PROFILE: THE G-VIRUS
The G-Virus was the result of an experiment to implant the NE-α parasite into the body of Lisa Trevor. The
parasite was a prototype designed to increase control capability over Stage 3 t-Virus B.O.W.s but proved to be
too volatile and would kill its host within five minutes of implantation. Arklay Labs researchers decided to test
the NE-α on Lisa Trevor because her numerous exposures to the Progenitor Virus over two decades had left
her with an extraordinary vitality. Initially the experiment seemed to work but when the parasite entered Lisa's
brain, it suddenly disappeared and subtle changes were observed in her DNA.
Closer examination of her cells revealed the original form of the G-Virus.
This epochal discovery deviated from the t-Virus Project and William
himself immediately drew up the "G-Virus Project" to headquarters and
obtained approval after several years. This project became the sole focus of
his work for the next decade.
The fundamental difference between the G-Virus and the t-Virus is that G
infection creates an evolutionary process in its host that would eventually
lead to an entirely new life form. The t-Virus only caused mutations in a
single generation of organisms, whilst the G-Virus was capable of
reproducing itself in the form of G-Creatures. In other words, the G cells
brought about by the virus fundamentally changed its host organism's body
structure, while simultaneously feeding off that body and rearranging its
biological structure. This was how those infected by G underwent such
dramatic evolution. Through this method, infected individuals repeated
unpredictable change and became an entirely new species with the ability to propagate. G breeding was
performed by implanting embryos proliferated in its body into other creatures. In this case, G tended to
instinctively search for hereditary close relatives as a normal G was more likely to be born when the genetics of
the host were close to the target creature. In addition, the G-Virus was even said to bring the dead back to life.
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All this lead to the inescapable conclusion that the G-Virus was a monumental importance and even more
wondrous than the t-Virus. But unlike creatures created through t, G infectants could not pass the virus on
through physical contact such as bites and open wounds. Direct injection of the G-Virus revitalised cellular
functions, leading to increased muscle mass with multiple mutations across the upper body and extended claws
on one arm. The most distinguishing feature of an organism infected with the G-Virus was the appearance of
an enlarged eyeball on its mutated shoulder. The host was granted increased strength and durability alongside
a totally unprecedented regenerative capability. Severe injury would lead to endless cycles of further cellular
mutations, allowing it to adapt to the environment and become stronger. But with each mutation cycle, the
host became more de-stabilised, losing more of its former memory and being onwardly driven only by instinct.
Initially the virus was to focus on creating G-Creatures for the purposes of biological warfare as weapons.
However, as Birkin researched further he began to realise that the evolutionary properties the virus contained
could potentially lead to the creation of a superior race of human beings, or 'G-Humans.' Whilst the t-Virus
just induced random mutations, the purpose of the G-Virus was to induce mutations that could evolve the
subject into a new breed, or a separate stable species. For example, if two dogs were to be successfully infected
with the G-Virus, the resulting G-Dogs would be able to breed with each other, creating a superior society of
new organisms. Therefore, the ultimate goal for William Birkin was to create and breed G-Humans by using
the virus to create an evolved race of meta-humans. This was the reason the G-Virus was sometimes referred to
as the 'God-Virus’ and as a result Birkin changed his focus and tried to use the G-Virus to create a new race and
not just a biological weapon. Other speculations include the G actually stands for ‘Golgotha’ after the site
where Jesus Christ was crucified who would later be reborn as a god. This is symbolic of Birkin’s desire to
create G-Humans and make gods of humanity.
All B.O.W.s created by the t-Virus were simply mutations replicated through cloning, but a compatible G
would negate this need because it would simply increase its number and spread through reproductive activity.
But as G-Virus research progressed, Birkin's efforts to create a superior species were hampered by constant
pressure from the Chicago branch of Umbrella who desired more conventional weapons built for combat. To
this end, by the time Umbrella sent agents to forcibly retrieve the virus from Birkin in September 1998, his
research was not finished and the virus was still incomplete, meaning that when he injected it into himself, the
virus caused severe deformities all over his body and instead of an advanced G-Human, he became just a
standard G-Creature; an abnormal monstrosity destined to slowly lose all self-consciousness and intelligence,
driven solely by the instinct to breed with blood-relatives. Upon invasion of the host body, G-Cells fused with
the cells of the host, eroding flesh while rearranging its anatomy, causing it to mutate and evolve into an
unheard-of life-form. In essence, any human incompatible to the virus would become a G-Creature rather than
a perfect G-Human. This was a B.O.W. boasting abnormal regenerative ability with autonomous replication
possible in the form of using an embryo grown inside infected individuals to parasitize other victims. Once
implanted, the G-embryo could take all the time it needed to fuse with its host body, so long as the body's
immune system didn't resist it. When this fusion was completed, the host body's cell structure was swapped out
entirely for the virus, and the organism evolved into a G. But if the infected subject was not a close genetic or
hereditary match, the G cells caused dramatic rejection and as a result it would evolve into an imperfect
creature called a ‘G Adult Organism.’ When normal G cells were unable to fuse with a host, a G Adult
Organism was born after destroying the host's body from within via bursting out of its chest, and repeating
pseudo-replication. Therefore, from the moment it was born it had none of the original host's features and
transformed into an extremely distorted appearance. Although there were few samples and its detailed ecology
is unknown, it was confirmed to produce a small creature called a "G Young Organism" in its body.
After the U.S. Government, Umbrella and the 'rival company' recovered samples of the G-Virus following the
conclusion of the 1998 Raccoon City incident, further research was conducted yet the virus was never perfected
due to its volatile nature. Even pharmaceutical company WilPharma shelved plans to create their own vaccine
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for G, despite their earlier success in creating a vaccine for the t-Virus. It seemed no one other than William
Birkin could perfect the virus and that opportunity was taken away from him because of Umbrella’s own greed.
VACCINES:
DEVIL ANTIGEN BODIES - There is some dispute as to whether the DEVIL was a vaccine or simply just a
stabilising agent for controlling the G-Virus' sudden mutation to help reduce the chances of the infectant
becoming a G-Creature. Once infected by the G-virus, the host body's cell structure was broken down and
slowly replaced by those from the virus. The Devil Antigen attacked the G-cells at their most vulnerable rear
defences and so as long as this process was in its early stages it was perfectly possible for the antibodies to
reverse the cell fusion process as they had plenty of time to do their job. DEVIL was developed mainly by
Annette Birkin and required a special method of production. Firstly, the cartridge for storing the vaccine base
was placed in the VAM. After preparation of the vaccine base was completed, the white vaccine base had to be
set into the vaccine generation machine inside the P-4 Level Laboratory. Once the creation program has been
activated, the process would begin automatically by starting the generating program. If the above process was
finished, processing would be completed in about 10 seconds and the vaccine would be synthesized. However,
because the completed vaccine was extremely susceptible to shock or sudden temperature changes, utmost care
was required upon its handling.
Although no perfect G-Humans were ever recorded, Sherry Birkin was administered the DEVIL antigen after
being impregnated with an embryo by her father, William. Although DEVIL halted the spread of the virus
within her body, small traces of G-Virus remained and adapted to her body. Physically she stopped aging at the
age of around 20, making her look younger than her actual age. She also gained astonishing regenerative
powers, including the ability to heal to blunt force physical trauma and invasion of foreign objects in mere
seconds. There is no doubt that Sherry Birkin was the closest thing to a G-Human the world has ever seen.
William Birkin continues to research the changing DNA of Lisa Trevor thanks to the Nemesis
experiment. But Wesker finds the concept beyond his scientific abilities. More and more he
feels he needs a change of direction having been stuck at Arklay for ten years now. During his
time as a trainee he had made numerous secret reports back to Spencer about James Marcus,
and having witnessed Spencer's ruthlessness with his old rival's murder, a distrust of him is born
inside Wesker. This event is the genesis that eventually causes him to make up his mind to
leave Umbrella.
William Birkin elaborates further on the discovery of the G-Virus whilst pondering the fate of
Lisa Trevor. He estimates the research will be ready within the next few years and he’ll be
ready to present his findings to Oswell Spencer for approval to begin the G-Project. He secretly
wishes his old rival Alexia Ashford was still alive to see his success.

"The discovery of the G-Virus was in fact 21 years after the administration of the Progenitor
virus. The "Prototype Parasite" which we had delivered from a laboratory in France was
administered to the sample specimen. The sample specimen took in the parasite without
showing any signs of adverse reaction. The lack of any reaction was an unsolved mystery. But
now everything is clear to me now. Over 21 years, it had indulged in a long slumber in the test
subject's body and changed through mutation. ("Evolved" may be a more appropriate word to
describe it.)
This observation gave me more insight in my research.
Through further modification and testing, I was able to derive a method to create the "G" that
surpasses the performance of the "t". This was the breakthrough that would change the future of
the B.O.W.'s history. That damned Miss Alexia must be bitter in the next world.
But unfortunately I'll have to wait a few more years to completely verify my findings.
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William Birkin"

-BIORemake: Observation Note; undated.
TUESDAY JULY 19TH 1988
Irina Rebic is born on Sushestvovanie Island. She is the daughter of Evgeny and will live her
entire life on the island, eventually going to work for Alex Wesker in the mines and suffering a
horrible demise as a t-Phobos test subject.
Evengy Rebic has been busy learning English and practices by keeping a journal and updating it
regularly. Today he records the birth of his daughter, named Irina by his wife after his
grandmother. He isn’t keen on the name but knows his wife always has the final say. Life is
good on the island at the moment and there are signs the mining industry is also improving
slowly.

“19-07-1988
I need practice my English, so I write in this journal on every day. Every day I write but have
no words. Now I have good reason.
Today I welcome first child to the world. Her mother give her the name Irina. It was my
grandmother's name. I object, but I cannot win against stubborn woman.
She has eyes and nose of her father. But mouth of her mother. We will raise her to be healthy,
strong girl.
This year island is have good spirits again. Mining business goes well. My life is pretty good for
me now. I want to give Irina same feeling when she is older. It's my responsibility now, as
parent.”
-REREV2: The Old Man’s Journal; 19/07/88

TUESDAY 28TH DECEMBER 1988
At the South Pole facility, Alfred and ‘Alexia’ celebrate ‘Tanya’s’ 13th birthday for the 5th
time.

1989:

Helena Harper is born. She will go on to carve out a career in United States domestic security,
starting with the Central Intelligence Agency before moving onto the Secret Service and
eventually the Department of Security Operations.
CHARACTER PROFILE: HELENA HARPER

*Born: 1989. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. Blood-Type: UK. Nationality: USA. Affiliation: U.S. Govt.
Helena Harper was an agent working for the United States Secret Service. Her parents died when she was
young and her sister Deborah was her only living relative. She was a woman of strong moral convictions and
was very sympathetic to the plight of others. However, she did allow her emotions to get the better of her at
times and these occurrences dogged her throughout her career as an employee of the U.S. Government.
Helena’s career began as a trainee for the Central Intelligence Agency. Her superiors were impressed by her
skills and the fact that she didn't compromise her beliefs and was not one to step aside and let others take
charge. She graduated top of her class and was the agency's first choice for the job. She began as an agent in
training and showed immense drive and potential, though her superiors were concerned she would let her
morals get in the way of her work, and they were soon proved to be right.
While investigating a series of murders, Helena successfully found and apprehended the killer. But in the
process, she used excessive force on the suspect and was suspended from the agency. She claimed she had to
shut the killer up because he was making threats in front of the victim's family. After her suspension period was
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over, she found herself in situations where she couldn't maintain her self-control. Ingrid Hunnigan believed
Helena to be the ideal agent if you looked past her rash behaviour. She saw her strong will as a positive thing
and recommended her as a potential candidate for the newly formed Division of Security Operations (D.S.O.).
Hunnigan wrote a strong appraisal for Helena, citing her incredible abilities and strong conviction as being
enough to overshadow her faults. But as Helena's application was under review, Deborah Harper was having
problems with her then boyfriend, and when he became abusive with
her, an enraged Helena lost control and ended up shooting and
injuring him. Her superiors were unwilling to overlook her gross
misconduct, but they didn't want to fire her, so she was transferred
to the Secret Service and her chances of joining the D.S.O. were
ruined.
Helena served in the Secret Service for the next year without any
major incidents, although she had a cold reputation with many of
her colleagues who referred to her as the 'C.I.A.'S problem child.'
When National Security Advisor Derek Simmons began formulating
a plan to silence President Adam Benford over his desire to reveal
the truth about the Raccoon City incident, he began to take an
interest in Helena's career. He needed someone he could easily
manipulate in order to assist him with his plan and Helena seemed to have the ideal traits with her strong
morals and beliefs. She was fiercely protective of her sister and Simmons knew that was the key to exploiting
her. Additionally her mistrust and soiled reputation with her peers ensured no one would believe her should
she try to expose the truth.
On June 26th, 2013, Helena and Deborah were kidnapped by agents of 'The Family' and brought to the secret
meeting ground beneath Tall Oaks cathedral. There, Simmons blackmailed Helena into abandoning her
security post at the presidential reception due to take place at Ivy University in three days’ time. This would
create an opening for the president to be eliminated. If Helena did not comply, Deborah would be killed and as
she was dragged away, Helena confessed she would do anything to keep her sister safe. On June 29th, Helena
did as ordered and abandoned her post and leaked false information across the Secret Service radio channel
that caused a change in the president's security detail. As events began to unfold, Helena's guilt finally caught
up with her and she attempted to warn the other agents about the assassination attempt. But because of her
past reputation, no one believed her. Shortly afterwards, strategically placed Lepotica B.O.W.s around town
began to unleash clouds of gas laced with the C-Virus, transforming the whole population of the town into
zombies. Helena desperately tried to get back to the president only to find him already infected and his
zombified form feasting on the body of one of his dead bodyguards. Zombie Benford attacked Helena but she
was saved by Leon S. Kennedy. Helena was in shock at this grisly sight and blurted out that the whole thing was
her fault. She promised Leon she would explain everything if he accompanied her to Tall Oaks Cathedral.
Helena's plan now was to turn herself in, but not before using Leon to rescue Deborah from Simmons.
Together, Leon and Helena fought through the infected university, the sewers and the main town streets before
catching a lift with some survivors to the cathedral on the edge of town. En route, Leon constantly questioned
Helena but she was evasive with her answers. Her top priority was just getting to Deborah.
Upon reaching the cathedral, they fought their way underground and through the laboratory before eventually
finding Deborah. Unfortunately they were too late and she had already been injected with the C-Virus. She
mutated and Helena was forced to kill her own sister along with Leon and the mysterious spy known as Ada
Wong. Although she was left heartbroken by this chain of events, Helena decided to use her last few hours of
freedom to try and redeem herself by helping Leon expose Simmons.
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Hunnigan helped them fake their own deaths and together they boarded a plane headed for Lanshiang, China,
where Simmons had already fled after another bioterrorist incident had broken out. However, Simmons had
anticipated their plan and planted a Lepotica on their plane, causing it to crash. At the crash site, Leon and
Helena met Sherry Birkin and Jake Muller who informed them of Simmons' location.
Eventually they managed to confront Simmons and witnessed his mutation after he was attacked by a J'avo and
infected with an enhanced strain of the C-Virus. He mutated into a powerful monster, but whatever fear
Helena had of him was completely drowned out by her pure hate and drive for vengeance over her innocent
sister. After numerous battles over several hours and several different locations, Simmons was finally defeated
and the spy Ada Wong had left behind documented proof of Simmons' role behind everything. Following the
incident and their return to the U.S., Helena confessed her crime and was ready to be taken into custody after
the private funeral service for Deborah. But unknown to her, the investigation commission had reviewed all the
evidence into the Tall Oaks attack and concluded that she could not be held accountable or responsible for
Simmons' actions and was acquitted. Instead she was formally enlisted into the D.S.O. having proved her
abilities and played a huge role in preventing a potential world-wide catastrophe.
APRIL 1989
To commemorate the twenty year anniversary of Orel and Werner Kite constructing the first
subway line in Raccoon City, the company release a pamphlet explaining the growth of the
system. Because of the economic growth of the town thanks to the ever increasing popularity of
Umbrella, the subway now covers over 8 miles of track and has 8 stations.

"Kite Bros Railway (KBS)
Guide Pamphlet
April, 1989
20 years have passed since this line opened here in Raccoon City in 1969. In that time, it has
enjoyed the patronage and support of all of Raccoon's citizens.
When the Kite brothers first started this line, it ran only a mile and had 3 stops. Thanks to the
city's economic rejuvenation by the Umbrella Corporation, it now has 8 stations and stretches
8.5 miles. Progress continues at our company as we strive to provide the excellent service that
our passengers deserve. Please accept the heartiest of thanks.
S. Gordo. KBS PR Dept."
-REOUT2: Old Pamphlet; 04/89

Amidst deepening crisis, more and more countries split away from Soviet rule, declaring their
independence. The parliament of the Eastern Slav Republic follow suit, declaring the country a
sovereign state, independent from Soviet rule.
WEDNESDAY 28TH DECEMBER 1989
At the South Pole facility, Alfred and ‘Alexia’ celebrate Tanya’s 13th birthday for the 6th time.
LATE 1980’s (unspecified)
Matthew Russell is born. He is originally an orphan but with a clever mind and an insatiable
curiosity. He will be found at an orphanage by Ezra Sennett and formally adopted as his son,
going on to assist him with running Philosophy University.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MATTHEW RUSSELL

*Born: UK. Died: 2010. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
The details of Matthew Russell’s early years remain unclear. There is no record of his parents or whether he had
any siblings. But by the time he was a small boy he was admitted to an orphanage. There he demonstrated an
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extraordinary aptitude for being able to accomplish tasks and work out problems no boy of his age had any
business doing. He was very curious, with a strong desire to learn about how everything worked and
discovering new things. This remarkable behaviour was soon picked up by Ezra Sennett; the wealthy owner of
Philosophy University who liked to visit orphaned children having been one himself following the aftermath of
World War 2. Ezra was delighted by Matthew’s insatiable curiosity to learn and develop himself further, seeing
him as the ideal model for the very life philosophy he believed in himself and the very reason he built his
university. Ezra formally adopted Matthew as his son and raised him to be his successor in building a world
using learning and self-education to overrule war and conflict. Matthew was given a private education and
aptitude tests showed he had an IQ well above average. When he matured,
he became Ezra’s secretary at the university and worked to see that
everything ran in perfect order, sharing in his father’s vision of the
importance of humanity displaying their full intellectual potential for the
future of the Earth. In turn, Ezra planned to leave the university and his
estate to Matthew so he could continue this vision well into the future.
When Ezra came into contact with former Umbrella researcher Ryan
Howard, Matthew was astounded at the brilliance of Mary Gray and
convinced his father to fund Howard’s research on the t-Virus, agreeing
that they could use the virus to create an endless upgrade to human
intelligence, ensuring there would be no end for the obsession to learn.
But Matthew’s innocent fascination with Mary only led to her
manipulation of him. Slowly and subtlety, she twisted his mind away from
Ezra’s vision and more towards using the virus to maximise human
capacity and evolve them into biological weapons with a purpose, using the world to display their enhanced
abilities. This manipulation gradually warped Matthew’s mind and he became fiercely protective of Mary,
distrusting both Barrington Meyer and later Rebecca Chambers. When the biological outbreak occurred across
the university in 2010, Matthew attempted to explain to his father that his vision was mistaken because Mary
Gray was already a perfect human, she had no further need to learn and required only a purpose for her
existence. But Ezra was horrified by this suggestion, claiming it would be the end for humanity if the time came
where they no longer needed to learn and better themselves. Ultimately, Matthew was so upset that Ezra no
longer trusted his opinions and this fierce rejection caused him to ultimately hang himself in shame. His death
left Ezra devastated.
Mary Gray is born. She is the daughter of an Umbrella researcher and will become the only
human being in existence to bond with the t-Virus absolutely perfectly.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MARY GRAY

*Born: UK. Died: 2010. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: UK. Affiliation: None.
Mary Gray was the daughter of an Umbrella researcher and in her early teenage years was diagnosed with an
incurable blood disease. After going through every medical treatment possible, her father’s last throw of the
dice was to use the t-Virus as a potential healing remedy. To do this he enlisted the help of Professor Ryan
Howard, an expert in fossil DNA regeneration research, to develop a treatment program. Medicinal strains of
the t-Virus had been developed to treat ailments in the past with varying degrees of success but Mary’s time
was fast running out and now there was no other option. Howard injected Mary with the t-Virus and the
results were remarkable. Not only did application of the virus hold back the disease, but her body completely
adapted on a cellular level never before recorded and she retained her human form completely. Howard
monitored Mary closely and created a special device kept on her wrist that administered precise doses of the
virus at various intervals. Continued application of the virus gave Mary enhanced abilities, including speed and
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reflexes matching those of Albert Wesker. In addition her intelligence levels soared and her IQ was registered
at 230.
Mary’s parents were lost during the fall of Umbrella and Professor Howard took her into hiding and they
remained underground for several years as various world governments and law enforcement agencies viciously
hunted down all of Umbrella’s remnants and former personnel. Howard treated Mary like a daughter and
unofficially adopted her. He continued to monitor her closely, applying the virus and watching for any change
in her physical appearance. But whilst Mary remained human on the outside,
like Alexia Ashford before her, the artificial genius she had become came at a
severe cost. Over time she developed a severe bi-polar disorder and
superiority complex. She saw herself as being better than everyone else, and
this slowly made her believe that humanity was a flawed species prone to
selfishness, stupidity and ultimately destined for self-destruction.
In 2005, Professor Howard’s life was turned upside down personally when he
learned his son was killed in action during a t-Virus outbreak in St. Cloud,
Minnesota. He became very embittered towards the world for taking his son
away and his newfound anger and disdain towards humanity was something
he now shared with Mary.
At some point, Professor Howard met Ezra Sennett and struck a deal to
develop a new virus to increase human intelligence in exchange for a job at
Philosophy University with financing and laboratory facilities. As part of this deal, Mary was also enrolled at
the university as a student. Mary’s IQ was soon the talk of the faculty and both Ezra Sennett and Matthew
Russell were blown away by her potential. But Mary felt alone and isolated at the school, struggling to make
friends and build relationships because she knew she was better than everyone else. Over time she made herself
believe that the world needed ‘resetting’ and that required the complete destruction of the human race and
replacing them with a new evolved species of meta-humans just like her. She embittered Professor Howard
further through his grief and convinced him to change the focus of this research away from trying to resurrect
his dead son and into destroying the very society that cruelly took him away. Soon Howard began
experimenting on the students of the university and even created a new Tyrant he administered with his new
strain virus. At the same time Mary manipulated the naïve Matthew Russell into believing they could use the tVirus to create humans of maximised potential for use as biological weapons and slowly turned him against the
ideals of his own adopted father, Ezra. Mary documented her plan for world destruction in a ground-breaking
research paper entitled ‘Reset’ which Howard thought wondrous. She also developed a crush on a fellow
student named Lukas Butler, but his rejection of her for Olivia Price only caused Mary more emotional turmoil
she could not understand. She was superior to everyone else in every way and could not fathom why she was so
lonely and unhappy. Eventually she put it down to purpose. She was the ultimate being but lacked purpose for
her existence. Purpose was only gained through accomplishments - and she had none.
In August 2010, Mary failed to solve an equation set up by temporary teacher Rebecca Chambers during a
science class. This confused her at first but Rebecca then explained it was unsolvable, using it as a metaphor for
the many sciences in the world humanity had yet to understand and comprehend. Mary later applied this
reasoning to herself. She was a science the world was yet to understand. When the zombies broke out across the
university, Mary bonded with Tyler Howard, himself now a U.S. Government agent having faked his death and
arrived at the university to find his father. She felt a connection to him because they both believed their lives
were empty and they did not feel alive. But she was betrayed once again when she witnessed Tyler shooting the
zombies and saw that combat was what made him feel alive. Unlike her, he had a purpose for his existence.
Likewise the cowardice of her true love Lukas during the zombie attack only reinforced her belief at how
pathetic humanity had become. As the incident wore on, all these conflicting emotions got the better of her and
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she became truly unhinged, unleashing her powers to avoid incapacitation at the hands of the B.S.A.A. She
focused her revenge on Tyler after he had killed their father and was only stopped when Chris Redfield
appealed to her and explained the reason she was always alone and isolated was because she believed she was
better than everyone else. For a moment, a small portion of Mary’s humanity returned and she broke down in
tears, but she was soon overcome once again and coldly announced she would rest the world. She then took an
overdose of the virus from her wrist-device and mutated into a powerful creature, invulnerable against
conventional firearms. But following a final climactic battle on the university rooftop under the pale of the
moon, Mary was finally destroyed when Chris fired a rocket launcher directly at her torso. During his escape
from the university, Ezra scooped up Mary’s severed arm and promised they could begin again together before
disappearing off into the night.
Damien is born. He will go on to enlist in the U.S. Military before eventually joining the
B.S.A.A.
CHARACTER PROFILE: DAMIEN
*Born: UK. Died: 2014. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: B.S.A.A.
Damien was a soldier in the Bioterrorism Security Assessment Alliance. Little is known about his background
other than he was originally in the U.S. Special Forces where he received a majority of his military training. It
was during his time here that he also became acquainted with
D.C. and they became good friends. He prided himself on
physical fitness and worked hard to gain an athletic body. He
was friendly and approachable and could easily be
distinguished thanks to his distinctive Mohican haircut.
Damien viewed himself as a natural born hunter and could
not imagine life without battle. However in contrast to his
physical build, Damien could be quite sensitive underneath
and sarcastic. He was also a little reckless and put himself in
dangerous situations without taking the time to risk assess his actions first. Outside of work, Damien had a
passion for the Breaking Bad TV series and would often be found in serious debate with D.C. about the show.
In 2014, Damien was part of the elite B.S.A.A. Silver Dagger unit who were assigned to track down Glenn Arias.
He used his marksmanship skills to clear out many zombies lurking within the Alexander Institute of Research
and Bacteriology during the team’s rescue of Rebecca Chambers. He was also an accomplished pilot and able to
take control of the Osprey the Silver Dagger had specially assigned to them. Although he was pleased to have
Rebecca working with him, Damien harboured reservations the A-Virus may never have a proper cure. When
the virus was later unleashed upon New York, Damien worked alongside Chris Redfield on the ground as they
set about destroying marked AGUA-A tanker trucks that were dispersing the second stage trigger virus onto
the unsuspecting populace. Damien shot and killed an armed mercenary protecting the tanker but his curiosity
managed to get the better of him when he accidentally unleashed two deadly Cerberus B.O.W.s from the back
of an unmarked van. These dogs had been further enhanced by the A-Virus and Damien was immediately set
upon and killed instantly.
Maria Gomez is born. She is the daughter of Diego; close friend and bodyguard of Glenn
Arias.
CHARACTER PROFILE: MARIA GOMEZ.

*Born: UK. Died: NA. Height: UK. Weight: UK. B-T: UK. Nationality: American. Affiliation: AGUA Industries
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Maria Gomez was a young, beautiful and intelligent woman. She idolised her father who had brought her up
alone. Little is known of her personal and professional life but in the early 2010s she attended the wedding of
businessman Glenn Arias and his sweetheart Sarah. Unfortunately Arias was a target for the U.S. Government
due to his involvement in black market arms trafficking and the outdoor wedding ceremony was bombed in an
assassination attempt. All of the wedding guests and the bride Sarah were killed, leaving Arias, Diego and
Maria as the only survivors. Maria was badly injured and lost the sight in her right eye. Arias ensured she
received reconstructive surgery and given a number of physical and mental enhancements. She was essentially
reborn as a biological weapon but the effects had left her cold and devoid of all
emotion. She would not speak unless she had to and only showed any kind of
compassion when in the presence of her father who himself was now a biological
weapon having been physically enhanced with a combination of the t-Virus and
the A-Virus.
Maria became a trained assassin, skilled in stealth techniques, combat and
firearms. In 2014 she infiltrated Alexander Institute of Research and
Biotechnology in Chicago and leaked the A-Virus in an attempt to kill Rebecca
Chambers. She also callously murdered Rebecca’s friend and colleague, Aaron.
The next day Maria and Diego took a platoon of armed mercenaries to a retreat
in the Colorado Mountains where they had tracked Rebecca and Chris Redfield
to a remote location where they were meeting with D.S.O. agent, Leon S. Kennedy. Maria coldly killed a staff
member before ambushing and abducting Rebecca in the rest room. Arias had changed his mind about killing
Rebecca after he learned of her uncanny resemblance to his late wife. Under his orders, Maria and Diego
transported Rebecca back to Arias’ hideout in New York. Their other target, a former Los Illuminados envoy
named Patricio, was successfully eliminated.
Later that day, Arias unleashed the A-Virus across New York, transforming thousands of people into zombies.
Maria was on the ground, riding in one of the tanker trucks that was dispersing the stage 2 Trigger Virus into
the air where it would mix with the latent virus already inside everyone who had drunk contaminated water.
Maria was badly injured when a B.S.A.A. Osprey flown by D.C. and Nadia firebombed the truck she was in. But
although thought to have been killed, Maria survived the attack and returned to Arias’ penthouse only to learn
her father had been killed. Swearing silent revenge, Maria slipped away into the shadows and was never seen
again.
Raccoon City's main art museum located in the centre of town is closed down. A deal is
brokered between city officials and police chief Brian Irons for the building to be purchased by
the R.P.D. and remodelled into a police station. The complex is cheaply priced and has ample
parking facilities to suit policing resources, not to mention an excellent centralised location.
Irons also has a deep passion for art and this is also believed to play a part in his motivations.
The move is part funded thanks to generous grants from Umbrella Corporation and the station
is outfitted with state of the art technology. All the rooms and equipment are based on Irons’
recommendations, supposedly to fight crime, but his art obsession will also benefit.
ORGANISATION PROFILE: RACCOON CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
The Raccoon City Police Department (R.P.D.) was the main local law enforcement agency with jurisdiction
covering the whole of Raccoon City and surrounding Arklay Mountains landscape. For a small-town police
force the R.P.D. were unusually well-equipped and this was thanks in no small part to generous donations over
the years from the Umbrella Corporation. The rise of the worldwide pharmaceutical giant massively boosted
the economy of Raccoon City and Umbrella contributed greatly to improving municipal functions. As a result,
the R.P.D. was outfitted with state of the art law enforcement equipment and had several specialised units such
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as the Special Tactics and Rescue Service (S.T.A.R.S.), and later the select force S.W.A.T. UNIT. In the late
1980's the R.P.D. switched location to a recently closed down art museum in the centre of town. Police Chief
Brian Irons was behind the deal and the building was completely renovated to suit modern policing needs. Its
layout retained many aspects of its former incarnation and several major art pieces remained on display. In
1993 Chief Irons was bought by Umbrella and began taking bribes to ensure their more questionable activities
were never brought to light. One of his first jobs was to deflect the police investigation into the bizarre deaths
at the old hospital in Raccoon Forest which had been caused by an experimental form of the t-Virus.
DIVISIONS:
PATROL DIVISION - This was the back bone of the whole policing
operation with officers patrolling both mobile and on foot 24 hours a
day seven days a week, covering the whole area of Raccoon City and
surrounding rural landscape. The Patrol Division was broken down
into several different sections assigned to covering different
geographical boundaries of the town. These included Uptown Raccoon
and Downtown Raccoon. Notable officers included Leon S. Kennedy
and Kevin Ryman.
K-9 UNIT - Specially trained officers and Doberman Pinschers used
for missing persons and evidence searches. The chief dog-handler was
called Tony and two of the dogs were known as Rocket and Jo-Jo.
Although some of the dogs were kept in the basement of the R.P.D.
near the cell-block, there was also a set of external kennels round the side of the precinct building.
JUVENILE CRIME DIVISION - This unit was similar to regular patrol but made up exclusively of rookies and
officers still on training and probation working alongside experienced supervisors and tutor officers. One
rookie known as Elran once had an unfortunate run-in with a distressed Chris Redfield after he accidentally
spilled some coffee over him.
AERIAL UNIT - The R.P.D. owned an AS350B Eurocopter. This was occasionally borrowed by the S.T.A.R.S.
teams even though they were later granted two Bell UH-1's specifically for their unit. The helicopters were
primarily used for surveillance and search and rescue operations. Kevin Dooly worked for this division.
S.T.A.R.S. - The Special Tactics and Rescue Squad were formed in 1996 with a remit to tackle specialised crime
such as hostage situations and cyber-terrorism as well as conventional Special Forces duties including rescue
operations and VIP protection. The unit was led by Captain Albert Wesker.
S.W.A.T. – A more conventional Special Weapons and Tactics team created after the disbandment of
S.T.A.R.S. in 1998.
Although never specified, it is assumed the R.P.D. had other regular policing units such as a traffic division and
a special operations sections for niche crimes such as missing persons, sex offences, cyber-crime and gang
warfare.
VEHICLES AND WEAPONS:
R.P.D officers drove Ford Crown Police Interceptors {pre-1998 model} whilst out and about on patrol. The
squad cars were also equipped with a Mossberg 500 special purpose shotgun. The official sidearm of the R.P.D.
was the Beretta 92FS although officers were allowed to carry their own personal weapons as evidenced by Barry
Burton's Colt Python, Kevin Ryman’s Colt M1911A1 and Leon Kennedy's H&K VP70. There are also several
heavier weapons all stored in the armoury in the basement. The Chief of Police was Brian Irons and the Deputy
Chief was Raymond Douglas.
KEY PERSONNEL:
BRIAN IRONS: - Police Chief and secretly in the pocket of Umbrella - Killed by the G-Mutant in his own
torture room.
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RAYMOND DOUGLAS: - Deputy Police Chief. Partnered with Arthur when the outbreak got out of control.
Raymond was in charge of evacuating civilians from key areas in the city. He assisted several people before
being overcome by zombies in an alleyway close to the rear of J's bar.
MARVIN BRANAGH: - Leon's new boss and a highly respected officer. Marvin led the 'Desperate Times'
rescue operation and was badly injured. He briefly met Claire Redfield before becoming a zombie on
September 29th.
KEVIN RYMAN: - A highly competent officer. He was due to help train the new recruits {including Leon}
alongside Rita. He also applied to be a S.T.A.R.S. member, but failed the selection process twice.
LEON S. KENNEDY: - A rookie cop who arrived in Raccoon City late for his first day on the job only to find
zombies everywhere. One of the few survivors of the incident.
KEVIN DOOLY: - Pilot for the R.P.D. He was called in to aid the S.T.A.R.S. teams on several occasions. He was
killed in Raccoon Forest by Cerberus dogs during the mansion incident.
RITA: - Blonde-haired officer who played a major role in evacuating survivors from the R.P.D. just prior to
Jill’s arrival. She was also a trainer of new recruits but it remains unknown whether she made it out of Raccoon
City alive or not.
ARTHUR: - Arthur was teamed up with Raymond on the night of the outbreak. He was using a speaker system
to help round up and evacuate civilians. He was killed outside of J's bar.
DORIAN: - Another officer helping to evacuate the citizens. He was driving around in a S.W.A.T. van, picking
up survivors outside the Apple Inn and escorting them to safety.
AARON: - Kevin Ryman's role model and self-confessed 'hero'. Aaron first appeared on Main St. assisting with
cleaning up the mess after Operation Mop-Up in the town square. He later turned up at the R.P.D. on
September 27th and took up position on the emergency stairwell trying to help the survivors. But he was
eventually overrun and killed by the zombies.
DAVID: - An officer holed up in the western wing barricade of the station. He eventually committed suicide by
taking his shotgun to his own head.
ERIC: - A rookie officer assisting Harry and Elliot in assembling a bomb in the town square. Eventually the
barricade he secured gave way and he was killed by the zombie hordes.
HARRY: - Teamed up with Elliot and Eric for Operation Mop-Up. He lost his nerve and could not save Elliot
and Eric from being killed when the zombies broke through the barricade. But he redeemed himself by
assisting Rita in evacuating R.P.D. survivors during the station siege. His fate remains unknown.
ELLIOT: - Killed by zombies whilst bravely trying to save his partner Eric during Operation Mop-Up.
ED: - An officer shot to death by Chief Irons in the R.P.D. building.
R. LAMBERT: - R.P.D. officer who photographed a zombie attack outside the Arukas Tailor.
DAVID FORD: - Holed up in the western wing of the R.P.D., Ford was the author of the first two operation
reports. He was amongst those who witnessed the first appearance of the Licker. He was eventually killed by
zombies in the operation room.
ELLIOT EDWARD: - Following the death of David Ford, Edward took over the recording of the operation
reports. Later he, Elliot and two other officers attempted to leave the station via the sewers. None survived.
Elliot was the last man standing and made it to the rooftop but he was attacked and killed by zombies whilst
trying to signal a rescue helicopter.
FRED: - Surviving officer who tried to secure the roof of the R.P.D. during the siege. He was eventually
overcome and killed by infected crows.
JEAN: - Close colleague of Kevin Ryman. Early on in the conflict, Jean went to the Raccoon Underground to
look for survivors. But he was consumed by the unrelenting darkness and eventually committed suicide. Jean's
body was later found by Jim Chapman.
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GEORGE SCOTT: - One of the night watchman. He was scheduled for night duty on September 27th. The
body found on the bunk inside his office is presumed to be him. His throat was torn out.
MEYER: - One of the R.P.D.'s better marksmen. He fought alongside David Ford and saved his life, yet when
the time came to repay the favour, David ran and Meyer was torn apart by the zombies.
NEIL CARSLEN: - An officer out on routine patrol on September 20th when he witnessed a member of U.S.S.
Alpha Team gathering intelligence on the area.
ELRAN: - A probationary officer within the juvenile Crime Department. In early August 1998 he was assaulted
by Chris Redfield after he accidentally spilled some coffee over him.
ANDY: - A uniformed patrol officer. His fate is unknown.

LOCATION PROFILE: R.P.D. PRECINCT HOUSE
This retro building that served as headquarters for the city's police force was originally an art museum. It
closed down in the late eighties and was purchased cheaply by the RPD for use as a police station due to its
centralised location and ample parking structure. Chief Irons was said to be the mediator of the deal and many
of the officers working under him believed this was down to his fierce passion for art. Despite renovations,
many art pieces from the building's time as a museum still remained on display throughout the precinct.
Although the building became operational not long after being bought out, further renovation work continued
for several years, though it never affected the day to day work running of the station. Many were secret
extensions designed and installed by Umbrella once they had Chief Irons firmly on their payroll. This included
a secret room built just underneath Irons' private office. This place provided access to the underground sewer
network, which in turn led to Umbrella's main underground laboratory where William Birkin was stationed.
Irons held regular meetings with Birkin and this was the route he took to ensure no one else in the precinct
became wise to his activities. There was also a more public access to the sewers through the kennels beyond the
cell block. It was connected to the scrapyard at the rear of the station and the entrance was watched over by one
of the workers there named Thomas. Thomas was fond of chess and went so far as to design a special lock and
key for the door made up of chess pieces. He had regular contact with George Scott; the Night Watchman and
the two would often meet up to play chess together.
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Situated on Ennerdale St in uptown Raccoon City, the R.P.D. was made up of two main floors, with a basement
and a third floor balcony leading to a bell tower. The main entrance hall was a grand space and formally the
main exhibition hall for the museum. Here an R.P.D. emblem was emblazoned on the marble floor and a statue
of a water goddess took precedent over the room. This statue contained a trick lock to open up a small
ventilation space leading to the outside. When the building was a museum this shaft was used by employees to
transport art pieces in and out of the building. The main hall acted as the central hub of the whole station. The
reception desk handled public enquires and controlled the electronic security lock system for the whole
building. Behind the desk was an emergency ladder leading up to the second floor balcony. The west wing of
the building was accessed via a door leading to the main waiting room and a second door leading directly into
the western patrol office. A single door on the opposite side led to the east wing. The western wing of the
ground floor held a small waiting room and reception desk. Beyond that was an L-shaped corridor containing a
file archive room. Beyond that was a strategy meeting office with a storeroom at the back. There was also a
darkroom, an evidence storehouse and finally the western office where Leon S. Kennedy was to be based upon
starting his new job. Officer Marvin Brannagh also worked from here. There were also a number of connecting
corridors, some of which had an electronic shutter mechanism for added security.
The ground floor east wing contained the eastern office and included desks for Officers Kevin Ryman and Jean.
The corridor running past the eastern office had a number of public phones and a vending machine. This led
down towards two interrogation rooms and the press room. The eastern office room also contained a closed off
sergeant's office and a storage safe formerly situated in the S.T.A.R.S. office upstairs. A small corridor at the
back of the eastern office led to an emergency exterior stairwell to the second floor and a corridor down to the
Night Watchman's room. This small office housed a set of bunk beds for officers on night duty as well as
doubling as a locker room for some of the regular officers. Kevin Ryman's locker was located here. The Night
Watchmen was also responsible for Joker Key, which allowed access to every room in the precinct.
Outside this room a set of stairs led down to the basement level. The basement contained an emergency exit to
the extreme left, an autopsy room, power room, and weapons storage requiring an electronic key card for
access. Beyond that, the main underground car park led through to the kennels and holding cells. A shutter led
to an access ramp for vehicles to drive back up to surface level. The kennels were for the prized Dobermans
Rocket and Jo Jo, and contained sewer access leading to a waste disposal plant located behind the police station.
On the second floor of the building, the western wing contained the S.T.A.R.S. office running under Captain
Wesker. There was also a janitor's work space and the library. The library was the only way to access the third
floor balcony overlooking the main hall. This small walkway led to the bell tower, which was strictly off-limits
thanks to Chief Irons, though the Night Watchman has been known to slip in there on occasion for a crafty
drink and a smoke. Inside the bell tower was an old dust chute which dropped back down to the holding cells
on the basement level.
The second floor east wing housed the secretary's office, an old storage room full of old works of art and the
office of Chief Irons. There was also a corridor leading down to the helipad and water tower, as well as access to
the emergency stairwell leading back down to the ground floor. The Raccoon City Police Station was
completely obliterated on October 1st, 1998 following deployment of an experimental thermobaric missile into
the town.
The United States Government begin secret negotiations with Umbrella to become their first
major customer in acquiring biological weapons. This alliance is absolute top secret, but has
extensive benefits for both parties. Although the government cannot be seen to be purchasing
illegal biological weapons, they are well aware Umbrella cannot risk exposing them without also
exposing themselves, so both parties are confident no leaks will happen and their secret
agreement will never make public record. To protect their own interests, Umbrella supply U.S.
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officials with a list of products they are currently only ready to market. Any in-development or
classified B.O.W. projects are not revealed.
ORGANISATION PROFILE: U.S. GOVERNMENT
The U.S. Government was formed in 1789, making the United States one of the world's first modern
constitutional republics. It is the federal government of the republic of fifty states that constitute the United
States, as well as one capital district and several other territories. The federal government is composed of three
distinct branches: legislative, executive and judicial, whose powers are vested by the U.S. Constitution in the
Congress, the President, and the federal courts, including the Supreme Court, respectively. The powers and
duties of these branches are further defined by acts of Congress, including the creation of executive
departments and courts inferior to the Supreme Court.
As part of their national defence program and military operations, The United States Government became
aware of the illegal side of Umbrella thanks to Oswell Spencer's influential contacts. This was believed to have
taken place sometime in the 1980's when Umbrella began creating stable biological weapons thanks to
improved variants of the in-development t-Virus project. A potential alliance between both parties carried a
number of advantages. Umbrella would supply the U.S. with biological weapons they could use in foreign
warfare, and in return the government would keep any unwanted attention away from Umbrella's illegal side
and protect their public image as the world's leading supplier of pharmaceutical products. This alliance was
strong but also uneasy. For obvious reasons the government and the President of the United States could not
be seen purchasing illegal biological weapons and yet at the same time, Umbrella were also taking a big risk by
exposing their secretive bio-weapons program to the most powerful political organisation on the planet.
However, both could take comfort in the fact one could not attack the other without exposing themselves in the
process. For example if the government ever decided to attack Umbrella it would expose the illegal practices of
their own administration and the cosy collusive relationship between Umbrella and government leaders. It
would be political suicide and have long-lasting implications for the whole country. The alliance also led both
parties to take a more secretive interest in each other to benefit themselves. The government wanted to use
Umbrella's weapons to spearhead their own secret biological weapons program, whereas Umbrella wanted to
use this partnership to implant their own agents into the government administration, allowing the
corporation's influence to spread into the senate.
The ultra-secret collusion remained mutual and secret for a number of years. Throughout that time, the
government had an extensive product list of Umbrella's viral agents and bio-organic-weapons. However, these
details were limited to products currently available on the market and they did not receive any intelligence on
sections considered top-secret within Umbrella such as in-development status. As time went on, Umbrella
became a troublesome entity for the government as it emerged the company had signed similar agreements
with other countries to sell them biological weapons, leading to the possibility that B.O.W.s would be used
against U.S. troops.
The alliance remained intact until the infamous Raccoon City incident of 1998, when a serious biohazard
occurred and the town had to be destroyed. This was the catalyst that brought Umbrella's cosy relationship
with the U.S. Government to an end and made them enemies. The problems began following the events of the
mansion incident when William Birkin was nearing completion of the G-Virus. He began to disagree with the
direction Umbrella wanted to take his work and believed they were not going to offer him his desired position
as a member of the company's executive board. He was also paranoid that Umbrella were going to hold him
responsible for the Arklay biohazard that resulted in the leaking of sensitive data to the 'rival company,' and
were plotting to get rid of him for good. In view of this, Birkin contacted the U.S. Government and began
making discreet negotiations with high ranking officials, including Derek Simmons, to provide them with the
G-Virus and its research data in exchange for protection and the right to study in an American research
institute. The government, keen on acquiring Umbrella's top scientist and the research data for the new virus,
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quickly agreed to send in a team of U.S. Special Forces to Raccoon City to extradite Dr. Birkin. However, after
such a long association with each other, Umbrella had key personnel implanted within the government and
vice versa, meaning intelligence was leaked to both sides. Becoming aware of the government's plan to extract
Birkin, Umbrella responded by sending in Hunk's team earlier and they got to him first. Additionally the
government's Special Forces were given faulty intelligence as to the layout of Birkin's lab and had arrived
instead at the Dead Factory. Later, Sergei Vladimir would deploy six Tyrants into the industrial zone to wipe
them all out. Once the extraction mission failed, the U.S. government put plans in place to destroy Raccoon
City with a new type of experimental warhead. Now that the t-Virus had leaked throughout the town and the
government's trust with Umbrella was broken, all bets were off and it was now down to see which organisation
would take the fall for the incident. The government now feared that if Umbrella successfully recovered the GVirus, there was no telling what terrible weapons would be brought to enemies of the United States later on.
Therefore, the U.S. hurried the execution of the "Sterilisation Operation." But despite obvious appearances, the
true purpose of the operation wasn't to prevent the spread of the virus. Raccoon City's location was a town
existing in isolation within a Midwestern wilderness. Since it was surrounded by dry desert, there was no need
to be concerned about the virus spreading. This operation was pushed for strongly by Derek Simmons, and was
secretly all about preventing Umbrella taking Birkin's research results. He was in complete disregard for any
survivors within the town. Simmons also argued that a missile strike would eradicate any physical evidence of
the government's involvement with Umbrella. But Umbrella became aware of this plan and in an attempt to
buy time, leaked video feeds of the U.B.C.S.'s civilian rescue missions inside the city to the mass media,
promoting a humane rescue effort and letting the world know the city could be saved. Spencer also used his
influence within the U.S. senate to delay any missile strike. These tactics worked and the sterilisation operation
was delayed by several days, buying Umbrella more time to secure the G-Virus. In response, the government
used this time to deploy teams of Spec Ops soldiers into the city. Their primary mission was to uncover proof
of Umbrella's involvement over the outbreak and if possible, recover their own sample of the G-Virus. Over
several days they infiltrated several locations across town, including key Umbrella facilities. To compensate,
Umbrella sent in more U.S.S. teams for 'Operation Raccoon City' with goals to destroy evidence linking
Umbrella's involvement in the incident. It became a game of cat and mouse between the opposing forces.
Eventually, Umbrella's stalling tactics worked as it bought enough time for Hunk to make it out of the city with
the recovered G-Virus which he then delivered to Umbrella at Loire Village in France. Soon afterwards,
Simmons got final approval to bomb Raccoon city and an experimental Thermobaric bomb destroyed the
entire town and the biohazard that had engulfed it. In a sense, it was a victory for both sides. Umbrella had
recovered the G-Virus and any evidence of their involvement in the incident had vanished with the missile
touchdown. Likewise it was the same for the government, as they had Sherry Birkin in their custody; a little girl
who carried the G-Virus antibody and the only person in the entire world to do so.
The U.S. Government was forced to answer some tough questions in the fallout of the incident, leading to the
resignation of the President as people sought the connection to Umbrella and the biohazard that had engulfed
the town. They were heavily scrutinised with many sections of the public being unable to forgive the decision to
launch a missile at their own soil, effectively killing 100,000 people. In order to win back public support, a new
government administration was put into place that took a firm anti-Umbrella stance, waging all-out war on the
corporation in order to atone for previous sins. They hit Umbrella with many lawsuits and a business
suspension decree which crashed the company's stock prices hard. A new secret military agency was formed by
government official Adam Benford whose primary mission was to gather information about B.O.W.s and biowarfare. Leon S. Kennedy was recruited into this agency following his extensive involvement in the Raccoon
incident. There was a very real threat of deadly biological weapons going out of control, and this was clearly
evident not only from incidents involving Umbrella, but with other groups such as the 'rival company' and
later, Tricell.
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This group carried out operations across the world, aided by a directive issued by the president known as 'AntiVirus Weapon Protocol No. 7600.' In 2001 they carried out an operation in Africa to apprehend a top Umbrella
official supplying guerrilla forces with biological weapons. That same year they also sanctioned the formation
of the Federal Bioterrorism Commission (F.B.C.), who became a domestic anti-bioterrorism unit operating
under the jurisdiction of the government and led by General Morgan Lansdale.
In 2002, the Secret Military Agency also took down a ruthless South American drug lord known as Javier
Hidalgo who had a contract with Umbrella. By now the agency was more commonly referred to as the AntiUmbrella Pursuit and Investigation Team (A,U.P.I.T.) within the United States Strategic Command. One of
their major operations was to investigate a former Umbrella researcher by the name of Morpheus. D. Duvall
who tried to cause a major bio-terrorist event and inadvertently scuppered one of Umbrella's major recovery
programs. Also that year, numerous small-scale t-Virus outbreaks occurred in India thanks to Frederic
Downing showcasing its abilities to terrorist leaders. In response, the U.S. Government sanctioned the use of
WilPharma Corporation’s in-development t-Virus vaccine to aid the Indian authorities and halt the spread of
infection. This success saw WilPharma win the trust of the U.S. Government and over the next three years
continued with clinical trials in India. These trials were not without human sacrifice, but the American
government overlooked these losses so long as the vaccine was completed.
Throughout this time, the Supreme Court case dragged on as Umbrella's deep pockets were able to secure the
very best lawyers money could buy and Spencer backhanded many false witnesses, prolonging the court case
with part of the blame for the incident cleverly shifted on the American government. The result was an ongoing struggle between the US administration and Umbrella, with heavily skewered public opinion over the
two parties. A significant breakthrough was made in 2003 when an anonymous witness (Albert Wesker)
handed the prosecution inconclusive proof that Umbrella caused the Raccoon City incident thanks to illegally
developed viral and biological weapons. Following this irrefutable evidence, the Raccoon Trials finally
concluded with Umbrella found guilty on all charges. Over the following year the corporation was finally
dissolved completely and the U.S. Government was let off the hook. They quickly put a plan in place to round
up all scientists and former employees before they could place the remnants of Umbrella's technology onto the
black market and align themselves with terrorist organisations.
2004 was the year of the Terragrigia Panic and the incident that finally proved once and for all the existence of
B.O.W.s. Photographs were published in ‘La Revelation’ newspaper and no longer could their existence be
denied to the public at large. The city was eventually destroyed in a situation eerily reminiscent of Raccoon City
and the U.S. Government came under scrutiny for the way their own Federal Bioterrorism Commission
handled the incident.
Later that year, the government became involved in another bio-terrorist attack when the new president’s
daughter was abducted by terrorists known as the 'Los Illuminados'. Their plan was to infect her with a parasite
known as Las Plagas; an organism that could take complete control of its host. She would then be sent back to
her father, allowing the organism to infiltrate the government from within, enabling the Los Illuminados to
take over by seizing power in Congress, the Department of Justice and the Military. However, this scheme was
foiled by Leon S. Kennedy who was still an operative of the Secret Military Agency.
By 2005, WilPharma’s vaccine was completed and only awaited federal approval. The Pentagon furthered this
development by allocating $1 million to a huge public anti-bioterror program. But the shadow of the U.S.
Government’s involvement with the Raccoon City incident loomed large during a bio-terrorist attack at
Harvardville Airport. There, terrorists threatened to disperse the t-Virus at major cities across the United
States unless the government revealed the truth behind the Raccoon City incident. Again, Secret Military
Agency operative Leon Kennedy helped bring the incident to a peaceful conclusion. Benford’s agency also
intervened during an outbreak caused by former Umbrella employees in St. Cloud, Minnesota. Evidence found
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by police officer Tyler Hamilton was confiscated by the government and Adam Benford himself recruited
Hamilton into his unit.
The U.S. Government continued to fight bioterrorism across the world, although they did have a fractious
relationship with the B.S.A.A., leading back to the faked Il Veltro revival incident of 2005, where the F.B.C.'s
leader, Morgan Lansdale, was revealed to have been corrupt and provided terrorists with the means to attack
Terragrigia a year earlier. The F.B.C. was disbanded and many of its assets transferred across to the B.S.A.A.,
who in turn were re-formed under the jurisdiction of the United Nations. Although the B.S.A.A. had a North
American branch, the U.S. Government did not permit them to get involved in large-scale bio-terror incidents
on American soil. However, any animosity between the government and the B.S.A.A. was cooled thanks to a
special meeting set up between Leon S. Kennedy and Chris Redfield. For the next several years, bio-terrorism
events continued to occur across the globe and the government adapted to tackle these threats with new
administrations and new organisations such as the Division of Security Operations and the Field Operations
Support.
By 2013, the now President Adam Benford began to realise that these events would carry on continuously
unless the world came together and united against the common threat of bioterrorism. He reasoned that the
only way achieve this was for the U.S. Government to admit their past mistakes and reveal the full truth behind
the Raccoon City incident. Naturally there were many who were deeply opposed to this idea, none more so
than Derek Simmons who by this point was the chief National Security Advisor and Benford's right hand man.
He believed that revealing the truth would cause the United States to lose all influence, power and leverage on
the political spectrum, leading to severe distrust, a breakdown of alliances and a significant loss to their
position as a supreme world power. He used his position as head of 'The Family' to stage a bio-terrorist attack
at Tall Oaks; the venue at which President Benford was due to give his speech revealing the full truth behind
Raccoon City. Benford was killed in the resulting attack and the government's secrets were kept safe once again.
A few days later National Security Advisor Derek Simmons was killed and evidence uncovered that he had
planned Benford’s assassination and orchestrated the Tall Oaks biohazard. In the following months, close
confederates of Simmons leaked sensitive data to terrorist organisations out of spite and did much to disrupt
the work being carried out by the D.S.O. One of Benford’s former aides and even the new Vice-President were
allegedly involved.
The U.S. Government were also responsible for the drone bombing of Glenn Arias’ wedding – a wanted target
involved in illegal weapons smuggling.
DEPARTMENTS:
U.S. INTELLIGENCE DEPARTMENT/SECRET MILITARY AGENCY: A unit created in response to the 1998
Raccoon City disaster by Adam Benford working alongside the Intelligence Department. The team was made
up of specialised individuals with experience in dealing with B.O.W.s. Their goal was to produce effective
countermeasures against these weapons as well intelligence gathering, security activities and special operations
all aimed at destroying Umbrella Corporation and its illicit operations. They also monitored other
organisations believed to be in the possession of such illegal weapons. They also became known as the AntiUmbrella Pursuit and Investigation Team and were later placed under the banner of US STRATCOM.
FEDERAL BIOTERRORISM COMMISSION: The F.B.C. was set up in 2001 after Morgan Lansdale
campaigned in congress to push through the 2001 National Defence Act. He argued that the lack of a
specialised military unit to tackle bioterrorism left the United States exposed to a potential attack. The F.B.C.
had the full authority of the U.S. Government and were outfitted with the latest technology, weapons and
hardware. They were successful in resolving the 2004 Terragrigia Panic yet were dissolved in 2005 when it was
revealed Morgan Lansdale had originally supplied the terrorists with the t-Abyss virus used to cause the
incident.
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SECRET SERVICE: Agents of the U.S.S.S. were dispatched on secret missions under orders given directly from
the White House. Agents in charge of special missions were assigned dedicated operators to serve as contact
and support personnel, and orders were given via portable data terminals. This was a special measure to ensure
there would be no knowledge that the mission was conducted under direct presidential orders, even if the agent
failed in his mission. Secret Service agents were often placed on security detail and charged with VI.P.
protection.
DIVISION OF SECURITY OPERATIONS: A secret military organisation formed in 2011 under the direct
control of the President with a primary mission to expose bioterrorism. Only the very best agencies were
recruited and the organisation became known as the 'Sword of the President' following a successful two years
eliminating all threats to the United States. Leon Kennedy was a founding member and operatives worked in
tandem with the Field Operations Support. The D.S.O. was seen as an unofficial successor to the F.B.C.
FIELD OPERATIONS SUPPORT: Field Operations Support (F.O.S.) was an organisation operating at the
highest level of the U.S. government. Its original mission was to provide support for agents from multiple
U.S. intelligence agencies discharging their duties around the world. As the dangers posed by bioterrorism
began to take priority for U.S. security, the F.O.S. was evolved to oversee all operations that dealt with
responses to and the prevention of bioterrorism. The F.O.S was originally formed in 2011 by Adam Benford,
with Ingrid Hunnigan installed as operations coordinator. The F.O.S. focused on supporting the Division of
Security Operations and their missions.
In Asia, Ray Hsu and Tahir Kapoor have been living on the streets
ever since losing their parents to the horrors of war. One day, cold
and starving, they are found by Mr. Delenikas, who takes them
back to his orphanage. There they meet his daughter, Gracia, who
is roughly the same age as them. She volunteers at the orphanage
to help her father and serves hot food and drink to all the
homeless children. Over time, Tahir and Ray bond with Gracia
and they become good friends. They are forever grateful to
Gracia's father for rescuing them.
Tyrell Patrick joins the French Foreign Legion.
In Eastern Europe, the small country of Edonia undergoes major domestic change by adopting
a new government with a more democratic political regime. This is typical of many Eastern
European countries of this era. The capital is a small town in the mountains lined with old
stone buildings where snow deepens in the winter. City Hall is located here.
Pharmaceutical company Tricell make plans to construct a large oil field and processing station
in the marshlands of Kijuju, West Africa. But their preferred site is currently occupied by the
peaceful Sodibayan tribe. Using dirty tactics, representatives from Tricell trick the Sodibayans
into signing away their land, forcing them deeper into the marshlands as the company's
construction equipment moves in to begin work. The Sodibayans have no choice but to
concede to the mighty corporate giant and begin building new homes, although life is a struggle
as they have no means to cross the nearby swamp.
After over ten years at sea and known as the 'Queen of the Atlantic,' the Queen Zenobia cruise
liner begins to fall into decline. With the rise and popularity of cheap air travel, long-distance
passenger ships undergo a steep decline and many companies fall into debt. Just as it looks like
the Queen Zenobia and her sister ships are about to be decommissioned and sold as scrap,
they are purchased by the 'Paraguas Line'; a subsidiary company of Umbrella. Over the next
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few years all three ships will have their steam turbines replaced with electric diesel propulsion
systems and their hold and cabin areas are to be expanded and upgraded with the latest
technology. All three Queens will be reborn as a fully functional luxury liners. The plan initially
is for the cruise ships to appeal to the rich and famous, bringing in yet another healthy revenue
for the corporation. However, all three ships will also be outfitted with hidden laboratory
facilities beneath the hold, ready for clandestine off-shore research and long distance B.O.W.
transportation.
At Arklay Labs, since absorbing the Nemesis Parasite, Lisa Trevor has slowly regained some of
her former intelligence, although her actions are becoming increasingly more bizarre.
A young scientific protégé by the name of Carla Radames completes a doctorate course at a
university at the age of just 15 years-old. Her talents are scouted by the Simmons Foundation
and she is placed into one of their research institutes. She catches the eye of Derek Simmons
himself and over the years he will immerse Carla into the dark world of B.O.W. research.
Svetlana Belikova arrives in the Soviet Union and immediately affiliates herself with an antigovernment rebel movement, just as her father had done before her. She hold a grudge against
the USSR for taking her father away. Over time, as a result of her radicalist activities, she is
suspected of being a spy by the government and is captured and interrogated by the KGB.
They use acid on her back and she requires extensive skin grafts in the aftermath.
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